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Excess gestational weight gain increases health risks for mother and child in the short and longer 
term. Meta-analyses of trials designed to optimise gestational weight gain show positive fetal and 
maternal effects. However, studies show considerable heterogeneity in their interventions and 
effects. Intuitive eating, eating founded on hunger and satiety cues rather than emotional stimuli, 
is associated with lower body mass index in observational studies outside pregnancy. Higher 
levels of emotional eating have been associated with increased gestational weight gain.  
The aim of this PhD was to investigate if intuitive eating could be used as part of a non-dieting 
intervention for the optimisation of gestational weight gain, to improve the outcomes for mother 
and child. The Medical Research Council complex interventions framework was used as the basis 
of the research design leading to a mixed method exploratory sequential design. 
Phase one, a qualitative study, using a semi-structured interview with a cognitive think-aloud 
component, of 12 purposively selected pregnant women, investigated two objectives: (1) to 
explore the way women experience eating in pregnancy, and (2) to examine the content validity 
of the Intuitive Eating Scale in pregnancy. 
Objective one was addressed using a general inductive analysis of interview data. Four themes 
regarding eating during pregnancy were identified: How women feel, External influences, 
Changed eating by choice, and Motivation to change. Findings supported Phelan’s model of 
pregnancy as a teachable moment for eating behaviours. 
Objective two was met by comparing women’s ‘think-aloud’ responses for each item of the 
Intuitive Eating Scale (‘during pregnancy’ versus ‘pre-pregnancy’) using a directed content 
analysis approach to elucidate reasons for any differences. One core theme, food safety, was 
identified that potentially affected the content validity of the existing Intuitive Eating Scale; 
women reported that food safety issues altered their ‘during pregnancy’ answers to some items 
on the unconditional eating subscale. To standardise the way women interpreted the context for 
answering the instructions for completing the Intuitive Eating Scale were amended, an additional 
statement was added “Your answers may include consideration of food safety (e.g. listeria)”. The 
amended instrument (IES-P) was used in Phase two. 
Phase two, an observational cohort study of 260 pregnant women at four time points was 





of the IES-P in pregnancy, and (4) investigate the relationship between intuitive eating and 
gestational weight gain. Bland Altman test-retest reliability of the IES-P, over approximately five 
weeks, showed a mean difference of -0.08 (95% limits of agreement -0.60 to 0.44) and a Pearson 
correlation coefficient of 0.79. Regression modelling demonstrated no statistically significant 
effect of baseline (mean 14 weeks) IES-P scores on gestational weight gain –1.2 kg (95% CI -
2.65kg to 0.13kg, p=.075). 
There was no convincing evidence to recommend an intuitive eating component as part of a 
complex intervention study to optimise gestational weight gain. However, there may be a role for 
an intuitive eating intervention during pregnancy, for women who have high baseline levels of 
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This PhD was designed to investigate if intuitive eating (IE) could be an effective component of 
a complex non-dieting intervention for managing gestation weight gain (GWG), with the goal of 
improving health outcomes for mother and child. The PhD uses the United Kingdom (UK) 
Medical Research Council (MRC) complex intervention framework as a basis for the design 
which is elaborated on further below and will be referenced throughout the thesis (Medical 
Research Council, 2006). The introduction is split into four sections: it describes what 
recommended GWG is and the reasons why this is important; introduces the concept of pregnancy 
as a ‘teachable moment’; defines the basic construct of IE; and provides a breakdown of the PhD 
chapters. 
 Medical Research Council Complex Intervention Framework 
The MRC complex intervention framework document (2006) was swiftly identified as an optimal 
guide for the research design to ensure that a robust process was followed to optimise the potential 
for success (Medical Research Council, 2006). The MRC framework defines complex 
interventions as those having several interacting components. These interactions may be in terms 
of variability in; the intervention group, the intervention itself or the outcomes which result 
(Medical Research Council, 2006). The model recognises four interacting research stages. 
(Development, Feasibility/piloting, Evaluation, and Implementation) (Figure 1-1). It is 
recommended that before a complex intervention is evaluated it is necessary to ensure that there 
is a reasonable evidence based expectation of a worthwhile effect. This body of work, which was 
designed to investigate if intuitive eating (IE) could be an effective intervention for GWG 
management, was limited to the development stage of the MRC complex intervention framework. 
This has three described phases: Identifying the evidence base; Identifying/developing 






Figure 1-1. Key Elements of the MRC Complex Interaction Framework Development and 
Evauation Process Adapted from Medical Research Council (2006). 
The evidence base available was identified and is described in the literature review (Section 2.1). 
Inadequate information was available to inform the development of an IE intervention to manage 
GWG. Therefore, the subsequent development phases were pursued. Validated instruments to 
measure IE were identified and critically analysed; these are described in section 2.3 of the 
literature review. As no validated measure of IE in pregnancy was identified, research objectives 
were developed to achieve this objective (see below). The relationship between IE and GWG was 
investigated to model a potential process and resultant outcomes (Chapter 6). 
 Gestational Weight Gain 
In the last century the focus of weight in pregnancy was on ensuring adequate weight gain to 
reduce the risk of development of small for gestational age (SGA) infants. This was in the context 
of populations which would mostly be described as normal weight and in a cultural climate where 
excessive consumption of calories and low rates of activity were not the norm, unlike the present 
day. In 2009 the Institute of Medicine (IOM) United States of America (US) published new GWG 
guidance which recognised the importance of optimal GWG in improving health outcomes for 
mother and child (Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009) (Table 1-1). The 2009 guidance differed from 
the 1990 IOM guidance (Committee on Nutritional Status During Pregnancy and Lactation, 1990) 
both in; the classification of Body Mass Index (BMI) group, which were updated to be consistent 
with World Health Organization (WHO) BMI classification (http://apps.who.int/bmi/ 
index.jsp?introPage= intro_3.html), and in the recommended weight gain for obese women 
(BMI>30kg/m2). The GWG recommendation for obese women in 1990 was to gain greater than 
6.8 kg. The new guidance recommended a 5-9kg weight gain (Table 1-2), thus expressly stating 





documented risks associated with excess GWG particularly in women who were obese when 
commencing pregnancy (Table 1-3) (Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009). Pre-pregnancy BMI is 
strongly correlated with maternal pregnancy health outcomes including hypertensive disorders, 
gestational diabetes and caesarean section (HAPO Study Cooperative Research Group, 2010; S. 
A. Smith, Hulsey, & Goodnight, 2008). 
Table 1-1 2009 IOM Recommendations for Total and Rate of Weight Gain During Pregnancy, 
by Pregnancy BMI. (Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009) 
 Total Weight Gain 
Rates of Weight Gain 
2nd and 3rd Trimester * 
Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m2) Range in kg Mean (range) in kg/week 
Underweight (<18.5) 12.5-18 0.51 (0.44-0.58) 
Normal Weight (18.5-24.9) 11.5-16 0.42 (0.35-0.50) 
Overweight (25.0-29.9) 7-11.5 0.28 (0.23-0.33) 
Obese (≥30) 5-9 0.22 (0.17-0.27) 
* Calculations assume a 0.5-2 kg weight gain in the first trimester (based on Siega-Riz et 
al., 1994 Abrams et al., 1996; Carmichael et al., 1997).  
BMI=Body mass index 
 
Table 1-2. Comparison of 1990 and 2009 IOM Gestational Weight Gain Guidance. (Committee 
on Nutritional Status During Pregnancy and Lactation, 1990; Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009) 
1990 criteria BMI 
<19.8 
BMI 19.8-26 BMI 26-29 BMI >29 
1990 IOM weight gain guidance 
(kg) 
12.5-18 11.5-16 7-11.5 At least 
6.8 







2009 IOM weight gain guidance 
(kg) 
12.5-18 11.5-16 7-11.5 5-9 
IOM=Institute of Medicine; BMI=Body mass index 
BMI is used within the IOM criteria to categorise optimal weight gain; recommended GWG level 
decreases as pre-pregnancy BMI increases. BMI can be calculated from height and weight in 
early pregnancy as first trimester pregnancy related weight gain is on average limited to 0.5-2kg 





pregnancy as increase in maternal weight includes the fetal component. Increase in weight during 
pregnancy is described as GWG. 
Excess maternal weight gain in pregnancy (weight gain over the IOM GWG guidelines) is 
associated with an increased incidence of adverse health outcomes for a mother and her child. 
Table 1-3 summarises these risks. The risks are a higher incidence of many pregnancy related 
conditions and importantly can result in an increase in obesity for both generations (Dzakpasu et 
al., 2015; Mannan, Doi, & Mamun, 2013; Oken, Taveras, Kleinman, Rich-Edwards, & Gillman, 





Table 1-3 Adverse Outcomes Associated With Excess Gestational Weight Gain 
Outcome Effects of excess GWG 
Pregnancy outcomes 
Maternal  
Pre-eclampsia OR 3.0 [95% CI 1.9 to 4.7](Hung, Chen, Hsu, & Hsieh, 
2015) 
Pre-term birth  OR 1.45 [95% CI 1.06 to 1.98] (Dzakpasu et al., 2015) 
Cholelithiasis OR per kg. 0.98 [95% CI 0.97 to 0.99] (Rasmussen & 
Yaktine, 2009) 
Primary Caesarean OR 1.4 [95% CI 1.2 to 1.6](Hung et al., 2015) 
Fetal 
Large Gestational Age RR, 1.22 [95% CI 1.02 to 1.45] (Karachaliou et al., 2015) 
OR 1.34 [95% CI 1.04 to 1.72] (Dzakpasu et al., 2015) 
Gastroschisis >=37 weeks  OR 1.8 [95% CI 1.4 to 2.4] (Yang, Carmichael, Tinker, & 
Shaw, 2012) 
Shoulder dystocia OR, 2.0 [95% CI 1.6 to 2.2] p=.015 (Viswanathan et al., 
2008) 
Post pregnancy outcomes 
Maternal 
Postpartum diabetes  OR 1.45 [95% CI 1.09 to 1.91] (Al Mamun et al., 2013) 
Obesity OR 4.69 [95% CI 3.53 to 6.23](Mannan et al., 2013) 
Child 
Childhood obesity RR:1.40; [95% CI 1.23 to 1.59](Mamun, Mannan, & Doi, 
2014) 
Higher blood pressure  OR Systolic 3.32 [95% CI 1.67 to 4.96]  
OR Diastolic 1.21 [95% CI 0.21 to 2.22] (Fraser et al., 
2011) 
Systolic-Coefficient 0.206 [95% CI 0.003 to 0.408] 
(Hochner et al., 2012) 
GWG=Gestational weight gain; RR=relative risk; OR=odds ration 
Recognition of pregnancy as an important time for intervention to prevent ongoing health risks 
associated with obesity for mother and child is acknowledged as part of a solution to the 
worldwide concern about overweight and obesity as a leading global risk for mortality 
(Organization., 2004; World Health Organisation). While the persistent rise in obesity in many 
countries demonstrates that strategies for reducing obesity are proving difficult to institute, 





in both mother and child (Viswanathan et al., 2008). There is increasing evidence to support that 
epigenetic changes which facilitate the development of obesity in an individual occur as a fetus 
in utero (Gluckman & Hanson, 2008). Birth weight is key to the infant’s potential risk of obesity. 
Large for gestational age (LGA) and SGA infants are at increased risk of obesity(Oken & 
Gillman, 2003). The Barker hypothesis proposed a causal relationship between SGA and 
subsequent metabolic consequences including; hypertension and diabetes, this has subsequently 
been corroborated (Barker, 1997; Reinehr, Kleber, & Toschke, 2009). As shown in  Table 1-3 
excess GWG is associated with LGA (Dzakpasu et al., 2015), while weight gain under the 
recommendations has a higher risk of SGA (Kapadia et al., 2015). Pregnancy has therefore been 
proposed as a time to intervene to reduce the increasing population rates of obesity. However, 
health practitioners continue to recommend levels of weight gain outside the guidance for 
pregnant women (S. Y. Pan, Dixon, Paterson, & Campbell, 2015; Phelan, Phipps, et al., 2011a). 
 Teachable Moment 
Pregnancy has been recognised as a potential ‘teachable moment’ with regards to health 
behaviours including eating behaviours (S. Phelan, 2010). Teachable moments are naturally 
occurring life or health events that can motivate individuals to adopt risk-reducing behaviours 
(McBride, Emmons, & Lipkus, 2003). The concept proposed is that by using pregnancy as the 
cueing event women can be motivated to change their behaviour, this has already been effectively 
applied to reduce smoking in pregnancy (McBride et al., 2003), and arguably change eating 
behaviours specifically avoidance of foods considered high risk, for example of listeria. 
Pregnancy can be considered to fit the criteria of a cueing event because: emotion is increased; 
there is perceived risk; positive outcomes are increased; and there is a redefining of social 
role/self-concept. Pregnancy can therefore be used as a time where mothers are provided with the 
necessary situation to acquire skills which lead to change in behaviour.  
 Intuitive Eating 
This PhD was designed to investigate if IE could be an effective component of a complex non-
dieting intervention for managing gestation weight, with the goal of improving health outcomes 
for mother and child. IE became a popular concept in the 1990s within self-help literature and 
this was consolidated with the publication in 1995 of ‘Intuitive Eating: A Revolutionary Program 
That Works’, which recognises ten IE principles (Table 1-4) (Tribole E, 1995). Subsequently the 
concept has been scientifically studied. This gave support to the practice of IE, a non-dieting 





satiety cues rather than more emotionally based eating, it is specifically anti-dieting (Gast & 
Hawks, 1998).  In 2002 the American Dietetic Association published a position statement in 
which it stated “It is the position of the American Dietetic Association that successful weight 
management to improve overall health for adults requires a lifelong commitment to healthful 
lifestyle behaviours emphasizing sustainable and enjoyable eating practices and daily physical 
activity” (Cummings, Parham, & Strain, 2002), p. 1145). IE is consistent with this standpoint in 
that it encourages engaging with the body’s natural sensations recognising there are no ‘good or 
bad foods and that limiting food choices leads to a potential increase in binge eating of these 
forbidden foods. The idea is to learn to eat in a sustainable ‘non-dieting’ way, thus avoiding 
weight cycling, the dramatic loss of weight followed by regain associated with classic dieting 
regimes which have been associated with adverse health outcomes over and above that associated 
with high BMI  (Field, Manson, Taylor, Willett, & Colditz, 2004; Lowe, Feig, Winter, & Stice, 
2015).  The concept of teaching IE in the context of the Phelan model is about long-term 
behaviour modification with pregnancy as the teachable moment.  
Table 1-4: Ten Principles of Intuitive Eating from https://www.intuitiveeating.com/content/10-
principles-intuitive-eating 
Principles of Intuitive Eating (Tribole and Resch 1995) 
1. Reject the Diet Mentality  6. Discover the Satisfaction Factor  
2. Honour Your Hunger  
7. Honour Your Feelings Without Using 
Food  
3. Make Peace with Food  8. Respect Your Body  
4. Challenge the Food Police 9. Exercise--Feel the Difference  
5. Respect Your Fullness  10. Honour Your Health 
 
IE as describe by Tribole and Resch (1995), and excess GWG as described in the Phelan model 
(2010), undoubtedly are complex concepts, having multiple interacting components (S. Phelan, 
2010) (S. Phelan, 2010; Tribole E, 1995). IE recognises ten principles (Table 1-4), these 
individual components are challenging particularly to people with a dieting mentality who will 
often have a prescriptive set of rules around eating behaviour (Tribole E, 1995). As an 
intervention package they are clearly a complex concept requiring modification of many aspects 
of lifestyle. Considering IE in the context of GWG there will be variability in an intervention 





regards to IE and the outcomes of any intervention must include positive short and long-term 
outcomes for both mother and child. Thus, in view of these complexities, and in line with the 
MRC complex interventions framework, it was considered that any intervention model would 
need to be complex due to the difficulty of behaviour change for women who are already 
experiencing the many changes associated with pregnancy. 
 Research Objectives 
The objectives of this PhD were to: 
1. explore the way women experience eating in pregnancy, in the context of IE 
2. examine the content validity of the Intuitive Eating Scale (an existing measure of IE) 
in pregnancy  
3. investigate the test-retest reliability of the Intuitive Eating Scale in pregnancy 
4. investigate the relationship between IE and GWG. 
 Thesis Outline 
There has been a significant increase in the published knowledge on GWG and IE during the 
period of undertaking this research. This time has been one of significant international academic 
interest in the area of weight in pregnancy and understanding of the optimal intervention for 
weight management in pregnancy has significantly progressed; as demonstrated in the literature 
review.  
This PhD was carried out in two phases. Phase one was a qualitative study of pregnant women 
and IE in pregnancy; using a semi-structured format and a think aloud analysis designed to 
explore the content validity of the Intuitive Eating Scale (IES) in pregnancy and to explore the 
way women experience eating in pregnancy. Phase two was an observational study designed to 
establish the test-retest reliability of the IES in pregnancy and to investigate if the previously 
demonstrated association between lower BMI and IE exists during pregnancy. The PhD 
concludes with a proposal for an intervention trial for GWG. 
This PhD has been carried out part-time over six years; I am a practising consultant Obstetrician 
and Gynaecologist. I refer to myself in this thesis as the primary investigator, the initials HP are 





management were carried out by myself, including; the development of protocols, application for 
ethics and grant funding, and the management of the studies. Where work was performed by a 
research assistant this is detailed within the methods. PhD supervisors acted only in a supervisory 
role. All the first drafts of papers and the poster were written by myself with subsequent editing 
from my supervisors and advisors.  
Chapter two is a review of literature relevant to the aim of the PhD. It covers a review of the IE 
published academic literature, concentrating on the literature which includes weight assessment. 
A summary of the literature on predictors of GWG is included to provide clarity to the subsequent 
chapters and meta-analyses considered relevant to an IE intervention to manage GWG are 
summarised. These reviews have been updated throughout the PhD. The published literature in 
these areas has developed considerably over the time of this PhD. 
Chapter three is a description of the mixed method approach taken to investigate the research 
question. Detailed research methods are presented for the phase one study in the two published 
papers with a full version in Appendix 1, detailed phase two methods are in chapter 6. 
Chapter four is a paper produced from phase one of the study; the semi-structured interview with 
pregnant women. It is designed to cover objective one; to explore the way women experience 
eating in pregnancy. This research was presented by myself in 2012 to the New Zealand College 
of Midwives (NZCOM) conference (Wellington) (Appendix 2) as an oral presentation. The 
resultant paper written by myself with my supervisors as co-authors has been accepted for 
publication to the New Zealand Midwifery Journal (Appendix 3). 
Chapter five includes data from both phases of the PhD and covers objective two; to examine the 
content validity of the IES in pregnancy and objective three; to investigate the test-retest reliability 
of the IES in pregnancy, this used an adapted IES questionnaire as a result of the phase one results; 
the IES-P. The ‘think aloud’ phase one data was presented as a poster at the Royal Australian and 
New Zealand Obstetrician and Gynaecologist annual scientific meeting in 2012 
(Melbourne)(Appendix 4) by myself. This paper written by myself with my supervisors and 
advisors as co-authors and has been submitted to the Journal of Health Psychology.  
Chapter six details the methods, results and discussion of the phase two study (this chapter has 
not been written for publication submission). This chapter covers objective four; to investigate 





Chapter seven is the conclusion of the PhD; which discusses the findings of the PhD in the context 
of investigating if IE could be used as part of a non-dieting intervention for optimisation of GWG, 





 PhD Thesis                                MRC Complex Intervention Framework 
 
Figure 1-2: Exploratory sequential mixed method process flow diagram, with corresponding MRC framework for reference
 
             
             


















Synthesis of research findings 
Chapter 7  
Semi-structured interview 
12 purposively selected pregnant 
women 
Think aloud responses to IES 
 
Longitudinal Observational study 
Cohort study of 260 pregnant 
women 
Identifying the evidence base 
 
 















Details of the presentations and publications, along with their present publication status, that have 
been undertaken during the PhD are detailed in Table 1-5. 
Table 1-5: Publications from PhD 
Publications  Journal Status Role of Candidate Date 
Validation of the 
Intuitive Eating 
Scale in Pregnancy 
Journal Health 
Psychology 




data, wrote first draft 





Journal of New Zealand 
College of Midwives 




data, wrote first draft 
of paper.  
2015 
Conference Posters  
Investigating the 
content validity of 
the intuitive eating 
scale in pregnancy 
Royal Australian New 





Presented Primary author, 
wrote first draft of 
poster, attended 
conference to 
support poster.  
2012 










Presented Primary author, 
wrote presentation 
and presented orally 
at conference.  
2012 




















 Literature Review 
In accordance with the UK MRC complex intervention framework 2006, the first stage of this 
research was to identify the existing evidence base (Figure 1-2) (Craig et al., 2008; Medical 
Research Council, 2006). The purpose of this literature review was to critically examine the 
existing knowledge relevant to the association between IE and GWG in the context of addressing 
the research question: can IE be used as part of a complex non-dieting intervention for managing 
gestation weight, with the goal of improving health outcomes for mother and child? 
This literature review is in four sections: IE in pregnancy (Section 2.1); the evidence for IE in 
weight management (Section 2.2); Measures of IE (Section 2.3); and summary of meta-analyses 
of dietary and eating behaviour interventions for GWG (Section 2.4). Each section describes the 
state of understanding at the start of the PhD and then summarises the developing literature 
published during the period of the PhD. No meta-analysis was performed due to the scarcity of 
literature on IE in pregnancy. The chapter concludes with a summary of the findings relevant to 
the research question. 
 Intuitive Eating in Pregnancy 
 Available Evidence on IE and Pregnancy at the Start of the PhD 
A systematic search of the literature was performed to identify studies of IE in pregnancy. A 
search of; EBM Reviews – Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials AMED, Embase, Ovid 
MEDLINE and PsycINFO, CINAHL and Google Scholar identified no studies in pregnancy that 
included an assessment of IE or an IE intervention (considered to include: intuitive eating, non-
dieting, ‘health-at-every-size’, and mindful eating) were identified at the time of the literature 
review.  
 Evidence from Studies on IE and Pregnancy Published During the PhD. 
A single conference abstract was identified specifically investigating IE and GWG (Lopez-
Cepero, Leung, Corvera, Moore, & Rosal, 2015). The objective of this study was to assess 
associations between cravings, eating behaviours, diet, and GWG. The Three Factor Eating 




of whom were Hispanic. Positively, this study reported that higher levels of IE behaviour, 
specifically lower rates of emotional eating, had an association with lower GWG (p=.046) 
(Lopez-Cepero et al., 2015). Limitations of this study from the perspective of this review 
included: the use of medical records to define GWG which has limitations with accuracy of data 
collection; and the use of dietary intake records to measure caloric intake, which may influence 
IE behaviour due to the potential that the recording of food intake may negatively affect the 
aspects of IE that focus on unconditional permission to eat. In the context of IE and pregnancy 
there is a need to confirm the results of this study regarding emotional eating and GWG using a 
longitudinal approach in different pregnant populations, as eating behaviours in pregnancy may 
not be consistent between ethnicities or countries due to the different social contexts eating holds 
in communities. 
In 2014, the International Journal of Childbirth Education published a review article on mindful 
eating in pregnancy (Stadtlander, 2014). Mindful eating, being aware and paying attention to the 
experience of eating, is a theory which has some alignment with IE, although it does not share 
the all the same constructs. Stadtlander promoted pregnancy as a time when mindful eating makes 
sense, and discussed the concept of being in tune with your body’s wishes with regards to 
food/taste as a mechanism for increasing satiety (Stadtlander, 2014). The support for mindfulness 
with regards to eating in pregnancy came from a randomised controlled trial (RCT) of yoga and 
mindfulness in women with gestational diabetes (GDM) that was designed to improve glucose 
control. This study, based in Thailand, randomised 185 women with GDM (Youngwanichsetha, 
Phumdoung, & Ingkathawornwong, 2014). The intervention comprised two fifty-minute training 
sessions in mindfulness eating and yoga exercise, with a take-home plan to practise five times per 
week for eight weeks. Glucose control was improved in the intervention group (p<.05) 
(Youngwanichsetha et al., 2014). Considering the similarities of mindful eating and IE, this is an 
encouraging finding from the perspective of a potential IE intervention to improve health 
outcomes for mother and child 
Two studies, one cross-sectional study (Leahy & Bachman, 2014; T. Tylka, L., Eneli, Kroon Van 
Diest, & Lumeng, 2013) and one conference abstract (Leahy & Bachman, 2014) in postpartum 
populations (an extension of the child-bearing period) were identified. The relationship between 
maternal eating behaviours and childhood (2-5 years) feeding practices was investigated by Tylka 




associated with less restriction of the child’s eating. They concluded that interventions to help 
mothers develop their eating-related contextual skills and eat intuitively, may translate into a more 
positive feeding environment for their children (T. Tylka, L. et al., 2013). A conference abstract 
reporting a survey of 50 women explored postpartum weight loss and its relationship with IE, 
described a positive correlation between IE and weight loss at 12-18 months postpartum (Leahy 
& Bachman, 2014).  
2.1.2.1 Summary  
These recent studies on IE and mindfulness in and after pregnancy provide encouraging findings 
in the context of an IE intervention study to optimise GWG. Higher levels of emotional eating 
were associated with higher levels of GWG, and there is a possible link to better glucose control 
in women with diabetes in pregnancy. The post-partum studies showed a mother’s IE behaviours 
may influence children’s eating and thus also their weight (Leahy & Bachman, 2014; T. Tylka, 
L. et al., 2013).  A question that remains is whether or not maternal IE behaviours during 
pregnancy may also have an impact on the intrauterine environment of the fetus and thus effect 
birth weight. 
 Intuitive Eating 
The purpose of the review of the IE literature was to consider if there was support in the literature 
for the potential for IE to be used as an intervention during pregnancy to manage GWG. The lack 
of literature on IE in pregnancy meant that the IE literature in non-pregnant women needed to be 
appraised in the context of answering the research question. Specifically, I therefore concentrated 
on results associated with weight, although findings on other health measures are included. This 
review is split into two sections, firstly, the available evidence when designing the research 
(Section 2.1.1) and secondly, an update, which includes two systematic reviews of the IE 
literature (Section 2.2.2), concluding in a summary of the evidence for use of an IE intervention 
in pregnancy. There is no systematic review of IE studies due to the heterogeneity of IE 
interventions, the lack of use of an IE measure in studies and the included populations which are 
not generalizable to a pregnant population. 
 Summary of Available Evidence about IE at the Start of the PhD 
IE is a complex construct as described in the introduction (Section 1.4). Interventions which have 




mindful eating models. The required principle of an intervention to be categorised as consistent 
with IE in the literature was one of non-restrictive eating practises which encourage a healthy 
relationship between body and food requirements. IE interventions are specifically not calorie 
controlled diets.  
Observational single-time-point studies had consistently demonstrated an inverse association 
between IE and BMI (Hawks, Madanat, Hawks, & Harris, 2005; Hawks, Merrill, & Madanat, 
2004) (S. R. Hawks et al., 2004; T. Smith, Hawks, S., 2006; T. L. Tylka, 2006). However, IE 
intervention studies, the majority of which recruited female (non-pregnant) participants, 
suggested that IE interventions were not successful at achieving weight loss in comparison to 
dieting control groups but did result in weight maintenance (Linda Bacon, Stern, Van Loan, & 
Keim, 2005; Hawley et al., 2008; Provencher et al., 2007; Provencher et al., 2009). 
Table 2.1 summarises the published literature available at the time of designing the PhD, it 
includes three cohort studies and 11 RCTs. The table details the objectives of the studies, the 
intervention trialled, an assessment of bias, key findings related specifically to weight and other 
health outcomes taken verbatim from the papers, and implications of this research with regards 
the aim of this PhD which are recorded in the final column. 
The three cohort studies, which test an intervention, reported weight loss over time, which varied 
from three months to two years. They had variable results from no significant change (Polivy & 
Herman, 1992) to an average 7.9 kg loss (Mellin, Croughan-Minihane, & Dickey, 1997). The 
lack of comparator group and the variable periods of follow-up means these results need to be 







Table 2-1. Table of IE Studies Published Prior to Development of the PhD Research Design  






giving up dieting 





efficacy) as well 
as less disordered 
eating patterns. 
Population 18 women 
seeking help dieting 
Intervention 10-
session group program 
based on Breaking the 
Diet Habit 
Each 2-hour session 
focussed on one aspect 
of living without 
dieting  
Control None 
Follow-up 6 months 
Recruitment: 19 of 35 
wait list candidates 
Measures: no details are 
given about weight. 
Questionnaires were self-
reported by participants 
Follow-up rate: 8 of 19 
There were significant reductions in Drive 
for Thinness [t{U) = 4.92, p<.001] 
Bulimia [f(14) = 2.97, p<.01] 
Interceptive Awareness [f(14) = 3.43, 
p<.005] 
Depression [f(14) = 3.32, p<.006] 
Restraint [f(14) = 4.05, p<.002] 
There was no change in weight over the 
course of the sessions [K14) =1.37, p>.10]. 





aspects of the IES 
suggesting an increase 
in IE behaviour with 
the intervention. This 
was not associated 








a 2-year program 
of the solution 
method 








Follow-up 2 years 
Recruitment: Paid 
volunteer $300 
Measures: Objective by 
independent researchers 
Follow-up rate: 22 of 29  
Mean difference between baseline and 24 
months. Weight -7.9 (-12.5 to -3.3), p<.01 
Systolic BP -13.8 (-22.9 to 4.7) p<.2 
Diastolic BP -15.1 (-21.8 to -8.4) p<.001 
Depression -2.6 (-6.2 to 1.0)  
This observational 
study showed a 
reduction over time in 
weight which was 
maintained at a time 
distant from the 
intervention. There 
was no IE measure. 




Smith et al. 
2010 
The purpose of 
this study was to 
pilot a brief (6-
week) group 
curriculum for 
Population 10 obese 




Recruitment: Via YMCA 
Measures: No details about 
how measures taken. 
Questionnaires were self-
reported by participants  
All participants lost significantly weight. 
Average weight among all participants went 
from 101 kg to 97 kg over 12 weeks, for a 
mean weight loss of 4 kg (p<.01). 
Mindfulness was 
consistent with the IE 
philosophy. The lack 
of follow-up, control 







Trial Objective Intervention Risk of bias Key IE/weight/health outcomes findings * Implications for PhD 
providing 
mindfulness 





Follow-up None Follow-up rate: 100% 
completed program, no 
follow-up period 
Increase in mindfulness over 6 and 12 
weeks; observe (p=.003; p=.03,), accept 
(p=.07; p=.02,) awareness (p=.04; p=.02) 
and describe (p=.01; p=.002) subscales. 
Large decreases in disinhibition or loss of 
control over eating and binge eating were 
observed at both 6 weeks (p=.05; p=.003, 
respectively) and 12 weeks (p=.02; p=.001, 
respectively). Large decrease in hunger 
observed at 6 weeks (p=.02) only 
significant at a trend level by 12 weeks 
(p=.09). Depression (p=.002; p=.05). 
randomisation means 
the findings of this 






















Population 142 obese 
women (78 analysed). 
Excluded pregnant 
women. 
Intervention Trial G1 
Education alone G2 
Psychoeducation. 12 








numbers - Low risk 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 
Incomplete outcome data 




Large loss to follow-up G1 14% control 
41%, G2 23% 
The psychoeducation group, but not the 
education group, demonstrated a significant 
reduction in body dissatisfaction scores 
compared to the control group. Significant 
improvement in TFEQ of food restriction in 
the psychoeducation group compared to the 
control group (F = 11.44, p=.01) but not 
when compared to the education group (F = 
0.93, p=.34). Scores on the Restraint Scale 
showed significant improvement after the 
psychoeducation intervention over the 
control (F = 48.52, p=.001). Weight and 
percent average weight did not change in a 
statistically significant way for any of the 
groups.  
This study has 
behaviours consistent 
with IE. They show 
improvement in 
behaviour measures 
but no impact on 
weight. The high loss 
to follow-up and the 
lack of 6 month and 1 














evaluation of the 
program’s 
relative efficacy 
with respect to 







Population 62 obese 
women with a history 
of treatment failures; 
BMI>30 kg/m2 for ten 
years. 
Intervention: There 
were 2 intervention 
groups: cognitive 
therapy (CT) program 





and promoting regular 
physical exercise and 
non-disordered eating 
in the absence of any 




Control Waitlist group 
Follow-up 2 years 
Random sequence 
generation Unclear risk 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 
Incomplete outcome data 
Loss to follow up 30% in 
control group - Unclear risk 
Selective reporting 
Unclear risk 
Mean losses in weight were 1.76 ± 2.29 kg 
and 2.60 ± 4.15 kg 
For the CT and BT groups respectively; 
members of the control group gained an 
average of .75 ± 2.20 kg. MANOVA of 
body weight data revealed a significant 
Group × Time interaction [F (4, 90) = 4.12; 
p<.05], such that CT [F (2, 90) = 5.34; 
p<.05] and BT [F (2, 90) = 11.95; p<.01], 
but not control [F (2, 90) = .83; p>.44], 
subjects lost significant amounts of weight 
during the course of treatment. 
The CT intervention 
has some cross over 
with IE. The 
randomised 
intervention was 
effective at weight 
loss and this was 
encouraging. 
However, there was 




To evaluate the 







Population 357 (180 
women) full time 









Blinding participants and 
personnel None 
The 4 x 2 x 2 ANOVA body weight as the 
dependent variable was non- significant, F 
(3, 292) = .37, p>.05.  
Systolic BP, F (3, 293) = .02, p>.05, and 
diastolic BP, F (3, 293) = 1.19, p>.05. 
There are no 
measures of IE. 
Neither of the 
intervention groups 
had any positive 






















2 control groups. Diet 
free forever/ traditional 
weight control 
Control Non volunteer 
group at the same site/ 
true control at a 
separate site 
Follow-up 1 year 
Blinding outcome 
assessment Unclear risk 




Cholesterol as the dependent variable had a 
significant Group x Time main effect, F 
(3,272) = 3.62, p<.01.  
The control group had an unexpected 
significant. 
Decrease in total cholesterol, t (58) = 2.16, 
p<.05 
Bacon, 
Keim et al. 
2002, 
Bacon, 
Stern et al. 
2005 
To evaluate the 
effects of a 
‘health-centred’ 
non-diet wellness 
program, and to 
compare this 





Population 78 obese 
female chronic dieters. 
Excluded pregnant 
women. 
Intervention G1 6 
months of weekly 
group health HAES 
intervention G2 
Traditional dieting 
Control No non-active 
control 
Follow-up 2 years 
Random sequence 
generation Unclear risk 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 




Both groups demonstrated significant 
improvement in many metabolic fitness, 
psychological and eating behaviour 
variables. 
There was high attrition in the diet group 
(41%), compared to the non-diet group 
(8%). Weight significantly decreased in the 
diet group (5.9+/-6.3 kg) while there was no 
significant change in the non-diet group (-
0.1 +/- 4.8 kg). Weight was regained and 
little improvement was sustained. 
The HAES 
intervention was 
consistent with the IE 
structure. There was 
no measure of IE. 
Positively, there was 















generation The allocation 
sequence for randomization 
was generated by the 
No significant impact on weight between 
intervention (lifestyle) and control groups. 
Weight: Lifestyle baseline 110.7 kg (16.3) 
Post intervention 108.8 (18.3) Control 
This small RCT does 
not add anything to 




























educational classes on 





principal investigator - 
High risk 
Allocation concealment 
Numbered envelopes - Low 
risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 
Incomplete outcome data 





baseline 102.4 (23.3) Post-intervention 
104.6 (24.1)   p>0.05 
was no IE measure 







attitudes in a 
sample of obese 
women who 
participated in 




women, BMI 30-43 
kg/m2 with stable 
weight. Excluded 
pregnant women. 
Intervention G1 a 
meal replacement diet; 
G2 a balanced deficit 
diet, G3 non-dieting 
program. weekly 90-
minute group sessions 
for 20 weeks biweekly 
18 weeks 
Control No non-active 
control 
Random sequence 
generation No details 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 




The dieting group lost significantly 
(p<.0001) more weight than the non-dieting 
group at both Week 20 (11.4 +/- 6.0% vs. 
0.2 +/- 2.5%) and Week 40 (12.3 +/- 8.4% 
vs. 1.3 +/- 3.2%). 
This study has no 
measure of IE. The 
significantly lower 
weight in the diet 
group does not 
provide any evidence 








Trial Objective Intervention Risk of bias Key IE/weight/health outcomes findings * Implications for PhD 






et al. 2008 
















overweight and obese 







interventions: G1: a 
group program focused 
on intensive; training in 
techniques for eliciting 
the relaxation response.  
G2: a group program 
focused on healthy 
eating and physical 
activity. G3: a self-
guided, mail-delivered 
version of G2  
Control No non-active 
control 
Follow-up 10 weeks, 4 






Allocation by statistician. 
No contact with 
participants - Low risk  
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 




At 12 months, G1 produced statistically 
greater improvements in stress management 
behaviours and medical symptom 
discomfort and was the only program to 
significantly improve self-efficacy for low-
fat eating. In G1, the effect sizes for 
reductions in depression (0.75) and 
interpersonal sensitivity (0.85) were large. 
At 12 months, mean weight was unchanged. 
Only among G1 participants were the 
reductions in psychological distress and 
medical symptoms maintained at 2 years. 
At 2 years, G1 participants had significantly 
greater increases in stress management 
behaviours than those in G2 (p<.05), and 
significantly greater success scores than 
those in G3 (p<.05). In all three programs, 
mean weight was unchanged at 2 years. 
A short scale IE 
measure was used the 
internal reliability was 
0.35 and results are 
not presented. This 
non-dieting study 
showed no weight 




Begin et al. 
2009, 
Leblanc, 
To assess the 










generation No details 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
HAES group: 63.4% of these women 
maintained a lower weight at 16 months 
when compared to baseline (mean BMI 
30.1 +/- 0.4 at baseline vs 29.5 +/- 0.5 at 16 
months; 2% difference from the initial 











Trial Objective Intervention Risk of bias Key IE/weight/health outcomes findings * Implications for PhD 
Provencher 








levels in women 





G1-HAES, G2 social 
support(SS) (groups of 
12 women during 14 
weekly sessions) 
Control Waitlist 
Follow-up 1 year 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 
Incomplete outcome data 
Loss to follow-up of 38 




weight) while lower weights at 16 months 
than at baseline were noted in 57.6% of 
women in the SS group and 43.7% of 
women in the control group (mean BMI 
30.6 +/- 0.4 at baseline vs 30.3 +/- 0.5 at 16 
months in the SS group; 1.0% difference 
from initial weight, and mean BMI 30.5 +/- 
0.4 at baseline vs 30.5 +/- 0.5 at 16 months 
in the control group; 0.0% of difference 
from initial weight). 
Larger decreases in habitual susceptibility 
to disinhibition and susceptibility to hunger 
(particularly external hunger) noted during 
the intervention period were associated with 
the maintenance of a lower body weight 
during the follow-up period in the HAES 
group. 












sustained loss of 
weight in 
overweight 
subjects over a 5-
month period. 
Population 181 (79 
women) with normal 
glucose homeostasis 
Intervention: IHMP 
training to adjust 
participants’ meal-by-
meal energy intake to 
ensure pre-meal 
attainment of initial 
hunger with its 
associated low blood 
glucose concentration 
Control Subjects were 
given information on 





Allocated by dietician - 
High risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 
Incomplete outcome data 
20 % loss to follow-up not 
2/13 equal amongst groups 
- High risk 
A significant longitudinal decrease was 
found in body weight (trained NW: -2.5 ± 
4.6 kg; OW -6.7 ± 4.5 kg; controls: NW 
+3.5 ± 4.0 kg and OW -3.4 ± 4.0 kg; p=.006 
and 0.029). 
This trial taught an 
awareness of hunger 
consistent with IE but 
the restrictive dietary 
intervention was not 
consistent with IE. 
There was no measure 
of IE. They showed 
significant weight loss 
but the use of 
restrictive diet means 
the results cannot be 







Trial Objective Intervention Risk of bias Key IE/weight/health outcomes findings * Implications for PhD 
and on recommended 
vegetable intake and 
physical activity 
similar to the trained 
subjects. The control 
overweight subjects 
were encouraged to 
lose weight. 






To evaluate the 
effectiveness of 
the “My Body 
Knows When” 
IE program 
tailored to assist 
Fort Drum 
military spouses 





Intervention My Body 
Knows When IE 
program. One hour 
each week for 10 
weeks 
Control No details 
Follow-up 6 months 
Random sequence 
generation No details 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Unclear risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment Unclear risk 
Incomplete outcome data 




Measured Diet Mentality Scale (DMS) and 
classified an IE according to DMS scores. 
The total range of points available was 94 
(minimum of 33, midpoint of 80, and 
maximum of 127) and was divided into 4 
categories; 33-56 as intuitive eater, 57-79 as 
somewhat of an intuitive eater, 80-103 as 
somewhat of a dieter, and 104- 127 as 
dieter. Both the pre-to-post-test (p=.015) 
and post-to follow-up test (p=.045) 
exhibited significant improvements 
compared to the control group results 
Weight control 86.2 kg +/-4.4 Intervention 
90.8 +/-8.5 
This was the first trial 
identified to use the 
IE terminology within 
their intervention. 
They measure IE 
using the DMS and 
demonstrate that an 
intervention can 
increase the level of a 
participant’s IE. The 
large loss to follow-
up means the weight 




Begin et al. 
2010 
The aim of the 
present study 
was to assess the 





body weight the 
Population 144 
weight-preoccupied 




G2 Social support (SS) 
Control Waiting list 
Random sequence 
generation No details 
Allocation concealment 
Unclear risk 
Blinding participants and 
personnel Outcome 
assessors were blinded of 
Depressive symptoms, F (2, 249) = 7.92, p= 
.0005. Decrease in body weight over time (-
1.4 kg or 1.8% of the initial weight) was 
significant only in the HAES group and not 
in the SS and WL groups. No group by time 
interaction effect was significant. 
HAES was consistent 
with an IE 
intervention however 
there was no 
identified IE measure 
used in this study. 












Follow-up 12 months group assignation at 
baseline only -Low risk 
Blinding outcome 
assessment High risk 
Incomplete outcome data 
26% loss to follow-up no 
details of which group - 
used conservative intention 




over time was 
encouraging.  
BP-Blood Pressure; HAES-Health at every size; SS-Social support; WL-Wait-list; DMS-Diet Mentality Score; G=group; SDT = self-determination theory; IE=intuitive eating; 
IHMP=Initial Hunger Meal Pattern 
# This paper was published after the PhD but is a follow-up of the participants in the Provencher, Begin et al. 2009 trial so is included here  














The identification of weight maintenance in the intervention studies congruent with IE, 
summarised in Table 2-1, is a positive finding. Dieting is known to be effective at short term 
weight loss; however, many people do not maintain that weight loss over time (Amigo & 
Fernandez, 2007; Sjostrom et al., 2007). Weight cycling, losing and then regaining weight, is 
associated with adverse health outcomes and predicts long term weight gain (Field et al., 2004; 
Lowe et al., 2015). Weight maintenance with IE interventions is therefore a positive finding, 
particularly in the context of pregnancy where weight gain, within the IOM GWG guideline, is 
the goal. Therefore, at the start of the PhD the limited literature on IE was considered promising 
and suggested that an IE intervention in pregnancy was worthy of further investigation. 
Consequently, it was considered necessary to identify a valid measurement of IE as a precursor 
as detailed in section 2.3. 
 Evidence from IE Studies Published During the PhD. 
Three IE related studies were identified which had been published during the PhD which included 
a weight assessment. These studies are summarised in Table 2-2, in the same format as the 
previously reviewed studies (Table 2-1). These studies add to the findings particularly, the study 
by Gravel, et al. (2014), which was the first study identified to use the Tylka IES (Section 2.3), 
the IE measure used in this research (Gravel et al., 2014). Two systematic reviews of the IE 
literature had been published; Van Dyke and Drinkwater (2014), and Schaefer and Magnuson 








Table 2-2. Intervention Studies Using IE Interventions with Weight Assessment Published During the PhD (Adapted from Van Dyke and Drinkwater 2014 
and Schaefer and Magnuson 2014). 
Trial Objective Intervention Risk of bias Key IE/weight/health outcomes 
findings* 




To evaluate the effect of 
a Mindful Restaurant 
Eating intervention on 
weight management. 
Population 35 women 
who eat out at least 3 
times per week 
Intervention Mindful 
Restaurant Eating - 6 
weekly, 2-hour small 
group sessions, focused 
on reducing calorie and 
fat intake when eating 
out through education, 
behaviour change 
strategies, and mindful 
eating meditations. 
Control Wait-list 
Follow-up 6 weeks 
Random sequence 
generation Computer 











blinded to the data 
collected –Low risk 
Incomplete outcome 
data Unclear risk 
Selective reporting 
Unclear risk 
Participants in the intervention 
group lost significantly more 
weight (p=.03), increased diet 
related self-efficacy (p=.02), and 
had fewer barriers to weight 
management when eating out 
(p=.001). 
The inclusion of 
mindfulness was related to 
IE however the reduced 
calorie restrictive eating 
was not consistent with IE. 
The weight loss shown 
therefore cannot be 
extrapolated to IE. There 
was no measure of IE. 
Anglin 2012 The purpose of this 
study was to assess 
weight loss, BMI, and 
waist circumference in 
obese adults (BMI ≥30 
kg/m2) using calorie 
restriction (CR) and IE 








treatment - calorie 
Random sequence 




and personnel Unclear 
risk 
The CR group lost weight 
consistently throughout the 
study, whereas weight loss in the 
IE group was significantly less at 
the endpoint than at the midpoint. 
Weight loss in diet group (5.31 + 
0.97, p=.03). Calorie restriction 
This study was a pilot 
study of an IE intervention 
with a traditional dieting 
control. They used food 
dairy monitoring which 
was not consistent with IE. 
There was no 







Trial Objective Intervention Risk of bias Key IE/weight/health outcomes 
findings* 
Implications for PhD 




assessment Unclear risk 
Incomplete outcome 
data Low risk  
Selective reporting 
Unclear risk 
was a superior approach to 
weight management than IE. 
there was no follow-up. 
This study does not add to 
the IE literature. 
Gravel, 
Deslauriers 
et al. 2014 





and behaviours among 
women with restrained 
eating, as well as 
reliance on physical 
signals for hunger and 
satiety. 
Population 50 women 





groups of 12 women. 
Six free 90 minute 
workshops with a 
registered dietitian  
Control Wait list  
Follow-up 12 weeks 
Random sequence 




and personnel Unclear 
Blinding outcome 
assessment Unclear risk 
Incomplete outcome 
data Loss to follow-up 
21% intervention, 31% 
control. Unclear risk 
Selective reporting 
Unclear risk 
Significant decrease in TFEQ 
Disinhibition and a significant 
increase in Mindful Eating 
Questionnaire-Disinhibition at 
T=2 vs T=3 (p=.02 and p=.02, 
respectively) and at T=3 vs 
T=1(p=.003 and p=.002, 
respectively). Women from the 
intervention group also showed a 
significant increase in IES - 
Unconditional Permission to Eat 
at T=2 vs T=1 (p<.0001) and at 
T=3 vs T=1(p<.0001). No group 
effect (p=.70), time effect 
(p=.52), or group-by-time 
interaction (p=.65) was found for 
BMI. 
This was the first study to 
measure IE using the 
Tylka IES. The strength of 
this study was the 
demonstration using the 
IES that IE can be taught. 
Weight was reported as a 
component of BMI which 
showed no effect. There 
was no weight alone 
results. 
TFEQ- Three-Factor Eating Questionnaire; DMS - Diet mentality scale; T= Time; CR=calorie restriction 







2.2.2.1 Systematic Reviews 
The first, Van Dyke and Drinkwater (2014), reviewed the associations between IE and health 
indicators, including: BMI, physical activity, quality of dietary intake and eating patterns, 
psychological health and sustainability of IE. The purpose was to identify areas of inquiry for 
future research. Twenty-six studies were included; 19 of which included weight/ BMI; none were 
in pregnant women. This review was separated into cross sectional surveys and clinical/ 
interventional studies (Van Dyke & Drinkwater, 2014).  
Ten out of eleven cross-sectional studies (total participant number 13,407) demonstrated that 
there was an inverse association between IE and BMI. All weights and heights were self-reported 
in these studies, risking the potential to underestimate BMI (Engstrom, Paterson, Doherty, 
Trabulsi, & Speer, 2003), although there is evidence in middle aged women for agreement 
between self-reported data and measured data in New Zealand (Sharples, Crutchley, Garcia, 
Gray, & Horwath, 2012). Based on nine intervention studies Van Dyke and Drinkwater (2014) 
identified limited evidence, due to a lack of quality studies, of evidence of IE programmes leading 
to weight loss, but suggest IE programmes do assist in weight maintenance (Van Dyke & 
Drinkwater, 2014). 
Considering the value of this review in the context of the research question; the review only 
included studies with adult participants, the majority of pregnant women are greater than 18 years 
of age however, there was no upper limit of age and this may limit the generalisability of its 
findings to a population of pregnant women. In addition, the majority of the identified papers 
excluded pregnant women. The review was entirely descriptive with no meta-analysis of study 
results, there is also no assessment of bias. Whilst the descriptive nature of the review may be 
justified by the heterogeneous study methods of the included papers, which do not facilitate a 
meta-analysis, this was not explained in the paper (Van Dyke & Drinkwater, 2014). The finding 
that IE assists in weight maintenance reinforces the findings made in section 2.1.1, however they 
lack robust quality assessment and the confidence in these findings therefore remains limited. 
Schaefer and Magnuson (2014), systematically reviewed interventions that promote eating by 
internal cues i.e. IE. Specifically, they included papers with an intervention that taught and 
encouraged participants to eat intuitively. Their purpose was to examine the physical and 
psychological effects of the identified studies (Schaefer & Magnuson, 2014). Schafer and 





participants to eat intuitively. They defined intervention studies as; RCT, quasi-experimental 
controlled trials and prospective cohort studies, which compared IE interventions with any control 
group. The population inclusion criteria were adults without eating disorders, this again causes 
issues when considering the findings in the context of pregnancy. They included all peer reviewed 
papers (but not theses) published prior to December 2012. There was purposely no exclusion 
based on methodological quality of papers and individual papers were not formally assessed for 
of bias within the review; a risk of bias due to potentially unpublished negative studies was 
discussed. This lack of quality assessment of the included studies again limits the confidence in 
the review findings as a high quality paper may have been given equal weight in the assessment 
as a biased, poorly designed study.  
Schafer included 24 studies published from 1990 to 2012 with a total of 1,951 participants; 1,665 
women and 286 men, ranging in study size from 10 to 357. Two papers included in the Van Dyke 
intervention section were not identified within the Schafer review (Anglin, 2012; Crerand et al., 
2007): both are RCTs and were published within the timeframe of the review. The study 
populations vary significantly in size; a number of these are underpowered or pilot studies with 
small sample sizes. Most are largely homogeneous with the majority of participants being white, 
over-weight, or obese women; findings are therefore not generalizable to other ethnicities or 
normal weight women.  
Weight loss or reduction in BMI was identified in six studies (Ciampolini, Lovell-Smith, & 
Sifone, 2010; Dalen et al., 2010; Gagnon-Girouard et al., 2010; Leblanc et al., 2012; Mellin et 
al., 1997; Provencher et al., 2007; Roughan, Seddon, & Vernon-Roberts, 1990; Timmerman & 
Brown, 2012), eight studies demonstrated weight maintenance (L. Bacon et al., 2002; Linda 
Bacon et al., 2005; Ciliska, 1998; Cole & Horacek, 2010; Katzer et al., 2008; Polivy & Herman, 
1992; Provencher et al., 2009). Schaefer and Magnuson (2014) conclude that “Overall physical, 
psychological, and emotional well-being should be considered when assessing health, rather than 
body weight alone” and “a non-diet approach shows promise for an effective, long-term solution 
to improve these imperative dimensions of health” (Schaefer & Magnuson, 2014), p. 758). As 
neither of these reviews performed a quality assessment of the studies a critical appraisal, in the 
context of the research question, of the quality of the IE RCTs, was performed. 
 GRADE review of the IE RCTs 
The GRADE review of the IE RCTs established an overall quality score of zero; this is 





(Appendix 5. The scoring system used for BMJ Clinical Evidence GRADE reviews 
(http://clinicalevidence.bmj.com/x/set/static/ebm/learn/665072.html)), the assessment of RCTs 
assumes a starting score of +4. 
Quality 
Blinding and allocation process: No studies are described as blinded for participants, two studies 
blinded some component for assessors (Gagnon-Girouard et al., 2010; Timmerman & Brown, 
2012). Whilst it would not be possible to blind participants for the intervention, blinding with 
regards to weight measurement for participants and assessors would be optimal, as there is the 
potential for weight change to influence participant and assessor behaviour. Allocation was 
poorly described or not described in most studies with some level of detail provided for only five 
of the RCT’s (Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 ) 
Follow-up and withdrawals: Follow-up was highly variable. A number of studies intended to 
follow participants up at 6 to 12 month intervals but had high loss to follow-up rates (Carroll, 
Borkoles, & Polman, 2007; Ciampolini et al., 2010; Ciliska, 1998; Cole & Horacek, 2010; Tanco, 
Linden, & Earle, 1998). Many studies reported findings at the end of the intervention only.  
Sparse data: The total number of female participants was 1049, with the largest study having 225 
female participants. A number of studies were pilots (2) or did not include a power calculation. 
Methodological concerns: Measures of IE were not fully developed until 2004. Only one study 
uses the Tylka IES (Gravel et al., 2014). Other measures used test some features of IE, for 
example the TFEQ and DMS, but this does not directly address the question of whether 
interventions can increase IE behaviour.  
The sub-score for quality was calculated as -3. 
Consistency 
There was an overall finding of maintenance of weight in groups in the IE intervention. Two 
studies showed a more significant weight loss in the control group, in both these studies the 
control was a dieting intervention (Anglin, 2012; Crerand et al., 2007). Whilst using an active 
comparison group can be justified, calorie restricted diets are associated with weight cycling, and 
it is important therefore if comparing IE with restrictive diets that there is long term follow-up. 





up. Seven studies showed no difference in weight in study groups at completion of the study. 
(Linda Bacon et al., 2005; Carroll et al., 2007; Ciliska, 1998; Cole & Horacek, 2010; Gravel et 
al., 2014; Hawley et al., 2008; Provencher et al., 2009). Weight maintenance has relevance to a 
potential GWG study as weight gain, not loss, is the goal during pregnancy. Sample sizes varied 
from 31 to 225 with a total of 667 participants. Of the five studies showing a positive effect, the 
quality of information available on weight was variable as weight was often not the primary end 
point (Ciampolini et al., 2010; Cole & Horacek, 2010; Gagnon-Girouard et al., 2010; Tanco et 
al., 1998; Timmerman & Brown, 2012). Only one study measured IE using the Tylka IES, this 
demonstrated an increase in IE, suggesting that IE can be taught (Gravel et al., 2014). Studies 
using the TFEQ showed an improvement in eating behaviours consistent with IE.  
The sub-score for consistency was calculated as 0. 
Directness 
There were no pregnant women identified in any studies, therefore the findings of these RCTs 
are not generalizable to the population of this PhD. Most participants were overweight and obese, 
underweight women were generally excluded. Although BMIs are increasing, a significant 
proportion of pregnant women will be of normal weight in most populations, this limits the 
generalisability in a pregnant population. 
The sub-score for directness was calculated as -1. 
Effect Size 
Five studies used dieting controls. These results are not relevant to the question of IE intervention 
effect on weight in pregnancy as calorie restricted dieting is not recommended in pregnancy. Six 
studies show weight maintenance (L. Bacon et al., 2002; Linda Bacon et al., 2005; Gravel et al., 
2014; Hawley et al., 2008; Katzer et al., 2008; Leblanc et al., 2012; Provencher et al., 2009; 
Steinhardt, Bezner, & Adams, 1999) and two weight loss (Anglin, 2012; Crerand et al., 2007). 
The effect size is not significant from a statistical perspective. However, this was positive with 
regards to the purpose of this literature review. 
The sub-score for effect size was calculated as 0. 






In summary, this literature review identified 17 intervention studies which incorporated an IE 
intervention and included a weight measure; 14 RCT’s and three cohort studies (Table 2-1 and 
Table 2-2). These studies which identified a variable effect of IE interventions, summarised as 
weight maintenance in the two reviews (Schaefer & Magnuson, 2014; Van Dyke & Drinkwater, 
2014), are congruent with the findings of the cross sectional studies which identified an 
association between intuitive eaters and lower BMI. The cross-sectional studies identified the 
baseline eating attitudes and their associations with the baseline weight of participants; in 
contrast, the intervention studies are attempting to change a person’s eating behaviour. It was 
not surprising therefore that the intervention studies appear less effective than the cross-
sectional studies suggested they may be, as behaviour change often has limited success (S. 
Phelan, 2010). However, the difference in these results could also be explained by more 
rigorous anthropomorphic measurement standards in the interventional studies versus the self-
reported measures in the cross-sectional studies. The findings of this review were consistent 
with the findings of the literature at the commencement of this PhD. 
The GRADE assessment which reported a score of 0 based on an assessment which includes: 
assessment of methodological flaws within the component studies; consistency of results across 
different studies; generalisability of research results to the wider patient base and how effective 
the treatments have been shown to be, shows these intervention studies are generally of low 
quality with regards to addressing the question as to whether IE could be an effective component 
of a complex non-dieting intervention to manage GWG. Further investigation of the concept of 
IE in pregnancy was therefore considered necessary prior to proceeding to testing an intervention 
in pregnancy.  
 Measurement of IE 
 Available Evidence on IE Measurement at the Start of the PhD 
There were only two scales identified specifically designed to measure IE (S. Hawks et al., 2004; 
T. L. Tylka, 2006). Other measures previously used to measure factors associated with IE include; 
the TFEQ which measures; cognitive restraint of eating, disinhibition and hunger; and the DMS, 
which measures food choices, self-image, self-efficacy, dieting habits and physical activity habits. 





Hawks IE Measure 
Hawks et al. (2004) developed a 27 item Intuitive Eating Scale (Hawks IE) which included four 
sub-scales: intrinsic eating (internal motivation to eat due to hunger and physical prompts), 
extrinsic eating (external influences on eating decisions), anti-dieting, and self-care (eating for 
health and fitness over attractiveness). The internal consistency and reliability of the Hawks IE 
measure were established in a population of university students (214 male and 150 female) from 
the US. Convergent validity was tested against the Cognitive Behavioural Dieting Scale (CBDS), 
a dietary restraint measure. Pearson correlation coefficients between the total score for the CBDS 
and total scores for each of the four factors were r=–0.836 (p<.0001) for intrinsic eating, r=–.418 
(p<.0001) for extrinsic eating, r=–0.484 (p<.0001) for anti-dieting, and r=–0.023 (p=.659) for 
self-care. Test–retest reliability was established with a four-week interval among 285 students 
from the same population, with r values of 0.845 for the total score and 0.560, 0.708, 0.866 and 
0.672 for each of the subscales, respectively. The longer than normal time frame for test-retest 
was chosen on pragmatic grounds. The total Hawks IE score showed satisfactory test re-test 
reliability and correlation with the CBDS. However, the self-care subscale performed poorly on 
both test re-test and in comparison with the CBDS. Psychometric performance was considered 
acceptable. Hawks et al (2004) demonstrated an association between higher Hawks IE scores and 
BMI of 20-25 kg/m2 (normal) based on self-reported height and weight (Hawks et al., 2005). 
In a subsequent study, Smith and Hawks (2006) evaluated the relationship between the Hawks IE 
measure and diet composition, nutritional quality of diet, and meaning associated with food. The 
survey of 343 (39.7% female) American college attendees used a number of pre-validated 
measures including the Youth Risk Behaviour Surveillance System, the Health Consciousness 
and Pleasure Scale. Again. Lower BMI was associated with more IE. However, the study did not 
add to understanding the potential validity of the Hawks IE measure in pregnancy as the 
population was again limited to college age Americans (T. Smith, Hawks, S., 2006). 
Since its establishment as a measure of IE the Hawks IES has predominantly been used in 
investigations of eating behaviours with particular reference to changes in eating behaviours in 
developing countries where eating behaviours are becoming westernised (S. R. Hawks et al., 
2004; Madanat & Hawks, 2004; Wirtz & Madanat, 2012). The exception was a pilot study among 
32 American college women in which IE was positively associated with high density lipoprotein 
(HDL), and inversely associated with BMI, total/HDL cholesterol ratio, and cardiovascular risk 






In 2006 Tylka published a different IE scale (Tylka IES) (Table 2-3), and construct validity was 
more rigorously evaluated than for the Hawks IES (T. Smith, Hawks, S., 2006; T. L. Tylka, 2006). 
The IES has three sub-scales the: Unconditional permission to eat subscale; Eating for physical 
rather than emotional reasons subscale and Reliance on internal hunger / satiety cues subscale, 
these scales are similar to the intrinsic, extrinsic and anti-dieting subscales of the Hawks IE. 
Comparative testing was performed against a number of self-reported measures to assess eating 
disorders and body dimorphism. These included: the Eating Attitudes Test-26 (a measure of 
symptoms and concerns characteristic of eating disorders), Eating Disorder Inventory -2 (a 
measure of psychological and behavioural traits in anorexia nervosa and bulimia), Pressure for 
Thinness and the Sociocultural Attitudes Toward Appearance Questionnaire (assessment of 
societal and interpersonal aspects of appearance ideals), showed the total Tylka IES score had a 
negative relationship with eating disordered behaviour, body dissatisfaction and pressure for 
thinness. Table 2-3 provides the verbatim questions used in the Tylka IES, these questions have 
been sorted into their relevant subscales for clarity and are thus not in the order asked in the IES. 
Scoring is on a five point Likert scale, questions which are reverse scored are highlighted with an 
*, the score for each subscale and the total are the score of the Likert scale divided by the number 





Table 2-3: Items in Tykla’s Original Three-Factor Intuitive Eating Scale Questions 
Intuitive eating scale questions in subscales  
Unconditional permission to eat subscale 
I try to avoid certain foods high in fat, carbohydrates, or calories.* 
If I am craving a certain food, I allow myself to have it. 
I follow eating rules or dieting plans that dictate what, when, and/or how much to eat.* 
I get mad at myself for eating something unhealthy.* 
I have forbidden foods that I don’t allow myself to eat.* 
I feel guilty if I eat a certain food that is high in calories, fat, or carbohydrates.* 
I think of a certain food as “good” or “bad” depending on its nutritional content.* 
I don’t trust myself around fattening foods.* 
I don’t keep certain foods in my house/apartment because I think that I may lose control and 
eat them. * 
Eating for physical rather than emotional reasons subscale 
I stop eating when I feel full (not overstuffed). 
I find myself eating when I’m feeling emotional (e.g., anxious, depressed, sad), even when 
I’m not physically hungry.* 
I find myself eating when I am bored, even when I’m not physically hungry.* 
I find myself eating when I am lonely, even when I’m not physically hungry.* 
I use food to help me soothe my negative emotions.* 
I find myself eating when I am stressed out, even when I’m not physically hungry.* 
Reliance on internal hunger / satiety cues subscale 
I can tell when I’m slightly full. 
I can tell when I’m slightly hungry. 
I trust my body to tell me when to eat. 
I trust my body to tell me what to eat. 
I trust my body to tell me how much to eat. 
When I’m eating, I can tell when I am getting full. 
*Reverse scored; Questions are not ordered as they are in the IES 
Validation of the scale was described by Tylka over four studies with a total of 1,260 women (T. 
L. Tylka, 2006). All were in psychology students at a US University (T. L. Tylka, 2006). Factor 
analysis revealed three factors: eating for physical rather than emotional reasons, unconditional 
permission to eat, and reliance on internal hunger / satiety cues to determine when and how much 





years) and demonstrated over a three-week period with an r value of 0.90 for the total Tylka IES 
score and values for the subscales of 0.88 for the unconditional permission to eat subscale, 0.88 
for the eating for physical rather than emotional reasons subscale, and 0.74 for the reliance on 
internal hunger/satiety cues subscale. The relationship with BMI was tested using self-reported 
height / weight and demonstrated an inverse association between total IES scores and BMI(T. L. 
Tylka, 2006). The strength of this robust testing gave confidence in the originators conclusion 
that higher IES scores were related to higher levels of psychological health. The rigorous 
investigation of the construct validity of the Tylka IES using a wide range of measures of 
psychological health was considered an important strength in choosing this scale as the measure 
for use in pregnancy.  
A further advantage of the Tylka scale was its use in a study of 2,500 40 to 50-year-old women 
in New Zealand (Madden, Leong, Gray, & Horwath, 2012). This study demonstrated the internal 
consistency of the total IES and all subscales in a sample of NZ women representative in terms 
of socioeconomic status and ethnicity of the NZ population of women in this age group. However 
pregnant women were excluded from the study. This NZ study also confirmed the strong inverse 
relationship between IE and BMI. The Tylka IES was therefore chosen as the measure of choice 
for this research. However, the Tylka scale lacked reliability and validity in pregnancy as the 
predominant data sources were psychology students at US universities.   
 IE Measures Developed During the PhD 
In 2013 Tylka published a revised version of the IES, the Intuitive Eating Scale -2 (IES-2). The 
IES-2 is a 23-item questionnaire (including 11 verbatim questions from the IES) with an 
additional subscale body-food choice congruence (T. L. Tylka & Kroon Van Diest, 2013). This 
additional component acknowledges the individuals decision-making about food choices which 
reflect choices consistent with health and wellbeing. This was published subsequent to 
commencement of the phase one and two studies which consequently used the Tylka IES. 
 Gestational Weight Gain in Pregnancy  
 Available Evidence on GWG at the Start of the PhD 
In 2009 a review of outcomes of maternal GWG according to the IOM recommendations called 
for “Improvements in future research include the use of consistent definitions of gestational 
weight gain and outcomes of interest, assessment of confounders, and better collection of weight 





Three randomised controlled trials to limit GWG were identified when planning this research, 
these are summarised in Table 2-4. Two studies (Asbee et al., 2009; Polley, Wing, & Sims, 2002) 
had shown statistically significant effects of interventions on GWG in subgroups. Only one trial 
demonstrated an overall effect on GWG, this used an intensive dietary intervention and was 





Table 2-4: Randomised controlled intervention trials of GWG identified prior to PhD. 




To decrease the percentage of 
women who gain more than 
the IOM recommended 
weight. (Excess GWG) 
Population 120 pregnant normal and 
overweight/obese women recruited 
before 20 weeks gestation from a 
hospital based obstetric clinic for 
low-income women Pittsburgh USA 
Intervention At recruitment 
provided written and oral 
information on: appropriate weight 
gain; exercise and healthful eating 
during pregnancy. A biweekly 
newsletter. Received an updated 
personalised weight graph after each 
obstetric visit. 
If gaining excess weight (IOM 1990) 
received a personalised nutritional 
and behavioural program 
Control Standard care which 
comprised normal obstetric care 
including routine counselling 
emphasising a well-balanced dietary 
intake and advice to take a 
multivitamin + iron supplement. 
Total GWG 
Normal-weight (mean range):  
Intervention 15.4+/-7.1kg,  
Control 16.4+/-4.8 kg 
Overweight (mean range):  
Intervention 13.6+/-7.2kg,  
Control 13.6+/-7.2kg 
Within IOM GWG 
recommendations  
Normal weight: Intervention 33%, 
control 58%, P<0.05.  
Overweight women: there was a 
non-significant negative effect of 
treatment, P=0.09  
Women with different BMIs in pregnancy 
may respond differently to interventions. 
Simple advice on weight goals, exercise and 
dietary intake in pregnancy are effective at 
optimising GWG in normal weight women. 
Therefore, provision of information on 
appropriate GWG exercise and healthful 
eating should be promoted especially in 











Whether restriction of GWG 
in obese women can be 
achieved by dietary 
counselling and whether this 
restriction could reduce the 
pregnancy-induced increases 
in insulin, leptin, and 
glucose. 
Population 50 non-diabetic non-
smoking Caucasian obese pregnant 
women in Copenhagen Denmark.  
Intervention 10 consultations of 1hr 
each with a trained dietitian during 
the pregnancy with individual 
calculations on calorie requirements 
Control No consultations with 
dietitian and no restrictions on 
energy intake or GWG 
Total GWG (mean range) 
Intervention 6.67+/-5.5 kg 
Control13.37+/-7.5 kg  
Mean difference 6.7 kg; 95% CI: 
2.6 to 10.8 kg, P=0.002 
Intensive calorie restriction based guidance 





To estimate whether an 
organized, consistent 
program of dietary and 
lifestyle counselling prevents 
excessive weight gain in 
pregnancy 
Population 100 non-diabetic normal 
weight and overweight/obese 
pregnant women in Charlotte, USA. 
Intervention One initial 
standardised counselling session with 
registered dietician, including 
pregnancy-specific dietary and 
lifestyle choices. They received 
information on IOM GWG guidance 
(1990) 
Control routine prenatal care 
Total GWG (Mean range) 
Intervention 28.7+/-12.5 lb (13kg 
+/- 5.7kg)  
Control 35.6-15.5 lb (16.1kg +/- 
7kg) P<0.01 
 
Within IOM GWG 
recommendations 
61.4% of patients were adherent to 
the IOM guidelines; 48.8% were 
adherent in the routine care group 
(P<0.21)  
 
Intensive counselling on diet and exercise 
can reduce total weight gain but not to a 
degree which ensures the IOM (1990) 








 Review of Relevant Systematic Reviews on GWG  
The state of knowledge on GWG management has vastly increased since the start of this PhD.  
Dodd, Grivell, Crowther, and Robinson (2010) concluded, in a Cochrane systematic review, that 
there was inadequate evidence available to suggest that any intervention to limit weight gain in 
pregnancy was effective (J. M. Dodd, Grivell, Crowther, & Robinson, 2010). In the last six years 
many systematic reviews/meta-analyses have been published that specifically analysed 
interventions to optimise GWG. More recent systematic reviews have identified significant 
positive effects of interventions including diet, exercise and lifestyle change, on both GWG and 
health outcomes for mother and child (Table 2-5). 
To establish which systematic reviews contained trials that were most applicable to the research 
question, the aims of identified systematic reviews and the included trials were considered. 
Thirteen reviews included diet and or behaviour modification /lifestyle advice; these were 
considered the most applicable to an IE intervention. Reviews which addressed questions about 
the effectiveness of physical activity (PA) alone were excluded as the research question focussed 
on an IE intervention. Reviews which combined exercise with changes to eating are included as 
exercise is one of the ten principles of IE (Table 1-4). 
Table 2-5 includes a review of the 13 systematic reviews of dietary and behavioural/ lifestyle 
modifications identified. The purpose, and key findings of the reviews are listed. The reviews 
were evaluated and the identified limitations are summarised and the value of the study to the 
pre-existing literature particularly in the context of the PhD research question are detailed in 








Table 2-5. Review of Gestational Weight Gain Systematic Reviews Which Include Dietary and Behavioural Interventions.  
Adapted from Hector D, Hebden L. Prevention of Excessive Gestational Weight Gain: an Evidence Review to Inform Policy and Practice. Sydney; Physical 
Activity Nutrition & Obesity Research Group, 2013 
 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(J. M. Dodd et al., 2010) 
A systematic review to assess the 
benefits and harms of antenatal 
dietary or lifestyle interventions 
for pregnant women who are 
overweight or obese.  
Populations: Healthy, pregnant, 
overweight or obese women 
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Dietary and/or 
lifestyle advice 
No. Studies: 9 (total), (4 
measured GWG)  
No. women: 366 
Languages: no restriction 
Date range: inception - Jan 2010 
Findings are based on 4 RCTs 
with GWG outcome data. 
Dietary advice resulted in a non-
significant lower GWG, on 
average, among overweight and 
obese women (-3.10kg [95% CI 
-8.32kg to 2.13kg]). 
Three trials in obese women 
found dietary intervention 
resulted in a reduction in GWG, 
on average (ranging from -0.8kg 
to -7.9kg), while one trial in 
overweight women (BMI 
>26.0kg/m2) found standard care 
resulted in 3.5kg less weight 
gain compared with intervention. 
Intensity of dietetic sessions 
required to obtain benefit was 
unclear. 
Meta-analysis of GWG 
outcomes only based on four 
trials available at the time. 
There was no statistically 
significant effect of interventions 
on GWG or improved health 
outcomes for mother or child. 
The optimal intervention to 
reduce excess gestational weight 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Ronnberg & Nilsson, 2010) 
To determine whether published 
trials of interventions to reduce 
excessive gestational weight gain 
are of sufficient quality and 
provide sufficient data to enable 
evidence-based 
recommendations to be 
developed for clinical practice in 
antenatal care. 
Populations: Non diabetic 
pregnant women recruited prior 
to the 3rd trimester of pregnancy 
Study designs: RCTs and non-
randomised CT 
Interventions: All non-
pharmaceutical or surgical 
interventions compared to 
standard maternity care 
No. Studies: 8 
No. women: 1,538 
Languages: English and 
Scandinavian 
Date range: Inception-Aug 2009 
No meta-analysis was performed 
due to heterogeneity of the 
included studies. 
They make no conclusions from 
the literature. 
Included non-randomised 
controlled trials which provide a 
lower level of evidence This was 
justified by a resultant increase 
in sample size for meta-analyses. 
However, a meta-analysis was 
not performed 
The overall poor quality of 
identified studies limited the 
ability to identify any effective 
interventions. 
There remained no clear 
guidance on effective 
interventions for optimising 
GWG 
(Campbell, Johnson, Messina, 
Guillaume, & Goyder, 2011) 
To assess the effectiveness of 
behavioural interventions to 
prevent excessive weight gain in 
pregnancy and explore the 
factors that influence 
intervention effectiveness. 
Populations: Healthy women 
aged ≥18 years, currently 
pregnant or planning pregnancy, 
from US, Canada and Europe. 
Underweight women and non-
OECD countries were excluded 
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Dietary, with or 
without PA counselling 
No. Studies: 5 
No. women: 577 
Languages: English 
Date range: 1990-Jan 2010 
 
No significant effect of 
intervention on GWG (-0.28kg [-
0.64kg, 0.09kg]). 
Sensitivity analyses did not 
demonstrate any differential 
effects of different intervention 
components. 
Sub-group analysis by baseline 
BMI also did not show 
significant differences between 
intervention and control groups. 
 
Small number of trials included 
in sub- group and sensitivity 
analyses limited the findings of 
these analyses. 
This review showed a trend 
toward interventions reducing 
GWG which with a greater 
number of participants might 
have shown an effect. 
Further research was required to 
confirm that dietary and PA 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Gardner, Wardle, Poston, & 
Croker, 2011) 
To meta-analyse behaviour-
based interventions that have 
targeted diet and/or PA changes 
to reduce GWG, and explore 
moderators of intervention 
effectiveness. 
Populations: Pregnant women 
aged ≥18 years, from US, 
Canada and Europe 
Study designs: RCTs, quasi-
RCTs, historical control and time 
series 
Interventions: Improving diet or 
increasing PA to prevent Excess 
GWG. Excluded information 
only and psychological 
interventions 
No. Studies: 12 
No. women: 1,656 
Languages: English 
Date range: 1990-Feb 2010 
Lifestyle interventions, resulted 
in lower GWG, compared with 
controls (-1.19kg [95%CI -
1.74kg to -0.65kg]). 
No moderating effect of pre-
pregnancy BMI, although a 
greater difference in GWG was 
observed among overweight 
women (-2.26kg [95% CI -
3.28kg to -1.24kg]), compared 
with those of mixed BMI (-
0.77kg [-1.42kg to -0.13kg]). 
Common intervention techniques 
were self- monitoring behaviour, 
provision of feedback on 
performance and setting goals 
for behaviour, although 
techniques were present in both 
effective and non-effective 
interventions. 
 
Varied study designs included in 
meta- analyses providing lower 
levels of evidence. 
This was the first review to show 
a significant pooled effect with 
1.19kg less GWG in the 
intervention groups.  
However, the inclusion of non-
randomised controlled trials 








 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Tanentsapf, Heitmann, & 
Adegboye, 2011) 
The primary objective of this 
review was to evaluate the effect 
of dietary interventions for 
reducing GWG. The secondary 
objective was to examine the 
impact of these interventions on 
different child and maternal health 
outcomes.  
Populations: Healthy, 
pregnant women aged ≥18 
years, from mostly Western 
countries. Excluded 
underweight women 
Study designs: RCTs and 
quasi-RCTs 
Interventions: Dietary - 
aimed at preventing EGWG, 
with or without PA 
counselling 
No. Studies: 13 
No. women: Languages: 
no restriction 
Date range: inception - Mar 
2011 
Intervention resulted in lower 
mean GWG, compared with 
controls (-1.92kg [95% CI -
3.65kg to -0.19kg]) 
On average, relative risk of 
EGWG among women receiving 
dietary or lifestyle interventions 
was lower but non-significant 
(0.90 [95% CI 0.77 to 1.05]) 
Energy restriction in obese 
women or women with high 
weight gain significantly reduced 
weekly GWG (-0.26 [95% CI -
0.42 kg to -0.09 kg]) 
Interventions demonstrating the 
lowest GWG among obese 
women were based on 
individualised one-on- one 
dietary instruction aimed at 
energy (kilojoule) restriction and 
self-monitoring intake with food 
records. 
Intervention also reduced 
incidence of caesarean section 
and post-partum weight 
retention. 
 
Sub-group analyses according to 
pre- pregnancy BMI category or 
type of intervention did not 
explain the heterogeneity across 
trials. 
This review was the first to 
show that dietary 
counselling, with or without 
PA counselling, appears 
beneficial to reduce GWG, a 
finding substantiated by the 
much larger (Muktabhant, 
Lawrie, Lumbiganon, & 
Laopaiboon, 2015)  
However more intensive 
interventions were 
considered necessary for 
women with higher BMIs 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Phelan, Jankovitz, Hagobian, 
& Abrams, 2011) 
To summarize key components 
shown to be most effective in 
weight loss programs for non-
pregnant populations and to 
explore potential applications in 
preventing excessive GWG in 
pregnancy.  
Populations: Healthy 
pregnant women aged ≥18 
years, from US, Australia, 
Denmark, Belgium and 
Canada 
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Dietary, 
physical activity or 
combined (diet and PA) 
interventions 
No. Studies: 12 
No. women: 3409 
Languages: English. 
Date range: 1985 - 2011 
Interventions with daily diet 
monitoring that provided calorie 
goals with structured meal plans 
to women reduced GWG/ 
improved adherence to IOM 
GWG guidelines. Calorie 
restrictions ranged from 
36kcal/kg/day for healthy weight 
women, 18-25kcal/kg/day for 
overweight or obese women and 
15kcal/kg/day for morbidly 
obese women. 
Interventions providing weight 
monitoring (usually at regular 
antenatal clinic visits) reduced 
GWG. 
Interventions with weekly care 
provider contact (whether face-
to-face or over the telephone) 
reported reductions in GWG. 
 
Studies are summarised in a 
narrative synthesis rather than by 
statistical pooling of outcomes. 
This review suggested that 
programs to optimise GWG 
should be multifaceted providing 
structured self-monitored calorie 
restricted meal plans and regular 
weight monitoring according to 
IOM GWG guidelines  
The findings provide some 
insight into the nature of 








 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Quinlivan, Julania, & Lam, 
2011) 
To estimate whether antenatal 
dietary interventions restrict 
maternal weight gain in obese 
pregnant women without 
compromising new-born birth 
weight. 
Populations: Overweight or 
obese pregnant women from US, 
Australia, Denmark and Belgium 
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Antenatal dietary 
interventions 
No. Studies: 4 
No. women: 537 
Languages: no restriction 
Date range: inception - Mar 
2011 
Dietary intervention resulted in 
mean 6.5 kg less GWG among 
overweight and obese pregnant 
women (95% CI -7.6kg to -
5.4kg). In three of the four 
included RCTs, dietary 
intervention resulted in an 
average GWG that was in line 
with the IOM recommendation 
of 5 - 9 kg for obese women 
(hence the intervention 
prevented EGWG). 
No significant effect of dietary 
intervention on neonate birth 
weight (8.5g [95% CI -84.9g to 
101.9g]). 
This review only included four 
studies and was limited to GWG 
in overweight /obese women and 
birth weight. 
This review only investigated 
interventions in overweight 
/obese women.  
The total reduction of 6.5kg 
GWG in obese women in the 
dietary intervention programs 
was more than shown in any 
other prior pooled analysis. This 
was the first review that 
suggested that intervention 
programs may be able to have a 
clinically relevant effect.  
Notably interventions within 
individualised dietary 
counselling and monitoring had 
a greater effect than group 
counselling 
Dietary intervention can be 
effective for preventing Excess 
GWG in overweight and obese 
women. Interventions were 
limited energy intake or reduced 








 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Brown et al., 2012) 
To explore the use of goal setting 
within healthy lifestyle 
interventions for the prevention 
of excess GWG. 
 
Populations: Healthy, pregnant 
women, aged ≥18 years, pre-
pregnancy BMI (21.0-
34.7kg/m2), excludes adolescent 
mothers 
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Goal setting 
alongside modification of diet 
and/or physical activity, 
compared with standard 
antenatal care 
No. Studies: 5 
No. women: 971 
Languages: not reported 
Date range: inception - Apr 
2011 
 
All studies set goals for GWG 
according to IOM GWG 
guidelines or a range of 10-14kg 
or 6-7kg (for obese women). 
Two studies reported 
significantly lower GWG among 
intervention women compared 
with controls only among those 
with a normal pre-pregnancy 
BMI. 
Other three studies reported 
significantly lower GWG among 
all intervention women (not 
defined by pre- pregnancy BMI), 
compared with controls. 
No pooled analysis is performed. The narrative synthesis of the 
analysis limits the value of this 
review.  
There is evidence to suggest that 
interventions based on goal 
setting appear to be useful for 
helping normal weight women 
achieve optimal weight gain 
during pregnancy.  
The value of this review in 
adding to understanding of the 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Muktabhant, Lumbiganon, 
Ngamjarus, & Dowswell, 2012) 
To evaluate the effectiveness of 
interventions for preventing 
excessive weight gain during 
pregnancy and associated 
pregnancy complications. 
 
Populations: Pregnant women 
from US, Australia, Belgium, 
Canada, Denmark, Finland, 
Spain, Brazil and Taiwan 
Study designs: RCTs and quasi-
RCTs 
Interventions: Any aimed at 
preventing Excess GWG, 
compared with routine care or 
other intervention for preventing 
Excess GWG 
No. Studies: 27 (total), 26 
(measured GWG)  
No. women: 3976  
Languages: no restrictions. 
Date range: inception - Oct 
2011 
Behavioural counselling reduces 
relative risk of EGWG, 
compared with standard care 
(0.72 [95% CI 0.54kg to 0.95kg], 
2 RCTs), and resulted in 1.39kg 
less GWG ([95% CI -2.48kg to -
0.30kg], 3 RCTs). 
Supervised exercise sessions 
result in 2kg less GWG (95% CI 
-3.26kg to -0.74kg, 1 RCT). 
Among women at risk/diagnosed 
GDM or overweight/obese, no 
interventions were associated 
with a reduced risk of EGWG, 
although two RCTs resulted in 
less GWG on average. These 
interventions involved energy 
restriction counselling (-6.70 [-
10.31 to -3.09], 1 RCT) or 
regular weight monitoring with 
counselling and continuity of 
care provider (-.80 (-8.63 to -
4.97), 1 RCT). 
 
Heterogeneity in interventions 
limits the number of studies that 
may be combined in meta- 
regression analyses. 
This review identified in 
agreement with the Quinliven et 
al paper that interventions based 
on individual behavioural 
counselling for diet, PA and 
appropriate weight gain are 
effective in reducing the risk of 
Excess GWG and lowering 
GWG in women of a normal pre- 
pregnancy weight.  
However, the recognition of a 
need for a different approach for 
overweight and obese women 
was noted suggesting they may 
benefit from interventions based 
on energy restriction with regular 
weight monitoring against goals 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Thangaratinam et al., 2012) 
To evaluate the effects of dietary 
and lifestyle interventions in 
pregnancy on maternal and fetal 
weight and to quantify the 
effects of these interventions on 
obstetric outcomes. 
 
Populations: Pregnant women 
(excluded BMI <18.5 kg/m2)  
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Dietary or 
lifestyle interventions with 
potential to influence outcomes 
related to maternal weight 
No. Studies: 44 (total), 34 
(measured GWG) 
No. women: 7,278 
Languages: no restrictions 
Date range: inception - Jan 2012 
Lifestyle intervention resulted in 
lower GWG compared with 
controls (-1.42kg difference 
(95% CI -1.89kg to -0.95kg). 
When women with GDM were 
excluded the effect was similar (-
1.40kg [95% CI -2.09kg to -
0.71kg]), although when only 
overweight and obese women 
were included the effect on 
GWG was greater (-2.1kg [95% 
CI -3.46kg to -0.75kg]). 
Dietary interventions had a 
greater effect on GWG (-3.84kg 
[95% CI -5.22kg to -2.45kg]). 
Dietary therapies included 
individualised energy 
requirements, balanced intake of 
30% fat, 15-20% protein and 50-
55% carbohydrates, and use of a 
food diary. When women with 
GDM were excluded the effect 
of diet therapies was greater (-
5.53kg [95% CI -8.54kg to -
2.53kg]), although the greatest 
effect was seen in overweight 
and obese women without GDM 
(-7.73kg (95% CI -9.40kg to -
6.05kg). 
No significant difference 
between groups in adherence to 
IOM GWG guidelines. 
This comprehensive review was 
not able to establish an effect on 
excess GWG due to the 
variability in GWG in sub- group 
analyses by intervention type. 
The significant findings of this 
review were that dietary 
interventions were more 
effective at reducing GWG (-
0.84 kg) than other interventions 
(-0.72 mixed & -1.06 PA) but 
that women were still not 
gaining within the 2009 IOM 
GWG guidelines.  
Importantly this was the first 
review to identify that 
interventions could positively 
affect health outcomes with a 
reduction in preeclampsia RR 
0.74 (0.6-0.92) and shoulder 
dystocia RR 0.39(0.22-0.70).  
This changed the landscape for 
researchers in the area by 
establishing the positive health 
outcomes even though the 
interventions had a non-
statistically significant effect on 
weight gain within the IOM 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Oteng-Ntim, Varma, Croker, 
Poston, & Doyle, 2012) 
To determine the efficacy of 
antenatal dietary, activity, 
behaviour or lifestyle 
interventions in overweight and 
obese pregnant women to 
improve maternal and perinatal 
outcomes. 
 
Populations: Overweight and 
obese pregnant women 
(excluded GDM). Predominantly 
Caucasian from US, Canada, 
Australia, Finland, Denmark, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Spain, 
Brazil and Belgium 
Study designs: RCTs and non-
RCTs. Excluded systematic 
reviews and observational 
studies 
Interventions: Dietary and 
activity (lifestyle) 
No. Studies: 19 (total), 16 
(measured GWG; 10 RCTs, 6 
non-RCTs)  
No. women: 1,534 
Languages: no restrictions 
Date range: inception - Jan 2012 
Meta-analysis of RCTs showed 
GWG among intervention 
participants was, on average, 
2.21kg lower than control 
participants (95% CI -2.86 to 
1.57). 
Significant heterogeneity and the 
inclusion of non-randomised 
trials limits the value. 
This study only investigated 
overweight and obese pregnant 
women. 
It demonstrated a significant 
effect of lifestyle advice 
interventions (-2.21kg) on GWG 
but no impact on other health 
outcomes. It is unclear if a 
reduction of 2kg is clinically 
relevant as they did not 
assessment of excess GWG 
Antenatal lifestyle intervention 
was associated with restricted 
GWG and a trend towards a 
reduced prevalence of 
gestational diabetes in the 








 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Hill, Skouteris, & Fuller-
Tyszkiewicz, 2013) 
To systematically evaluating the 
overall effectiveness of GWG 
interventions (relative to non-
treatment control groups) 
derived from theories of 
behaviour change using a 
generalised health psychology 
perspective and assessing the 
behaviour change techniques 
reported in the interventions, 
augmenting this with statistical 
evaluation of their effectiveness 
via meta-analysis.  
Populations: Pregnant women  
Study designs: RCTs 
Interventions: Studies in which 
EGWG was the primary or 
secondary focus of the 
intervention, and they reported 
total GWG or adherence to 
GWG recommendations 
No. Studies: 19  
No. women: not provided 
Languages: English 
Date range: inception - Nov 
2012 
Four effective behavioural 
interventions were identified 
Behaviour to the individual (t 
[3385] = 2.34 = 0.010, d =-0.11) 
Provide rewards contingent on 
successful behaviour (t [3385] = 
1.72, p=.042, d =-0.11) 
Prompt self-monitoring of 
behaviour (t [3385] = 1.80, 
p=.036, d =-0.07) 
Motivational interviewing (t 
[3385] = 2.33, p=.0160, d =-
0.11). 
Overall, studies based on theory 
were as effective as non–theory-
based studies at limiting GWG. 
A moderate to high risk of bias 
was identified by the authors 
across studies. Some behaviour 
interventions had small numbers 
of participants (<100). 
This up-date from the Gardener 
(2010) review looked at 
behavioural interventions. The 
inclusion of a pooled analysis 
added value to the assessment of 
the various behaviour change 
techniques. They identified four 
techniques, which showed 
benefit over others; providing 
information on the consequences 
of behaviour to the individual, 
provide rewards contingent on 
successful behaviour, and 
prompt self-monitoring of 
behaviour and motivational 
interviewing.  
Diet based interventions were 
more effective than those using a 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Agha, Agha, & Sandall, 2014) 
To assess the efficacy of 
behavioural interventions for 
managing gestational weight 
gain (GWG) in the pre-
conceptual and pregnancy period 
in overweight, obese and 
morbidly obese women. 
 
Populations: Non- diabetic 
women of child-bearing age 
planning to get pregnant and/or 
those who were already pregnant 
Study designs: RCT 
Controlled Clinical Trials.  
Controlled Before and After 
Studies.  
Interrupted Time Series Design.  
Interventions:  
Studies which compared the 
efficacy or effectiveness of a 
particular behavioural 
intervention in pregnant or pre-
conceptual women with standard 
maternity care 
No. Studies: 11 
No. women: 3,426 
Languages: English 
Date range:2000-Dec 2012 
Interventions produced a small 
but significant average reduction 
of 1.66 kg (95% CI 3.12 to 0.21, 
range - increase of 3.50 kg to 
reduction of 9.08 kg) in GWG 
Birth weight (MD) 17.88g, 95% 
CI (238.93 to 74.69) 
There is no clear definition of 
what they consider the features 
of a behavioural intervention. 
 
There was considerable 
heterogeneity noted for the 
GWG studies. 
 
Included non-randomised studies 
which therefore reduces the 
strength of the findings 
Only one trial in the pre-
conceptual period was identified. 
The review was limited to 
women who were overweight 
and obese.  
Despite the interesting purpose 
of investigating the 
preconceptual area - which has 
been recognised as an important 
time for fetal development this 
review still added little to the 
understanding of gestational 







 Authors & stated purpose Summary of inclusion criteria Key findings Limitations* Implications for practice / 
addition to the body of 
knowledge 
(Muktabhant et al., 2015) 
(updated from 2012) 
To evaluate the effectiveness of 
diet or exercise, or both, 
interventions for preventing 
excessive weight gain during 
pregnancy and associated 
pregnancy complications. 
 
Populations: Pregnant women 
all BMIs 
Interventions: diet or exercise, 
or both, interventions for 
preventing EGWG in pregnancy 
No. Studies: 49 
No. women: 11,444 
Languages: No restrictions  
Date range: inception –Dec 
2014 
Diet or exercise, or both, 
interventions reduced the risk of 
EGWG on average by 20% 
overall (average risk ratio (RR) 
0.80, CI 0.73 to 0.87; 
participants = 7096; studies = 24; 
I² = 52%). 
Women receiving diet or 
exercise, or both interventions 
were more likely to experience 
low GWG than those in control 
groups (average RR 1.14, 95%CI 
1.02 to 1.27; participants = 4422; 
studies = 11; I² = 3%; moderate-
quality evidence). 
No difference between 
intervention and control groups 
with regard to pre-eclampsia 
(RR 0.95, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.16; 
participants = 5330; studies = 15; 
I² = 0%; high-quality evidence). 
Maternal hypertension (not a 
pre-specified outcome) was 
reduced in the intervention group 
compared with the control group 
overall (average RR 0.70, 95% 
CI 0.51 to 0.96; participants = 
5162; studies = 11; I² = 43%; 
low- quality evidence). 
Interventions were often 
multifaceted and were quite 
heterogeneous in approach, for 
example, in the timing, duration, 
intensity, content and delivery. 
 
Due to substantial heterogeneity, 
they did not pool mean weight 
gain data 
The most recent meta-analysis 
identified is an updated 
Cochrane review from 2012. It is 
particularly looking at diet and 
exercise interventions but is 
comprehensive and importantly 
included health outcomes for 
mother and child.  
33 studies were included which 
had been published since the 
Thangaratinam et al., review.  
Importantly there is no pooled 
analysis on GWG; due to 
heterogeneity of the study’s 
results. 
Interventions showed no effect 
on pre-eclampsia RR 0.95(0.77-
1.16) or shoulder dystocia RR 
1.02(0.57-1.83). Thus the 
findings directly conflict those of 
the Thangaratinam et al review.  
A significant reduction in excess 
GWG was identified for all 
group analysis. However, the 
classification of excess GWG 
was as defined by the 
investigator of the study and as a 
large number of the studies were 
published prior to the 2009 IOM 
GWG guidelines this finding 
may have less value. 
Inception - no limit to the earliest date searched EGWG; - Excess gestational weight gain (weight gain above the IOM GWG guidelines); OECD - Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development; PA - physical activity; CT - Controlled trial; RCT - Randomised controlled trial; GWG-Gestational weight gain 





Of the 13 systematic reviews summarised in Table 2-5 the two most comprehensive systematic 
reviews within regards to number of included papers and use of a robust methodology were 
published in 2012 and 2015 (Muktabhant et al., 2015; Thangaratinam et al., 2012). 
Thangaratinam et al. (2012) performed a review using the Cochrane methodology with the aim 
of evaluating the effects of dietary and lifestyle interventions in pregnancy on maternal and fetal 
weight and to quantify the effects of these interventions on obstetric outcomes. This review 
included 44 papers covering the areas of diet (13), activity (18) and mixed (13), they included 
any dietary or lifestyle interventions with the potential to influence maternal weight during 
pregnancy and outcomes of pregnancy. Muktabhant et al, (2015) updated a 2012 Cochrane 
review, and included 65 papers from 49 RCTs (Muktabhant et al., 2015). They looked at diet 
and/or exercise interventions, 19 of the papers were in the Thangaratinam et al. (2012) review 
(Thangaratinam et al., 2012). These two systematic reviews which identified positive effects of 
interventions to manage GWG have changed the understanding of management of GWG, having 
provided confidence that interventions can be effective at both limiting GWG and positively 
influencing fetal and maternal outcomes. 
Thangaratinam, et al. (2012) produced a high-quality meta-analysis of interventions for women 
of all BMIs; this was the first review to show an impact of interventions on maternal and fetal 
health outcomes. They described a Cochrane methodology with a Delphi system to develop 
ranking of outcomes. The GRADE system was used to assess the strength of the evidence. A true 
sub-group effect was pre-defined as a p<.005. Primary outcomes were maternal GWG and birth 
weight. Most of the trials identified were in overweight/obese women. This systematic review 
included 44 RCTs with 7,278 participants. They identified a reduced GWG in the intervention 
group (mean difference 1.42kg) which, whilst statistically significant p<.001, had no effect on 
adherence to weight gain within the IOM GWG guidelines (excess GWG). Clinically the most 
important findings of this paper were the impact of dietary interventions on pre-eclampsia with a 
33% reduction (summary estimate 0.67, 95% CI 0.53 to 0.85; p<.001) and gestational diabetes a 
61% reduction (summary estimate 0.39, 95% CI 0.23 to 0.69; p=.001). The authors reported that 
interventions predominately based on diet were more effective (Thangaratinam et al., 2012). 
In contrast, the later and updated systematic review, Muktabhant, Lawrie et al. (2015) identified 
a reduction in excess GWG (GWG above the IOM GWG guidelines) for all diet and/or exercise 
interventions vs standard/other care and did not find any impact of the interventions on rate of 





date and comprehensive systematic review of GWG interventions to date; included 65 papers, 
from 49 trials with 11,444 participants. Assessing the effect of interventions on excess GWG, the 
primary objective, they identified a significant result of all diet and/or exercise interventions vs 
standard/other care on excess GWG (RR 0.80, 95% CI 0.73 to 0.87) based on data from 24 RCTs 
with 7096 participants. Subgroup analysis was performed for each outcome, subgroups were 
categorised as: Diet intervention (low GI diet) vs standard/other care; Diet and exercise 
counselling vs standard/other care; Exercise vs standard/other care; Diet and supervised exercise 
vs standard/other care; and Diet counselling/other vs standard/other care. All subgroups apart 
from diet counselling/other had a significant effect on excess GWG.  
Outcomes where pooled data was significantly in favour of the intervention group were; excess 
GWG (GWG in excess of IOM recommendations), hypertension, postpartum weight retention, 
physical activity score and neonatal respiratory distress syndrome. The pooled analysis for mean 
GWG (kg) was not considered meaningful due to substantial heterogeneity amongst subgroups. 
No significant effect was found for a number of outcomes including; low weight gain; preterm 
birth, pre-eclampsia; induction of labour, caesarean delivery, energy intake, fibre intake, 
postpartum haemorrhage, macrosomia, birthweight, shoulder dystocia, neonatal hypoglycaemia, 
birth trauma and neonatal hyperbilirubinemia.  
Overall the quality of the included trials was classified, using a GRADE methodology, as 
variable. The majority of trials either did not report on blinding or reported that it was not feasible, 
therefore the review chose not to use blinding as a criterion within their risk of bias assessment. 
Due to incomplete data only 45% of the trials had a low risk of bias. However, the quality of 
evidence for the statistically significant primary outcome of a reduction in excess GWG (RR 0.80, 
95% CI 0.73 to 0.87) in all diet and/or exercise interventions vs standard/other care was assessed 
as high. Hypertension and post-partum weight gain had significant findings for all diet and/or 
exercise interventions vs standard/other care (RR 0.70 95% CI 0.51to 0.96) and (RR 0.78 95% 
CI 0.63 to 0.97) respectively, but no single sub-group had a statistically significant finding. The 
only significant neonatal outcome was a reduction in neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (RR 
0.47 95% CI 0.26 to 0.85). Only two trials were identified which measured this outcome both 
trials were in the diet and exercise counselling sub-group. No significant outcomes were identified 
in the diet counselling/other subgroup which is the most likely to include an intervention with IE, 
however all these trials included restrictive eating interventions, which would not be consistent 





The largest trial published, the LIMIT study, which was included in the Muktabhant et al. (2015) 
review, recruited 2,212 women and was designed to assess whether the implementation of a 
package of dietary and lifestyle advice for overweight and obese women during pregnancy could 
limit weight gain (J. Dodd, M., Grivell, & Owens, 2014). The important findings of this trial were 
a positive impact on fetal health outcomes, reduced respiratory distress and macrosomia, despite 
a lack of impact on GWG (J. Dodd, M. et al., 2014). 
Studies Published Subsequent to the Muktabhant et al. (2015) Review 
One RCT was identified that was published after the Muktabhant review. This was performed in 
China and included 262 women; they identified a personalised education plan limits gestational 
diabetes (p=.43) but had no effect on GWG, analysis was not performed as intention to treat (Jing 
et al., 2015).  
Summary 
The present state of knowledge with regards management of GWG is that interventions are 
available that reduce excess GWG and mean GWG and positively impact on health outcomes 
(Muktabhant et al., 2015; Thangaratinam et al., 2012). However, the majority of trials of GWG 
have been performed with overweight and obese women (Muktabhant et al., 2015). The other 
clinical challenge is that the interventions used in the numerous published studies have not 
defined the ideal approach to management of GWG. A combination approach of diet and PA is 
presently supported by the most robust evidence (Muktabhant et al., 2015). The optimal approach 
is likely to be dependent on the individual woman; including her pre-pregnancy; BMI, eating 
behaviours, activity and her ability to optimise all of these factors during pregnancy. It is not 
possible to extrapolate these findings to predict the efficacy of an IE intervention due to the gap 
in the research in this area. 
 Conclusion 
Considering the reviewed literature in the context of the research; the question which needs to be 
addressed is what is the evidence to support that a complex non-dieting intervention can limit 
GWG?  
The review of meta-analyses of interventions to limit GWG (Section 2.4) showed that 
interventions can have a positive effect; either as a reduction in mean GWG or excess GWG. 





Details around what the dietary component of an intervention should include have not been 
clarified; pregnancy is a time of weight gain so restrictive calorie counting is not promoted. Non-
dieting interventions, interventions which effect eating behaviours without having the goal of 
dietary restriction, may be compatible with dietary change which leads to optimisation of GWG. 
Therefore, the evidence supports that improvement in outcomes is possible but does not provide 
the detailed information necessary to assess if an IE intervention is likely to be effective. 
The IE literature overall was assessed as low quality research (Section 2.2.3); the study 
methodologies, measurement methods and outcomes are heterogeneous and either actively 
excluded or did not recruit pregnant women. This makes interpretation of the results to address 
this specific question challenging. It would be reasonable however to interpret the results, which 
support that IE is associated with weight maintenance and thus a reduction of weight cycling, to 
say that there is no reason why an IE intervention would not be effective as a management tool 
for GWG. It is important to note, however, that an IE intervention should follow all the IE 
principles as detailed in Table 1-4. Also the optimal measurement tool is unlikely to be the Tylka 
IES that was used in this research project, due to its lack of a body congruence subscale, which 
was developed in the IES-2, and the lack of an assessment of exercise.  
There has been limited research into IE in pregnancy to date and further research is needed in this 
area before proceeding to an IE intervention in pregnancy, in order to ensure there is a basis to 








The first stage of the UK MRC 2008 framework for complex interventions (Craig et al., 2008; 
Medical Research Council, 2006), the development phase, is split into three parts: 1) identifying 
the existing evidence, 2) identifying and developing theory and 3) modelling process and 
outcomes (Craig et al., 2008; Medical Research Council, 2006). The literature review (chapter 2), 
the identification of existing evidence, found no published papers on IE and pregnancy at the 
commencement of this PhD. Accordingly, the thesis research was designed to address parts two 
and three of the development stage of the MRC framework (Figure 1-2) (Craig et al., 2008; 
Medical Research Council, 2006).  
 Identifying the Existing Evidence 
An ongoing review of literature on IE and pregnancy (Section 0) was performed throughout the 
PhD to ensure any new publications were identified. 
 Identifying and Developing Theory 
IE as a concept had not been investigated in pregnancy. It was therefore important to establish if 
pregnant women identified any issues related to the concept of IE that pregnancy changed so 
much as to mean eating intuitively was either inevitable or impossible. Because, if this had been 
the case, then there would be no potential for IE to be used as an intervention. Consequently, 
research objective one was designed to explore the way women experienced eating in pregnancy 
within the framework of IE. 
The Tylka IES (IES) had not been validated in a pregnant population. Women potentially change 
their eating behaviours in pregnancy due to nutritional recommendations and as a result of 
hormonal and physical changes resulting from pregnancy (Augustine, Ladyman, & Grattan, 
2008). It was possible that a resultant change in eating behaviours due to pregnancy, may have 
resulted in change to a contextual understanding of the questions in the IES which could impact 
on the validity of the IES. Thus, prior to investigating the effect of IE on GWG the measurement 
of IE had to be validated in pregnancy. Examining the content validity of the IES in pregnancy 





pregnant population it was necessary to confirm the test-retest reliability during pregnancy 
(research objective three).  
 Modelling Process and Outcomes 
Whilst the existing literature supports the association of higher levels of IE and lower BMI outside 
of pregnancy, weight in pregnancy is not a stable state. Women gain weight in the form of an 
increase in many factors including; maternal increase in organ size (uterus, breast, blood); 
fetal/placental tissues and an increase in maternal fat to support lactation. It was necessary 
therefore to establish if there was a positive association between IE scores and GWG before 
considering an intervention study. Objective four was developed to investigate whether the 
previously demonstrated association between lower GWG and IE exists during pregnancy 
(Section 2.2.1). The hypothesis was that higher levels of IE would be associated with GWG within 
the IOM GWG guidelines. 
 Research aim and objectives 
The aim of this research was to investigate if IE could be an effective component of a complex 
non-dieting intervention for managing GWG, with the goal of improving health outcomes for 
mother and child. 
Specifically, the research objectives were to: 
1. explore the way women experience eating in pregnancy, in the context of IE 
2. examine the content validity of the IES in pregnancy 
3. investigate the test-retest reliability of the IES in pregnancy 
4. investigate the relationship between IE and GWG 
The research objectives were addressed in a mixed method, exploratory, sequential (two phases, 





 Methodological Approach 
A mixed method approach was established as the optimal research methodology to address the 
research question, the reasons for this are explored further below. This approach aligned well 
with the MRC complex intervention framework guidance as shown in Figure 3-1. 
If one accepts that the strengths of qualitative methods are in the depth of understanding they 
provide to a question, and the value of quantitative methods the more general viewpoint which is 
gained, then it is clear there is value to both approaches. In assessing the optimal method for 
addressing the research objectives no single research design could satisfactorily address all of 




 PhD Thesis                                MRC Complex Intervention Framework 
 
Figure 3-1: Exploratory sequential mixed method process flow diagram, with corresponding MRC framework for reference
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Mixed method research has been defined by researchers in many different ways including broadly 
any use of qualitative and quantitative results in a combined manner (Creswell & Plano, 2011). 
For the purposes of this thesis the definition used was the National Institutes of Health: Best 
Practices for Mixed Methods Research in the Health Sciences; this defines mixed method 
research as a: methodology: 
 focusing on research questions that call for real-life contextual understandings, multi-level 
perspectives, and cultural influences;  
  employing rigorous quantitative research assessing magnitude and frequency of constructs 
and rigorous qualitative research exploring the meaning and understanding of constructs;  
 utilizing multiple methods (e.g., intervention trials and in-depth interviews);  
 intentionally integrating or combining these methods to draw on the strengths of each; and  
 framing the investigation within philosophical and theoretical positions. (Creswell JW, 
2011), p.4) 
 Mixed Method Designs 
There are many mixed method designs. Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) describe six designs: 
convergent parallel, explanatory sequential, exploratory sequential, embedded, transformative 
and multiphase (Creswell & Plano, 2011). The purpose of this research was to develop the theory 
of IE in pregnancy specifically related to GWG (in-line with phase two of the development stage 
of the MRC complex intervention framework), and test the IES in pregnancy. The purpose of this 
research aligned itself to an exploratory design which fit the design criteria of theory and 
instrument development (Creswell & Plano, 2011). 
 Concurrent, parallel, or sequential explanatory designs 
Mixed method studies can be performed in a concurrent (single study sample with both qualitative 
and quantitative methodologies), parallel (qualitative and quantitative studies performed 
synchronously with different samples), or sequential (two separate phases) manner (Creswell & 
Plano, 2011). The determinant of the design is the purpose behind the research. In this case from 
a time and ease of recruitment perspective it was ideal to consider if any of the research objectives 





of the research required a sequential approach. Objective one (to explore women’s experiences 
of eating in pregnancy) required in depth understanding of women’s reasons for making a choice 
whilst objective two (content validity of the IES in pregnancy) needed development of an 
understanding of the reasons underpinning those choices. This in depth comprehension was best 
suited to a qualitative approach. In contrast objective three (to investigate the test-retest 
reliability of the IES in pregnancy) was inherently quantitative; being a test-retest of an 
instrument. The decision to use a quantitative method for objective four (to investigate the 
relationship between IE and GWG) was based around the need to be able to establish if there was 
an effect of IE on GWG to enable a power calculation in any resultant randomised study. The 
four objectives of this body of work thus lent themselves to a longitudinal interactive sequential 
exploratory mixed method approach (Creswell & Plano, 2011) incorporating sequential 
qualitative (phase one) and quantitative studies (phase two). 
 Phase One 
Phase one was a study of a group of purposively selected pregnant women, which incorporated 
two qualitative research techniques. The purposive selection, was performed using a maximum 
variation sampling, with a sampling grid designed to ensure inclusion of pertinent groups within 
the overall criterion of pregnancy. Cultural aspects as well as age, weight and pregnancy related 
sets were included (Table 4-1). 
A semi-structured interview was carried out to gain an in-depth understanding of women’s 
experience of eating during pregnancy, in the context of IE (objective one). A cognitive think-
aloud component, whilst women were answering the IES, was designed to examine the content 
validity of the IES in pregnancy (objective two).  
Think-aloud is a method where participants are asked to talk aloud whilst solving a problem, this 
involves reading the items aloud and talking through one’s thought processes when coming up 
with answers (Anderson-Lister & Treharne, 2014; Darker & French, 2009; Drennan, 2003). In 
this phase one study, the purposively selected pregnant women, were asked to talk aloud to 
demonstrate the thought process whilst answering the IES. 
The detailed methods for the phase one study are available in (Appendix 1) and are described 





 Phase Two  
Phase two of this PhD was a prospective observational cohort study, designed to concurrently 
investigate the test-retest reliability of the Intuitive Eating Scale in Pregnancy (IES-P) (objective 
three) and to investigate the relationship between IE and GWG (objective four). It was 
hypothesised that women with higher rates of IE are more likely to have lower GWG. Consistent 
with the mixed methods approach the results of the test-retest analysis (objective three) are 
presented in chapter five as a mixed method paper (page 81) combined with the content analysis 
from phase one. The detailed methods of the phase two cohort study are presented in chapter six. 
 Thesis Conclusion 
Chapter seven, which concludes the thesis, is a synthesis of the findings from the literature review, 
and the phase one and phase two studies. This component of a mixed method approach is where 
the results are interpreted to advance the overall objective which was to investigate if IE could be 
an effective component of a complex non-dieting intervention for managing GWG with the goal 







Chapter Four  
 A Qualitative Study to Explore the Way Women Experience Eating in 
Pregnancy. 
The phase one qualitative study which addressed the identifying and development theory 
component of the development stage of the UK MRC 2008 framework for complex interventions 
(Figure 1-2) (Craig et al., 2008; Medical Research Council, 2006), designed to explore the way 
women experience eating in pregnancy (objective one), was presented at the New Zealand 
College of Midwives conference 2012 (Appendix 2) and subsequently published in the New 
Zealand College of Midwives Journal (Appendix 3). The paper is presented as accepted below in 
a form consistent with the thesis layout. The study was designed by me, and analysis included 
supervisor input as detailed in the paper and Appendix 1. Methods Phase One Study. The first 
draft was written by me and included editorial support from supervisors. Amendments were made 
subsequent to the feedback from Journal’s reviewers. 
 Women’s Experience of Changes in Eating during Pregnancy: A Qualitative Study 
in Dunedin, New Zealand. 
 Abstract 
Background: The goal of optimal nutrition in pregnancy is to improve health outcomes for both 
mother and child. Healthy weight gain in pregnancy has therefore become recognised as an 
important aspect of perinatal care. Intuitive Eating and related ‘mindful eating’ have been 
associated with lower gestational weight gain (Lopez-Cepero et al., 2015) and improved glucose 
control in pregnancy. Healthy weight gain in pregnancy is a current public health promotion 
message in New Zealand. 
Aim: To explore the way women’s experiences of eating in pregnancy, in the context of intuitive 
eating. 
Method: This was a qualitative interview based study of 12 purposively sampled pregnant 
women referred by their Lead Maternity Carer, in New Zealand. We investigated women’s 
perceived experiences of how their eating changed in pregnancy, specifically in the context of the 
phenomenon of intuitive eating. Participants were interviewed incorporating a cognitive ‘think-





structured interview to discuss their experiences of eating. Themes were derived using a general 
inductive approach.  
Findings: Four themes regarding eating during pregnancy were identified: Theme one - How 
women feel; Theme two - External influences; Theme three - Changed eating by choice; and 
Theme four - Motivation to change. Changes in eating were driven by a variety of reasons, which 
differed between women and between pregnancies. Participants described pregnancy as a time of 
change with regards to their experiences of eating. 
Conclusion: The findings of this study support Phelan’s model of pregnancy as a teachable 
moment for eating behaviours, which provides a potential opportunity to inform women about 
healthy eating. 
 Introduction 
Optimal nutrition in pregnancy includes: a focus on improving micronutrients- vitamins and 
minerals; reducing risk by avoiding pathogen-contaminated foods (especially listeria); and 
optimising caloric intake. The goal is to improve health outcomes for both mother and child. 
Women’s experiences of changes they may make to their eating in pregnancy are therefore 
important to understand and could help to provide insight into how to effect positive change 
(Wennberg, Lundqvist, Hogberg, Sandstrom, & Hamberg, 2013). 
Recent efforts to identify the origins of human obesity have focussed on the perinatal environment 
and epigenetic changes (Gluckman & Hanson, 2008). Nutrition during pregnancy has therefore 
become an area of increasing interest and importance. Healthy weight gain in pregnancy has 
become recognised as an important aspect of perinatal care, focussed around optimising 
wellbeing for both the mother and child. Gestational weight gain (GWG) within the 2009 United 
States Institute of Medicine (IOM) guidelines (Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009) is associated with 
improved outcomes including, but not limited to, lower rates of: small and large for gestation 
infants, maternal hypertensive disorders and childhood obesity (Kapadia et al., 2015; Oken et al., 
2007; Viswanathan et al., 2008). New Zealand has adopted these recommended GWG guidelines 
and healthy weight gain in pregnancy is a current public health promotion message (Ministry of 
Health, 2014b). 
Pregnancy has been recognised as a potential teachable moment with regard to a variety of health 
behaviours including eating behaviours (Suzanne Phelan, 2010). Teachable moments are 





behaviours (McBride et al., 2003). Using the model described by Phelan, pregnancy might be 
considered an opportunity to provide advice about eating behaviours due to the presence of a 
number of factors, including: increased emotion, increased perceived risk, increased perceived 
positive outcomes, and a change to social role (Suzanne Phelan, 2010).  
Intuitive eating (IE) is the concept of eating based on hunger and satiety cues rather than more 
emotionally based eating (T. L. Tylka, 2006). It is a specifically anti-dieting model (Gast & 
Hawks, 1998). IE  and related ‘mindful eating’ have been associated with lower GWG (Lopez-
Cepero et al., 2015) and improved glucose control in pregnancy (Youngwanichsetha et al., 2014). 
Investigating changes that may occur around women’s eating in pregnancy and the reasons 
women give for these changes are a necessary step towards the development of ways to enhance 
behavioural changes that optimise healthy GWG and long-term health outcomes for mother and 
child. As part of a study of IE in pregnancy, which included the validation of the Intuitive Eating 
Scale (IES) (T. L. Tylka, 2006) in pregnancy (reported separately), we explored the women’s 
experiences of eating in pregnancy in the context of intuitive eating.  
 Method 
This was a qualitative study which used a semi-structured interview, incorporated with a ‘think 
aloud’ process during the interview, of 12 purposively selected women, designed to explore the 
way women’s experiences of change in eating in pregnancy. All participants were recruited in 
New Zealand by  midwife Lead Maternity Carers (LMCs), who are the most common primary 
maternity care professionals in New Zealand (New Zealand College of Midwives, 2012). The 
LMCs gave women an information sheet about the study and a form with which the latter could 
express interest in participation by returning it in a postage-paid envelope to a research assistant. 
The form also included a request for details of the woman’s parity, gestation, weight, height, 
ethnicity and details about the presence or absence of nausea or vomiting. Based on responses to 
these questions using a sampling grid (Table 4-1)  and a maximum variation sampling approach 
(Marshall, 1996), the primary researcher (HP), a senior lecturer and consultant obstetrician, 
purposively selected 12 participants in order to provide a range of BMI, parity, gestation, presence 
or absence of morning sickness and nausea, and to ensure representation of women identifying 
their ethnicity as Māori. The research assistant invited women to join the study; they were offered 
venues within the university and hospital. All the women were interviewed in the hospital. They 





Table 4-1. Sampling grid 
Sampling Grid 
BMI 20-25 BMI >35 
Morning sickness yes Morning sickness yes 
Morning sickness no Morning sickness no 
Age <35  Age <35  
Age >35  Age >35  
Trimester 1st Trimester 1st 
Trimester 2nd Trimester 2nd 
 
Interviews were carried out by HP, who had no relationship with any of the participants at the 
time of the interview. Written consent was obtained by HP prior to commencing the interview. 
Partners or support people were allowed to attend solely for the purposes of childcare. Each 
interview was audio recorded and lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. This period included 
completion of the IES (Tylka, 2006), which is a 21-item questionnaire ( 
Table 4-2) on intuitive eating behaviours, using a five point Likert scale. A cognitive ‘think-
aloud’ process was used, which involves reading aloud the instructions and questionnaire items 
and talking through one’s thought processes in coming up with answers (Drennan, 2003).  
Following completion of the ‘think aloud’ questionnaire, there was a semi-structured interview 
to discuss the women’s experiences of eating (Table 4-3). The semi-structured questions were 
collaboratively developed by the research team, which included a rehabilitation and women’s 
health researcher (EJCHS) and a health psychology researcher (GJT) in addition to the primary 
researcher (HP). The aim of the interview questions was to investigate pre-pregnancy eating and 
establish what changes women made to their eating during pregnancy with the goal of 





Table 4-2. Intuitive Eating Scale Questions 
Unconditional permission to eat subscale 
Q1. I try to avoid certain foods high in fat, carbohydrates, or calories. 
Q4. If I am craving a certain food, I allow myself to have it. 
Q5. I follow eating rules or dieting plans that dictate what, when, and/or how much to eat. 
Q9. I get mad at myself for eating something unhealthy. 
Q14. I have forbidden foods that I don’t allow myself to eat. 
Q18. I feel guilty if I eat a certain food that is high in calories, fat, or carbohydrates. 
Q19. I think of a certain food as “good” or “bad” depending on its nutritional content. 
Q20. I don’t trust myself around fattening foods. 
Q21. I don’t keep certain foods in my house/apartment because I think that I may lose control and eat 
them.  
Eating for physical rather than emotional reasons subscale 
Q2. I stop eating when I feel full (not overstuffed). 
Q3. Find myself eating when I’m feeling emotional (e.g., anxious, depressed, sad), even when I’m not 
physically hungry. 
Q6. I find myself eating when I am bored, even when I’m not physically hungry. 
Q10. I find myself eating when I am lonely, even when I’m not physically hungry. 
Q16. I use food to help me soothe my negative emotions. 
Q17. I find myself eating when I am stressed out, even when I’m not physically hungry. 
Reliance on internal hunger / satiety cues subscale 
Q7. I can tell when I’m slightly full. 
Q8. I can tell when I’m slightly hungry. 
Q11. I trust my body to tell me when to eat. 
Q12. I trust my body to tell me what to eat. 
Q13. I trust my body to tell me how much to eat. 






Table 4-3. Semi-Structured Questions and Prompts 
Question Prompts Purpose 
Would you please tell me 
about your eating before you 
became pregnant? 
Things you enjoyed eating  
Amounts you ate  
When you ate 
Who you ate with 
 
To establish eating 
behaviour prior to 
pregnancy  
Now you are pregnant what 
has changed? 
Things you enjoyed eating  
Amounts you eat  
When you eat 
Who you ate with 
To identify changes in 
eating behaviour which the 
she associates with 
pregnancy 
Would you please tell me 
some of the reasons you think 
these changes have 
happened? 
Is it due to: 
Nausea 
Hunger / satiety (fullness) 
 
Convenience 
Advice- health professional 
or others 
Other people’s opinions  
Safety - yours or your 
babies? 
“Healthiness” 
To identify ideas about 
why eating habits change 
in pregnancy. 
Do you think women would 
find pregnancy is a time when 
they would be motivated to 
change their way of eating?  
For example pregnancy has 
been identified as a time 
women are motivated to stop 
smoking. 
To establish if women 
think pregnancy would be a 
time when they would be 
motivated to change life 
time eating habits 
 
The interviews were transcribed by a professional secretary and the transcriptions were checked 
by an independent researcher, both of whom signed confidentiality agreements. Pauses in 
participants’ speech were noted with ellipses (…). Round brackets were used to note details that 
were removed to preserve anonymity. Points of clarification were added using square brackets. 
Thematic analysis was performed using a general inductive approach (Thomas, 2006). Data were 
managed using word documents. Each interview transcript was read and responses to both the 
think-aloud task and semi-structured interview questions were included within the analysis.  
Case summaries of each participant’s interview were written by HP and reviewed with the 





reviewed with the research team. These sub-themes were then compared by HP with participant 
responses to ensure they were representative. A final set of themes which overarched the sub-
themes were reviewed with the research team and no disagreements were evident.  
This study received ethics approval from the Lower South Health and Disability Ethics 
Committee. Ref: LRS/10/EXP/031. 
 Findings 
Using a maximal sampling approach, 13 women were directly invited to participate (to achieve 
the intended 12 participants) from the 26 women who expressed an interest. There were too few 
women with a BMI>35 to use this as a primary sampling measure as intended (i.e. BMI <25 and 
>35). Therefore, a range of BMI was selected (Table 4-4). One participant’s partner attended part 
of the interview to provide childcare, and they did not contribute to the interview. The 
demographics of the women who were interviewed are shown in Table 4-4. 















Stage of pregnancy   
 <14 weeks 4 
14-20 weeks 3 
>20 weeks 5 
Ethnicity  
NZ European 8 
Māori 2 
Samoan  1 






Four themes regarding eating during pregnancy were identified. Changes in eating were driven 
by a variety of reasons which differed between women and between pregnancies.  
Theme one: How women feel 
Participants (P) described changes in their eating during pregnancy due to how they felt (Table 
4-5); this included emotional and physical feelings. Women described the effect of nausea on 
their eating early in pregnancy. This affected multiple facets of eating, namely: hunger, choice of 
food, frequency of eating, and amount and type of food.  
Participants who experienced nausea and vomiting early in pregnancy described the change from 
feelings of nausea to feelings of fullness as pregnancy progressed. All 12 participants, whether 
they experienced nausea or not, described their eating as being affected by a greater awareness of 
feelings of fullness during pregnancy. Other feelings described by participants were more 
emotional than physical. Some participants felt their eating was less driven by emotional reasons 
during pregnancy. This change may be because other more physical factors affect their eating 
more than emotional ones. However, pregnancy can be a time of emotional change particularly 
in situations where the pregnancy was unplanned or where a mother is unsupported. The 
complexity around making time for cooking/eating appeared to impact on food choices. 
Participant two described using spare time, when she may otherwise have been bored, to prepare 





Table 4-5. Theme 1 - How Women Feel 
How women feel 
Nausea P7: I didn’t eat much and my diet was fairly limited to kind of dry toast 
or… you know… those sorts of things um… and really had to make 
myself eat. 
P10: I don’t want to spend too long in your mind thinking about which 
food…. you feel ill yeah and you won’t eat then because you just… I 
actually feel quite nauseated thinking about, you know, the possibility 
of food. 
 
Fullness P3: I get halfway through and think, oh I can’t eat any more, I have 
had enough. 
P8: I have one mouthful and then… bam I’m full! 
 
Emotions P10: I find myself eating when I’m feeling emotional (e.g., anxious, 
depressed, sad), even when I’m not physically hungry [reading item 3 
on the IES]…. Um... prior to pregnancy I would agree. And haven’t 
had the urge - it is definitely nothing to do with emotional eating -
when I’ve been pregnant. 
P1: But the first pregnancy was kind of hard for me because for my 
family to accept, because um it was out of wedlock. There was this 
whole emotional stress thing behind that and kind of made me yup 
more hungry. 
 
Feeling of a lack 
of time / 
inclination 
P2: when I have the time now because pregnancy requires so much 
more effort, with like creating my meals and planning for lunches and 
things, so I think it’s umm with that boredom time. Like if I don’t have 
anything to do, I might spend more time preparing food. 
P8: Like when I was bored [prior to pregnancy] I was just like yeah… 
I would just have something to eat, just to eat it… but now [that she is 
pregnant] I don’t know why but like I’m just… I think it’s more the 
fact that I can’t be bothered. Like I will be bored, and I will go to the 
fridge and then I will be like OK I would really quite like to eat that 
but I would have do this and I would have to do that, and then there 
would be a pile of dishes at the end of it and I just can’t be bothered 
doing that. 
 
Theme two: External influences 
Participants described external influences on their eating behaviours (Table 4-6), sometimes 
leading to behavioural change and in other situations exacerbating stress and anxiety around food 





for example, participant nine was describing that she feels pressured in her food choices and 
acknowledging that society considers McDonald’s as a safe food in contrast to smoked chicken. 
Women described advice they received around the safety of food choices from a variety of 
sources, e.g., their mother and midwife.  




HP: You said the family were affecting what you were eating. 
P1: Yes. They just… because they knew that I like fatty foods and 
and they nagged at me so much in the first pregnancy I just couldn’t 
be bothered with the whole nagging during this one, because it 
annoyed me so much that I didn’t enjoy what I ate. 
P9: Yeah. I’d hate to be like you know huge big belly in 9 months 
and you know sitting down with a lovely smoked chicken sandwich 
or… and people going past and going “ugh… look at her… she’s 
pregnant and she’s eating smoked chicken!” Whereas if you were 
rather large in your pregnancy, you’d probably get away with it if 
you were in McDonald’s eating a burger or at the fish and chip shop. 
 
External advice P4: Oh well just sort of my mum told me as well, to stay away from 
seafood while you are pregnant. 
P6: because when I got so freaked out about the whole milk thing, 
and because it said about yoghurt as well… in the end I was only 
buying one litre of milk and I was just buying little things of 
yoghurt, so I knew I could consume them within certain amount of 
times [to reduce the listeria risk due to open containers in the 
fridge]. 
 P9: Ummmm… I still have like breast chicken, but um… don’t 
really... well the midwife told me off the last time. She said what 
have you been eating and I said ham and she went “rrr… that’s 
naughty!” So I have kind of cut the ham… I don’t even buy ham at 
the supermarket any more.  
 
Theme three: Changed eating by choice 
Participants gave clear descriptions of changing their eating because of their knowledge and 
beliefs (Table 4-7). Some talked about how pregnancy affected their choices about food and 
eating, with the intent of staying healthy during pregnancy. In contrast, others described feeling 
it was acceptable to eat with less restraint during pregnancy. Participants described a personal 





Ministry of Health food safety guidelines were noted to be a source of information that were used 
in participants’ decision making. 
Table 4-7. Theme 3 - Changed Eating by Choice 
Changed eating by choice 
Wanting to stay 
healthy in pregnancy 
P1: Being pregnant and it yeah just makes me aware that I take care 
of myself more than… when I am pregnant, but when I am not I just 
let myself go. 
P2: Yes. But I wouldn’t say I would strictly avoid them [calories] 
but I think I would lean more to the other side in terms of allowing 
myself, especially now, to eat whatever I want, rather than the you 
might try and restrict somewhat if you’re um... are if you’re not 
pregnant, but when you are you have to eat. It’s much more 
important, you are not going to diet. 
 
Choosing to take 
food safety advice 
P5: like the only things that I am cutting out are the things that can 
cause harm to the baby. If it wasn’t going to cause harm to the baby, 
I would be eating it. 
P6: those higher risk foods that we are talking about in regards to 
the listeria and things like that that they talk about that can cause 
damage to the baby, and I think, yeh… it’s just… I’m more… I 
guess I’m more aware of the fact that the baby’s probably more 
susceptible to those sorts of things I think. 
P10: You know, I have been told by a few people that “oh the NZ 
soft cheeses are fine, it’s pasteurised”. I am not going to take the 
risk. It’s... to me. It’s on that Safety Guideline. I just don’t want to 
take the risk. 
 
Theme four: Motivation to change 
Participants were all specifically asked if they thought women would find pregnancy was a time 
when they would be motivated to change their way of eating (Table 4-8). Two distinct sub-themes 
emerged in relation to what might motivate change in eating during pregnancy in response to this 
question and elsewhere in the interviews. Participants felt women would be highly motivated to 
change their eating if the changes would improve outcomes or reduce risk for their baby. The 
concept of pregnancy as a potential teachable moment was borne out by participants’ description 
of women’s perceived motivation to change and the opportunity to influence habits or act as a 
role model in the family. The timeline of pregnancy was factored into thinking about what would 





Table 4-8. Theme 4 - Motivation to Change 
Motivation to change 
For safety of the 
baby 
P10: like even if somebody said to me that “oh my gosh if you ate you 
know four pies in pregnancy, then it’s probably going to make your 
baby overweight”, you know, I would think “I don’t want to do that”. 
I don’t want to inflict those choices upon my baby, and that… then 
that has no chances to change that genetic makeup or whatever, I 
would just completely steer clear, so… yes. 
P5:Oh definitely, like the only things that I am cutting out are the 
things that can cause harm to the baby. If it wasn’t going to cause harm 
to the baby, I would be eating it. Like cakes and things like that. I 
would definitely be eating them. 
 
The opportunity 
to establish the 
behaviour change 
P1: and your children are a reminder of what you did when you were 
looking after yourself. 
P6: I guess it depends how likely that someone is to continue on [with 
behaviour change]. Or… it doesn’t take long to start to keep those 
good habits so I mean, I guess nine months should be a long period of 
time to make a difference. 
P9: So I think if you got them early enough in their pregnancy, that it 
would become a way of life after pregnancy, so they can continue 
eating healthily. 
 
Participants were all specifically asked if they thought women would find pregnancy was a time 
when they would be motivated to change their way of eating. Two distinct sub-themes emerged 
in relation to what might motivate change in eating during pregnancy in response to this question 
and elsewhere in the interviews. Participants felt women would be highly motivated to change 
their eating if the changes would improve outcomes or reduce risk for their baby. The concept of 
pregnancy as a potential teachable moment was borne out by participants’ description of women’s 
perceived motivation to change and the opportunity to influence habits or act as a role model in 
the family. The timeline of pregnancy was factored into thinking about what would make change 
successful. 
 Discussion 
The focus of this research was exploring how women changed their eating behaviours during 
pregnancy and if these changes were compatible with a more intuitive style of eating. All 





increased awareness of fullness. Although fullness was a specific question on the IES, most 
women explored the issue further with descriptions of their degree of awareness, thus fullness 
was the clearest of all sub-themes identified. This is an interesting finding and suggests that 
pregnancy may be a useful time to teach women about the sensation of satiety, a component of 
IE, which could feasibly lead to higher levels of IE postpartum.  
The  results of our study were considered within the context of the factors described by Phelan 
as a necessary part of the ‘teachable moment’ as applied to pregnancy (Suzanne Phelan, 2010); 
we identified themes which fit the Phelan model (Figure 4-1). Suggesting that pregnancy is a 
teachable moment and women are more likely to change to health supporting behaviour.  
 
Figure 4-1. Identified Themes Related to Phelan’s Model of a Teachable Moment 
Women recognised pregnancy and breastfeeding to be a special time when women may be 
motivated to change eating behaviours, mostly for the wellbeing of their babies, and they 
acknowledged that this time was long enough to establish a sustainable change. For example, one 
participant noted: “… it doesn’t take long to start to keep those good habits so I mean, I guess 
nine months should be a long period of time to make a difference.” 
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The World Health Organization (2011) describes a doubling of the prevalence of obesity in the 
world since the 1980s; to reduce this increase effective interventions are required (World Health 
Organization, 2011). The evidence that the perinatal environment impacts on obesity in the child 
means that interventions should be focused pre-conceptually (Gluckman & Hanson, 2008). 
However, around 40% of pregnancies are unplanned so a large proportion of women are unlikely 
to have adapted their eating behaviour pre-pregnancy (Morton et al., 2012). Whilst our study 
found that women changed their eating behaviour during pregnancy, there is still further work 
necessary to optimise healthy nutrition in the perinatal period. The sub-theme 2.1 - Cultural/social 
pressure - suggests women change their behaviour due to societal views. Until societal pressures 
on women are focussed on healthier eating rather than some of the negative risk avoidance aspects 
presently described in sub-theme 2.2 - External advice - it may be hard for women to choose the 
moderate risk of listeria in a smoked chicken sandwich over the high fat McDonald’s meal 
described by one participant. 
Diet is presently considered the most effect mechanism for optimising gestational weight gain 
(Muktabhant et al., 2015; Thangaratinam et al., 2012).  Studies show high levels of GWG in 
excess of recommendations (Chung et al., 2013; J. M. Dodd, D. Turnbull, et al., 2014). In view 
of the increasing epidemic of obesity and the potential positive effect of the perinatal environment 
on long-term risk of obesity, we wonder whether it is time to support a different approach to 
nutrition; one which promotes healthy choices rather than avoidance of certain foods. 
Additionally, we have demonstrated that pregnancy is a ‘teachable moment’ and suggest that this 
is a time when health professionals could be supporting and endorsing changes to eating 
behaviours.  
Strengths and limitations 
There is the potential for a recruitment bias when recruiting participants to a study related to 
weight due to the sensitivity of the issue. However, the qualitative nature of the study and the 
purposive sampling enabled a wide range of participant demographics to be included. Further 
research is required to generalise these results on a population basis. Participants were New 
Zealand women under the care of midwifery LMCs. This study adds to the NZ literature on 






Participants described pregnancy as a time of change with regards to their experiences of eating; 
particularly an increase in satiety. The findings of this study support Phelan’s model of pregnancy 
as a teachable moment for eating behaviours (Suzanne Phelan, 2010), which provides a potential 
opportunity to inform women about healthy eating. Changes in eating behaviours identified were 
consistent with the potential use of IE as a mechanism to improve levels of healthy GWG. 
However, further investigation of IE in pregnancy is necessary to establish the relationship 
between IE in pregnancy and GWG. 
 Chapter Summary 
This study addressed objective one; to explore the way women experience eating in pregnancy, 
in the context of IE. The MRC complex intervention framework identifies the importance of 
developing an underpinning theory for the likely process of change. The findings of this study 
demonstrated the potential worth of Phelan’s (2010) model of pregnancy as a teachable moment 






 Investigating the Validity of the Intuitive Eating Scale in Pregnancy 
This chapter addresses objective two (examine the content validity of the IES in pregnancy) and 
objective three (investigate the test-retest reliability of the IES in pregnancy) (Figure 1-2). The 
content validity of the IES in pregnancy was investigated in the think-aloud component of the 
first phase qualitative study. This was presented as a poster at the 2012 RANZCOG annual 
scientific meeting (Appendix 4). The test re-test reliability of the IES in pregnancy was 
established as a component of the phase two observational cohort study. This combined reporting 
of results from the phase one and phase two studies is congruent with a mixed methods approach 
to analysis and reporting of mixed method studies. 
The ‘Validation of the Intuitive Eating Scale in Pregnancy’ paper was submitted to the Journal of 
Health Psychology for publication and is presented verbatim below in a form consistent with the 
thesis layout. There is some duplication of the methods from chapter four as this paper includes 
the content analysis from the phase one study. The observational cohort study methods are also 
duplicated in chapter six which details the observational cohort study results. The study was 
designed and analysed by me. The first draft was written by myself, with editorial support from 
my supervisors and thesis advisors. 
 Validation of the Intuitive Eating Scale in Pregnancy. 
 Abstract 
The objective of this study was to examine the content validity and test-retest reliability of the 
Intuitive Eating Scale (IES) among pregnant women. A qualitative think-aloud study of the 
IES analysed content validity. Overall the IES made sense to pregnant women but food safety 
affected the interpretation of some items. A version with instructions modified accounting for 
food safety, IES- Pregnancy (IES-P), was subsequently shown to have stable scores over five 
weeks during the second trimester; mean change -0.08 (95% limits of agreement -0.61 to 






Keywords: Intuitive eating, Pregnancy, Eating behaviour, Gestational weight gain, 
Validation. 
 Introduction 
Optimal gestational weight gain (GWG) is recognised as important for many health outcomes for 
both the mother and child including hypertensive disorders, gestational diabetes, caesarean 
section, and higher rates of obesity for the child (Jeffries, Shub, Walker, Hiscock, & Permezel, 
2009; Smith, Hulsey, & Goodnight, 2008). Women who experience excess GWG defined by the 
United States Institute of Medicine (IOM) guidelines (Medicine & Council, 2009) are also more 
likely to have greater weight retention in the postpartum period and long-term (Oken, Taveras, 
Kleinman, Rich-Edwards, & Gillman, 2007; Rong et al., 2015). The ideal intervention to optimise 
GWG, with the goal of improving health outcomes for mother and child, has still not been agreed 
upon (Dodd et al., 2014).  
Intuitive eating (IE), the concept of eating based on hunger and satiety signals, is associated with 
lower body mass index (BMI) and better psychological health in non-pregnant populations (Van 
Dyke & Drinkwater, 2014). Amongst overweight and obese women, a group at high risk of 
further weight gain, interventions to increase IE have successfully prevented weight gain and 
improved blood pressure (Schaefer & Magnuson, 2014). Elements of IE have been associated 
with lower GWG and improved glucose control in pregnancy (Lopez-Cepero, Leung, Corvera, 
Moore, & Rosal, 2015). Prevention of weight gain may be particularly useful in the context of 
pregnancy where limiting GWG in accordance with the IOM guidelines is the goal.  
The IES is an established questionnaire that measures three domains of IE: 1) Unconditional 
Permission to Eat when Hungry and whatever food is desired; 2) Eating for Physical rather than 
Emotional Reasons; and 3) Reliance on Hunger/Satiety cues. Validation studies of the IES in over 
1,200 non-pregnant women in the United States of America have confirmed the 3-factor structure 





women, the strong inverse relationship of IES score with BMI, content validity and internal 
consistency of the three subscales have been confirmed (Madden, Leong, Gray, & Horwath, 
2012). 
To our knowledge, there has been no published research on the IES during pregnancy. Prior to 
investigating the relationship between IE and GWG, a study was needed to establish whether the 
‘intuitive eating’ concept and the IES items made sense to pregnant women (A. Anastasi, 1967; 
A. Anastasi, & Urbina, S., 1997. ), and to determine the test-retest reliability of the IES in a 
pregnant cohort. The aim of this study was to examine the content validity and test-retest 
reliability of the IES among pregnant women, to assess its usability in this population.  
 Method 
This was a sequential mixed method study, which involved an exploratory ‘think aloud’ 
qualitative study of 12 pregnant women to investigate the content validity of the IES in pregnancy 
and four pregnant women to pilot the adapted questionnaire. This was followed by a longitudinal 
cohort study of 260 pregnant women in which the test-retest reliability of the IES in pregnant 
women was investigated. 
5.1.3.1 Qualitative think-aloud study to assess the content validity 
Recruitment was carried out via local midwives acting as ‘Lead Maternity Carers’, commonly 
the primary care professional in the New Zealand (NZ) maternity system.(New Zealand College 
of Midwives, 2012) Midwives gave women a study information sheet and a form to express 
interest in participation, which could be returned in a postage-paid envelope to a research 
assistant. The form also requested details of the woman’s parity, gestation, weight, height, 
ethnicity and details about the presence or absence of pregnancy-associated nausea or vomiting. 
Based on these demographics, the primary researcher (HP) purposively selected 12 participants 





morning sickness and nausea, and to ensure representation of women identifying as being of 
Māori ethnicity. The research assistant invited women for interview, offering alternatives for 
place and time.  
Written consent was obtained by the researcher prior to commencing the interview. Each 
interview lasted between approximately 30 and 60 minutes, and included completion of the IES 
using a think-aloud method and a semi-structured interview on eating behaviours, the results of 
which are not described in this article. Women were reimbursed for travel and parking costs with 
a NZ$50 supermarket voucher.  
Interviews were carried out by the researcher (HP, a consultant obstetrician) in a university non-
clinical office within the hospital, and were digitally recorded. Each woman was asked to answer 
the original 21-item IES using a cognitive interviewing ‘think-aloud’ process, which involves 
reading the items aloud and talking through one’s thought processes in coming up with answers 
(Anderson-Lister & Treharne, 2014; Darker & French, 2009; Drennan, 2003). Participants carried 
out this process twice: first, answering based on their current situation ‘during’ pregnancy, and 
second, based on their typical situation ‘prior to’ pregnancy. Women were also asked to describe 
their thoughts about the questionnaire including any important issues they felt were missing, 
whether there were any items that they felt were hard to answer, if they thought they might have 
answered any items differently if they were on their own, and their impression of the scale options 
(1 = ‘Strongly Disagree’, 2 = ‘Disagree’, 3 = ‘Neutral’, 4 = ‘Agree’ and 5 = ‘Strongly Agree’). 
The interviews were transcribed by a secretary and accuracy checked by an independent 
researcher, both of whom signed confidentiality agreements. 
The individual item ratings and total scores on the IES and its subscales were calculated.(Tylka, 
2006) Women’s responses ‘during pregnancy’ and ‘pre-pregnancy’ were compared for each item. 





answers were identified to investigate eating behaviours and attitudes where there was the greatest 
perceived difference between pregnancy and the recalled ‘pre-pregnancy’ situation. The ‘think 
aloud’ answers to these questions were then analysed using a directed content analysis approach 
to elucidate reasons for differences.(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) Participant quotes are reported 
verbatim, pauses are delineated by continuation marks (…). Explanatory notes from the 
researcher are in square brackets [ ]. 
Subsequent to the identification of ‘food safety’ as an influence on eating during pregnancy — 
which women reported altered their ‘during pregnancy’ responses to some items — two adapted 
versions of the questionnaire were tested with a convenience sample of four pregnant women. 
5.1.3.2 Test-retest reliability of the IES in pregnancy 
The aim of the present study was to examine the test-retest reliability of the IES with concurrent 
revalidation of a version of the IES adapted for pregnancy (IES-P). The IES-P accounted for food 
safety, which was identified as an issue with the IE think-aloud study, by adapting the instructions 
to include the statement “Your answers may include consideration of food safety (e.g. listeria)”. 
The wording of all IES items remained the same.  
Test-retest reliability was investigated within a prospective observational study of the relationship 
between intuitive eating in pregnancy and gestational weight gain. The study involved 260 
pregnant women aged 18-45 years, resident in the Metropolitan area of Dunedin, New Zealand, 
with an on-going wanted (not requesting termination) singleton pregnancy, and who had adequate 
English reading and speaking skills to enable them to complete the study questionnaires 
(interpreters were not made available due to concerns about variations in translation of 
questionnaire wording). 
Participants were recruited at the time of a nuchal translucency scan (11-14 weeks of pregnancy). 





asked by the sonographer if they were interested in participating. Contact details of interested 
participants were faxed to a research assistant who contacted these women as soon as possible by 
phone. Eligible women who agreed to participate in the study then attended an appointment where 
written consent was completed. 
Participants completed questionnaires including baseline information, the IES-P, and a range of 
other health and lifestyle questionnaires at four times points (11-15, 18-21, 25-29 and 35-37 
weeks of pregnancy). Data from the first two visits were used for the test-retest analysis reported 
in this article. 
5.1.3.3 Statistics 
Bland Altman plots were calculated for total IES-P scores and subscales to investigate the limits 
of agreement (LoA) between the two occasions of measurement.(Bland & Altman, 1986) Pearson 
correlation coefficients were calculated for comparison with other papers. Analysis was 
performed using MedCalc Statistical Software version 15.4 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, 
Belgium; https://www.medcalc.org; 2015). Means (SD) are reported for normally distributed 
variables and medians for skewed variables.  
5.1.3.4 Ethical considerations 
Ethics approval was granted by New Zealand’s Lower South Island Ethics Committee 
Ref:LRS/10/EXP/031 and from the University of Otago Research committee reference number 
12/308. 
 Findings 
Qualitative think-aloud study to assess content validity 
Twenty six women expressed an interest in participating, of whom 13 were invited for interview, 
and 12 subsequently consented to take part. The characteristics of the women interviewed are 





compared and Table 2 shows the magnitude of differences (i.e. regardless of the direction of 
difference), ranging from 0 being no difference to 4 being the biggest difference possible (that is, 
‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly Agree’ or vice versa). Items 1, 6, 16 and 18 showed the largest 
numerical differences (Table 2); the table does not attempt to show direction of difference but the 
variations in response are explored in the deductive content analysis of the ‘think aloud’ material 
from items 1, 6, 16 and 18. For more information about each participants’ scores on all items see 
supplementary information: Women’s answers for the IES. 
Table 5-1. Characteristics of participants in the think-aloud study 
Variable N 
BMI 5 (18.5–25); 2 (25–30); 5 (≥30) 
Age 10 (<35); 2 (≥35) 
Parity 7 (nulliparous); 5 (multiparous) 
Nausea 10 (Yes); 2 (No) 
Stage of pregnancy (weeks) 4 (<14); 3 (14-20); 5 (>20) 







Table 5-2. Distribution of women according to the magnitude of difference in their answers to 
the IES between their current pregnancy and recalled pre-pregnancy perceptions (on the 5-point 
Likert scale) 
Intuitive Eating Scale items 
Magnitude of difference in answers 
(pregnancy and recalled pre-pregnancy) 
No 
change 





1. I try to avoid certain foods high in fat, 
carbohydrates, or calories  
3 4 1 3 1 
2. I stop eating when I feel full (not overstuffed)  7 3 2 0 0 
3. I find myself eating when I’m feeling emotional 
even when I’m not physically hungry*  
6 2 1 2 0 
4. If I am craving a certain food, I allow myself to 
have it  
6 4 2 0 0 
5. I follow eating rules or dieting plans that dictate 
what, when, and/or how much to eat  
10 1 1 0 0 
6. I find myself eating when I am bored, even 
when I’m not physically hungry  





7. I can tell when I’m slightly full  7 3 0 2 0 
8. I can tell when I’m slightly hungry*  7 2 1 1 0 
9. I get mad at myself for eating something 
unhealthy.  
9 0 1 1 1 
10. I find myself eating when I am lonely, even 
when I’m not physically hungry  
11 0 0 0 1 
11. I trust my body to tell me when to eat  8 3 1 0 0 
12. I trust my body to tell me what to eat  7 4 0 1 0 
13. I trust my body to tell me how much to eat  6 3 2 1 0 
14. I have forbidden foods that I don’t allow 
myself to eat  
8 2 0 2 0 
15. When I’m eating, I can tell when I am getting 
full  
8 0 3 1 0 
16. I use food to help me soothe my negative 
emotions  
7 1 1 2 1 
17. I find myself eating when I am stressed out, 
even when I’m not physically hungry  
8 1 1 1 1 
18. I feel guilty if I eat a certain food that is high 
in calories, fat, or carbohydrates  





19. I think of a certain food as “good” or “bad ” 
depending on its nutritional content  
11 1 0 0 0 
20. I don’t trust myself around fattening foods  10 1 1 0 0 
21. I don’t keep certain foods in my 
house/apartment because I think that I may lose 
control and eat them  
9 1 1 1 0 
*question not answered by one woman (see suplementary information) 
Item one of the IES states “I try to avoid certain foods high in fat, carbohydrates, or calories”. In 
response to this item, women talked about eating differently in relation to their perception of the 
requirements for pregnancy. This included less avoidance of some foods: 
“I probably think more so in pregnancy I might allow myself to eat those a little bit more, just 
because I have got another little one taking stuff from you” (participant 7) 
It also included more care to avoid these foods: 
“During pregnancy, yes. I agree that I am trying to avoid certain foods high in fat, because I am 
already putting on weight” (participant 5) 
The responses from participants five and seven typified the sample, in that the response to this 
item differed in either direction when women contrasted their pre-pregnancy and pregnancy 
eating.  
Differences in responses to item six of the IES “I find myself eating when I am bored, even when 
I’m not physically hungry” suggested that boredom appeared less a reason to eat during 
pregnancy than it might have been pre-pregnancy. During pregnancy, participants reported that 





“since I’m pregnant I have to say no because I am either extremely busy or I’m sleeping. I don’t 
actually have time to be bored any more” (participant 11) 
Interestingly, whilst item 16 of the IES “I use food to help me soothe my negative emotions” 
showed the third largest numerically difference in answers (Table 2), no strong or coherent themes 
were evidenced within the reasons stated for different answers, and there was a notable lack of 
detail in the ‘think aloud’ answers. 
Item 18 of the IES states “I feel guilty if I eat a certain food that is high in calories, fat, or 
carbohydrates”. Answers to this item indicated that women were more likely to have experienced 
this sort of guilt when not pregnant. A characteristic response was that “before pregnancy I would 
have felt pretty guilty about it [eating high fat food], now I would say the avocado or whatever 
[is ok]” (participant 12). 
Analysis of think aloud transcripts identified one further issue, food safety, that potentially 
affected the content validity of the IES. Women reported food safety issues altered their ‘during 
pregnancy’ responses to some items on the Unconditional Permission to Eat  Subscale. These 
items were: “If I am craving a certain food, I allow myself to have it”; “I follow eating rules or 
dieting plans that dictate what, when, and/or how much to eat”; “I have forbidden foods that I 
don’t allow myself to eat”; and “I think of a certain food as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ depending on its 
nutritional content”. Participants explained how their interpretation of these items was different 
due to food safety requirements of pregnancy. For example participant four expressed a food 
safety issue as follows: 
“I am not fussy at all…like, but I like lots of all different types of foods, so when I am not pregnant 
I will eat anything really, and so... but because I can’t eat it [shellfish] now, that’s why I changed 
it [my answer]” (participant 4) 





“forbidden foods? Only the ones that they stipulated in pregnancy which is raw eggs and shellfish, 
those type of things” (participant 11) 
In response to the researcher’s enquiry “were there any questions that you felt were hard to 
answer?”, difficulties were related to the need to think about the context of the question rather 
than a problem with understanding the question itself. For example, 
“it wasn’t the question, it was just that it was kind of hard for me to answer because I have never 
really thought about it [being full] before” (participant 8) 
The women acknowledged that having to ‘think aloud’ whilst answering the questions with 
someone present helped clarify their answer: 
“I think it is quite good having someone that you can talk to and try and bounce your ideas off or 
try and clarify why you have put it where you have put it” (participant 9) 
The women noted the similarity of some questions within the subscales of the IES: 
“I think some of the questions are very similar and then you have sort of think back what did I… 
I mean that question and that question are very similar so what did I write there without 
completely doing a 180 and changing your mind on this side” (participant 9). 
Most women found the IES Likert answer scale user-friendly; however, there were a number of 
comments around the use of ‘neutral’ as the central word anchor on the item response scale: 
“The neutral is a strange one. It’s kind of like no answer.” (participant 3) 
“Just to me, neutral seems like… um… I have no opinion.” (participant 6) 
Women were asked if they felt anything was missing from the questionnaire. Issues identified 
were outside the purpose of the IES such as the absence of items about keeping food diaries, 
details of what they had been eating, or the issue of pregnancy associated nausea and vomiting. 





the notion of IE and therefore the women were not indicating that the IES failed to measure any 
part of the notion of IE in pregnancy.  
To ensure consistency in whether women did or did not include consideration of food safety when 
interpreting the IES questions an additional instruction was considered necessary in the 
introduction to the IES questionnaire. Two adaptations were trialled with four pregnant women 
(demographics available in supplementary online information) who agreed that the preferred 
option was the addition of the following statement in the IES questionnaire instructions - “Your 
answers may include consideration of food safety (e.g. listeria)” This version, which we call the 
IES P for use with pregnant women, was subject to test-retest reliability testing in the prospective 
observational study.”) 
Test-retest reliability of the adapted intuitive eating scale in pregnancy 
A complete IES-P data set was available for 240 of 260 participants; 10 had missing data at the 
first or second visit and 10 did not attend their second appointment. The mean time between first 





Table 5-3. Characteristics of women in the test-retest reliability study 
Characteristics Whole sample (n=260) Incomplete (n=20) 
First visit gestation (mean) 
weeks (SD) 
14 (0.7) 14 (0.6) 
Second visit gestation 
(mean) weeks (SD) 
19 (1) 19 (0.9)(n=10) 
Age (median) years 31 31 




















Limits of agreement for the test-retest of the total IES-P were; mean -0.08 (95% LoA -0,60 to 
0.44) (see supplementary information Figure 1). The Eating for Physical Rather than Emotional 
Reasons Subscale showed a mean of -0.10 (LoA -0.99 to 0.78); Reliance on Internal Hunger 
Satiety Cues Subscale had a mean of -0.08 (LoA -0.83 to 0.67); and the Unconditional Permission 





The means and standard deviations of the 240 participants’ IES-P scores at both time-points, 
along with Pearson’s correlation coefficients, are shown in Table 4. The total IES-P and the 
unconditional permission to eat and eating for physical reasons had an acceptable test-retest 
reliability of 0.8. The reliance on hunger and satiety cues subscale test-retest reliability was 
moderate. 
 
Table 5-4. Correlation coefficients of IES-P test-retest over five weeks 
Measure  Pearson’s 
correlation 
Baseline visit mean 
(SD) 
Second visit mean 
(SD) 
IES-P: Total  0.79 3.57(0.35) 3.65(0.44) 
IES-P: Unconditional 
Permission 
0.82 3.44 (0.58) 3.50 (0.61) 
IES-P: Eating for 
Physical Reasons 
0.80 3.61 (0.73) 3.71 (0.69) 
IES-P: Reliance on 
Hunger/Satiety Cues 
0.69 3.72 (0.49) 3.80 (0.48) 
 
Discussion 
The purpose of these studies was to investigate the content validity and test-retest reliability of 
the IES among pregnant women to assess its usability in this population. The mixed method 





underlying women’s perceived differences in eating behaviours and attitudes ‘during’ as 
compared with ‘pre-pregnancy’, rather than investigating only the differences.  
Participants in the qualitative study of IE during pregnancy responded differently to several items 
when asked to think about their eating behaviour ‘during pregnancy’ and ‘pre-pregnancy’ and 
explained these differences in their ‘think-aloud’ expansions. Food safety issues resulted in 
alteration to the interpretation of items 4, 5, 14 and 19 of the IES (Tylka, 2006), all items within 
the Unconditional Permission to Eat Subscale. These findings suggested adapted instructions for 
the IES were needed in pregnancy to provide clarity around the inclusion of food safety 
restrictions by adding the statement “Your answers may include consideration of food safety (e.g. 
listeria)” to the instructions.  
The test-retest reliability of the adapted version of the IES-P (over approximately five weeks), 
showed a mean difference of -0.08. Whilst this is not a large difference in agreement between the 
two time-points, the LoA of -0.61 to 0.45 show over five weeks there could be a change of the 
equivalent of one point on the five point Likert scale for each item (e.g. “Neutral” to “Agree”). 
Concerns regarding food safety issues in pregnancy were identified qualitatively as having the 
greatest impact on interpretation of items in the Unconditional Permission to Eat Subscale. Thus, 
in assessing the impact of the modification to the validity of the IES it would be anticipated this 
subscale would be most affected, however it showed the tightest LoA of the three subscales (mean 
difference -0.06 (-0.77 to 0.65)). Therefore the change is less likely to be a result of adaptations 
to the instructions of the IES. 
Tylka reported three-week test-retest stability of the total IES in of a group of 194 psychology 
students as an r value of 0.90.(Tylka, 2006) Values for the subscales were 0.88 for the 
Unconditional Permission to Eat Subscale, 0.88 for the Eating for Physical Rather Than 





(Tylka, 2006). In comparison, correlations in our study are lower; r value of 0.79 for total score 
and, 0.82, 0.80 and 0.69, respectively for subscales. This may be a result of a number of factors: 
different populations, the changes made to the questionnaire, the longer time period, or the effect 
of changes in eating as pregnancy progresses.  
The think aloud findings suggest that pregnancy may well be a time when women change their 
eating patterns, and it is important to further understand what drives these changes and to establish 
whether they are beneficial or harmful. In particular, it is possible that food safety concerns during 
pregnancy result in changes in eating behaviour, and these changes may result in excess GWG 
due to the exchange of ‘unsafe’ food (e.g., sushi) for ‘safe’ but less healthy options (e.g., pies) 
(Usha Kiran, Hemmadi, Bethel, & Evans, 2005). 
Participants found the IES to be user-friendly, but did note that their answers may well differ if 
they were completing the questionnaire alone. This difference appeared to be due to the extra 
thought that went into answering the items in the think-aloud process rather than a lack of 
understanding of the questions or reservations about the presence of a researcher. The 
participants’ comments about repetition of questionnaire item content were not considered 
concerning, as this a characteristic of multi-item scales; related items increase validity and more 
effectively capture the concept of interest (A. Anastasi, 1967). 
Limitations 
These studies were both carried out in Dunedin New Zealand, this limits the generalizability to 
other populations. We would recommend that the IES-P is validated in other populations of 
pregnant women. The ‘think-aloud’ qualitative study relied on recall of pre-pregnancy behaviour, 
whilst the ideal would be to investigate before and during pregnancy over 50% of pregnancies 
are unplanned (Sedgh, Singh, & Hussain, 2014), and this would thus result in a skewed 





was due to concurrent data collection. This may have influenced the results however the r value 
of 0.79 is satisfactory. 
 Conclusions 
The IES-P is acceptable for use in this pregnant population. Further validation of the IES-P in 














Bland Altman Plot to Total IES-P Scores






























Bland Altman Plot of Eating for Physical rather than Emotional Reasons Subscale



























Bland Altman Plot of reliance on Internal Hunger Satiety Cues Subscale



























Bland Altman Plot of Unconditional Permission to Eat subscale


















Table 5-5. Summary of participant characteristics of think aloud studies 




1 Samoan Multiparous Yes 14-20 >35 >30 












Nulliparous No <14 <35 20-25 








Nulliparous Yes >20 <35 >30 
















Nulliparous Yes >20 >35 25-30 
Subsequent convenience sample to clarify instructions 













Nulliparous Yes >20 >35 >30 
 
Table 5-6. Women’s answers for the IES 
Question Interview 
Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1.     I try to avoid certain foods high in fat, 
carbohydrates, or calories. 
P 3 2 2 2 4 4 3 4 1 1 4 3 
N 3 4 2 3 2 3 4 3 1 4 4 5 
2.     I stop eating when I feel full (not 
overstuffed). 
P 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 
N 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 2 4 2 
3. I find myself eating when I’m feeling 
emotional (e.g., anxious, depressed, sad), even 
when I’m not physically hungry. 
P 2 1 4 1 1 3 4 4 4 1 4 2 
N 4 1 4 1 1 4 4 - 4 4 5 5 
4. If I am craving a certain food, I allow 
myself to have it. 
P 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 4 
N 5 4 4 5 5 5 2 3 3 3 3 4 
5. I follow eating rules or dieting plans that 
dictate what, when, and/or how much to eat. 
P 3 3 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 
N 1 3 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 





6. I find myself eating when I am bored, even 
when I’m not physically hungry. 
N 5 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 3 4 4 4 
7. I can tell when I’m slightly full. P 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 2 4 4 5 5 
N 5 4 4 5 5 4 3 3 3 4 2 2 
8. I can tell when I’m slightly hungry. P 5 5 5 1 5 4 4 4 4 4 1 5 
N 5 ' 4 1 5 4 4 3 2 4 4 5 
9. I get mad at myself for eating something 
unhealthy. 
P 1 2 4 2 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 4 
N 5 2 4 4 3 2 3 1 1 4 1 4 
10. I find myself eating when I am lonely, 
even when I’m not physically hungry. 
P 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 
N 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 5 2 
11. I trust my body to tell me when to eat. P 4 5 4 5 4 5 2 4 4 4 1 2 
N 4 5 3 5 4 5 3 4 2 4 1 1 
12. I trust my body to tell me what to eat. P 3 4 2 3 2 5 4 4 2 5 3 4 
N 3 4 3 3 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 4 
13. I trust my body to tell me how much to eat. P 4 5 2 5 4 4 4 2 4 5 3 2 
N 2 5 3 5 4 4 3 3 4 2 1 2 
14. I have forbidden foods that I don’t allow 
myself to eat. 
P 1 2 4 1 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 
N 1 2 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 
15. When I’m eating, I can tell when I am 
getting full. 
P 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 2 4 4 5 4 
N 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 2 
16. I use food to help me soothe my negative 
emotions. 
P 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 4 2 
N 4 1 4 1 1 4 4 3 2 5 5 4 
17. I find myself eating when I am stressed 
out, even when I’m not physically hungry. 
P 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 4 2 
N 4 2 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 5 5 4 
18. I feel guilty if I eat a certain food that is 
high in calories, fat, or carbohydrates. 
P 1 4 4 2 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 
N 5 5 3 2 4 3 4 2 2 2 1 4 
19. I think of a certain food as “good” or “bad” 
depending on its nutritional content. 
P 3 4 2 1 4 5 4 4 5 4 1 2 
N 3 5 2 1 4 5 4 4 5 4 1 2 
20. I don’t trust myself around fattening foods. P 3 2 3 4 2 1 2 1 2 4 2 2 
N 5 2 3 5 2 1 2 1 2 4 2 2 
21. I don’t keep certain foods in my 
house/apartment because I think that I may 
lose control and eat them  
P 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 
N 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 4 1 4 





N= Women’s report of how they believe they would have answered pre-pregnancy 
-= Missing Answer 
 
 
 Chapter summary 
This chapter reports the mixed method approach to validate the IES-P. The paper addressed 
research objectives two (examine the content validity of the IES in pregnancy) and objective three 
(investigate the test-retest reliability of the IES in pregnancy). The finding that consideration of 
food safety resulted in a potential difference in answering the IES questions between participants 
(details in Appendix 1. Methods Phase One Study) is an important finding which could have 
impact on the design and use of any questionnaire on eating behaviour used in a pregnant 
population. The test- retest reliability of the adapted IES the IES-P, which included food safety 
in the instructions, was satisfactory from the perspective of providing confidence in the results of 
the IES-P used in the phase two observational cohort study (Chapter 6), which investigated the 







 A Longitudinal Prospective Cohort Study to Investigate the Relationship 
between Intuitive Eating and Gestational Weight Gain 
This chapter details the findings of phase two of the research, a cohort study designed to address 
objective four (investigate the relationship between IE and GWG). This chapter investigates the 
Modelling processes and outcomes section of the Development stage of the UK MRC 2008 
framework for complex interventions (Figure 1-2) (Craig et al., 2008; Medical Research Council, 
2006). This chapter was not written as a paper for publication as the analysis was performed prior 
to completion of all participants. The findings will be submitted for publication after final analysis 
of the remaining four participants.  
 Intuitive Eating and Gestational Weight Gain; a Longitudinal Prospective Cohort 
Study  
 Introduction 
The literature review identified no published studies on IE and GWG. Therefore, before designing 
an intervention study to pilot it was important to establish a model of the relationship between IE 
and GWG in an observational study. Hence, potential confounders to this relationship needed to 
be identified. The 1990 IOM committee identified that maternal pre-pregnancy BMI was the 
primary determinate of GWG (Committee on Nutritional Status During Pregnancy and Lactation, 
1990), this has been corroborated since  (Chin & Murtaugh, 2012; Koleilat & Whaley, 2013).  
Recognition in the 1990’s that only 30-40% of women were gaining weight within the 1990 IOM 
GWG guidelines (Table 1-2) resulted in investigation into factors associated with GWG (Hickey, 
2000). A summary of the evidence to date, published in 2000, concentrated on characteristics, 
behaviours and cultural influences which impacted on low GWG, little concern was raised in the 
paper about excess GWG, measureable baseline factors identified were: ethnicity, age, 
socioeconomic status, level of education, social support, depression, and mood (Hickey, 2000). 
Brawarsky et al. (2005) concluded that pre-pregnancy factors contributed the majority of the 
effect on GWG; 74% versus 15% effect of pregnancy related conditions and 11% of modifiable 





Pre-pregnancy BMI has consistently been identified as a predictive factor of GWG. A prospective 
observational cohort study, of 622 healthy adult women with singleton pregnancies in the US, 
identified potentially modifiable factors which impacted on GWG; to assess whether these were 
different for excessive and low GWG (based on 1990 IOM GWG guidelines) (Olson & 
Strawderman, 2003). Excess GWG was associated with: BMI >25, reduced activity, income 
185% less than the poverty index ratio and much more food intake. Low GWG was increased in 
groups with: BMI<19.8 kg/m2 and >25 kg/m2, smoking and low food intake.  
A Colorado study from 2000-2002 reported <50% of women gained recommended amounts of 
GWG (according to 1990 IOM GWG guidelines), and carried out a review of biomedical risks, 
behavioural risks and psychosocial factors in 4,528 women with singleton pregnancies from a 
population-based surveillance system. Obesity was again a risk factor for GWG above and below 
the guidance; BMI 25-30 kg/m2 was a risk for excess GWG but protective against low GWG. 
Other factors associated with excess GWG were hypertension, nulliparity, planned pregnancy, 
health care provider status, white ethnicity, and education ≤12 years (Wells, Schwalberg, Noonan, 
& Gabor, 2006). Hypertension is likely to be a result of the excess GWG not a cause (HAPO 
Study Cooperative Research Group, 2010).  
Significant factors for low GWG were nausea, parity, smoking and ≤ 12 years education (Wells 
et al., 2006). An observational study of 144 women in the Netherlands, established that 38% of 
women gained over the recommended 1990 IOM guidance and significant findings were BMI 
25-30 kg/m2, early age at menarche, women who considered themselves less physically active at 
30 weeks gestation and a perceived increase in food intake; sleep over >9hours was protective of 
excess GWG (Althuizen, van Poppel, Seidell, & van Mechelen, 2009).  
The explanation for why overweight women seem at higher risk than obese women may have 
been explained by the lack of an upper limit of weight gain for women in the 1990 IOM GWG 
guidelines (Table 1-2). However, the only paper identified (at the time of undertaking this review 
in 2011) using the revised 2009 guidance studied a population of 1,420 women from a population 
cohort in US and identified 51% gained in excess of the 2009 IOM guidance (Weisman, 
Hillemeier, Symons Downs, Chuang, & Dyer, 2010). This study looked at pre-conceptual factors 
for excess GWG and recommended levels of activity pre-conceptually were protective of excess 





The findings of the studies described above informed the decision to use the baseline measures 
of: mood, activity, sleep, smoking, parity, household income, education level, age, and household 
occupants as covariates for phase two analysis. A question on food intolerances was added as 
they could potentially affect the unconditional permission to eat subscale of the IES-P. There has 
been additional studies on predictors of GWG since the development of the research protocol for 
the phase two observational study. An updated summary of factors identified as associated with 





Table 6-1. Factors Identified as Associated with GWG 
Study Factors associated with GWG Statistically significant 
results OR(CI) 
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(Ebrahimi et al., 2015)  
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OR=odds ratio; BMI=Body mass index; GWG=gestational weight gain; CI=confidence interval; Results OR>1bold 
 Methods 
6.1.2.1 Objectives 
3. Investigate the test-retest reliability of the IES-P (reported in chapter 5) 





6.1.2.2 Sample Size 
The IES-P is a 21-item questionnaire (Table 2-3). To investigate test-retest reliability an accepted 
formula is a requirement of 10 participants per question (van Belle, 2008). Therefore, a sample 
of 210 participants was estimated to be needed to perform a robust test of agreement, and 
correlation. 
In addition, this sample size was deemed sufficient to enable regression modelling of the 
relationship between GWG and IE. Over-recruitment was considered necessary to take account 
of losses to follow-up for reasons such as preterm delivery, i.e. prior to 37 weeks (the time of last 
measurement), which in Dunedin are approximately 7%. Based on prior studies in the department 
total loss to follow-up was estimated at 20%. On this basis the number needed to recruit to ensure 
a sample size of 210 was estimated to be a minimum of 260 women.  
6.1.2.3 Research Consultation and Governance 
LMCs, the main health practitioners caring for participants, were consulted during the 
development of the study protocol, because they were recognised as stakeholders in the care of 
pregnant women who would be recruited for the study. 
The University of Otago Ngāi Tahu Research consultation committee was provided with 
information about the study and gave supportive feedback (Appendix 6). The local hapū was 
consulted via the Women’s and Children’s Health Department Māori consultation process. Hine 
Forsyth, the local hapū representative in the department, gave advice with regards to the eating 
behaviours of Māori in the community. A letter of support was provided (Appendix 7) 
Ethics approval was received from the University of Otago Health Ethics Committee. (Ref: 
12/308) including all revisions to the study (Appendix 8). The study was registered with the 
Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ACTRN12613001202752). 
6.1.2.4 Sample  
Women were invited to participate in the study when they met the following criteria: 
 Pregnant with an on-going wanted (not seeking termination) singleton pregnancy at 
the time of a nuchal translucency ultrasound (11-14 weeks) 
 English speaking / reading skills sufficient to complete the questionnaires 





Women were excluded if their home address was outside Dunedin city (Figure 6-1). 
 
Figure 6-1. Map of Dunedin City (DCC Rates Webmap), the recruitment catchment area 
6.1.2.5 Recruitment  
Timing of Recruitment 
Participants were recruited at a time the nuchal translucency scan. This is the ultrasound 
component of the combined serum screen for Downs syndrome and other conditions, is 
recommended as a routine component of care for pregnant women in New Zealand. The scan is 
subsidised by the Ministry of Health. The timing of the nuchal translucency ultrasound was 
considered early enough to enable an early weight measurement in pregnancy (Abrams, 





a live fetus at 11-14 weeks gestation (Nicolaides, 2011). Thus recruitment at the time of a nuchal 
scan would have a low rate of withdrawal from the study due to miscarriage; therefore, this was 
considered an acceptable time of recruitment for this study. In Dunedin the only provider is a 
private radiology group, Otago Radiology, thus all women resident in Dunedin have the scan at 
a single site. 
Advertising 
To optimise recruitment and minimise loss to follow-up HP engaged with the primary health care 
sector prior to commencing the study to ensure the study would be viewed positively, thereby 
ensuring health professionals promoted the study when asked by participants’. This was achieved 
by sending an information sheet and covering letter to all midwifery practices, primary care 
practice centres and Māori health providers. HP also carried out question-answer sessions with 
groups of LMCs to ensure they were fully informed about the study.  
Recruitment 
All women attending Otago Radiology for a nuchal translucency scan in Dunedin were given an 
information sheet about this study (Appendix 9). Women who received their appointments by 
post were sent the information sheet with their appointment card by Otago Radiology. Women 
who received their appointment by phone were provided with the information sheet by the 
receptionist at Otago Radiology whilst waiting for their ultrasound. 
Potentially eligible women were asked after their ultrasound, by the sonographer, if they were 
interested in taking part in the study. Information on women who expressed an interest in 
participating was faxed weekly to the research assistant including: name, date of birth, age, 
National Health Index and contact phone number. The research assistant contacted the women by 
phone. If women were interested in the study their gestation was confirmed to ensure they would 
be between 11 and 15 weeks at the time of an appointment, which was then made. 
Potential participants attended a visit at the Women’s Health Clinic room, in Dunedin Hospital. 
The research assistant explained the study and answered any questions. Eligible women, 
established by the research assistant, were then invited to complete a consent form (Appendix 
10). HP was not involved in the consent because there could be a potential conflict of interest, as 





obstetrician. The consent form included consent to inform the participant’s LMC that they had 
enrolled in the study, and the LMC was informed by letter. 
Amendments 
Two subsequent amendments to address recruitment issues were approved by the Ethics 
Committee. The original information sheet was adapted after feedback from the sonographers 
who perceived that women found the title on the information sheet (Excess Weight in Pregnancy 
Study) specifically the word ‘excess’ was “off putting”. Therefore, the title of the introduction 
sheet was changed to Weight in Pregnancy Study (Appendix 11). 
Due to slower than anticipated recruitment other recruitment methods were explored. LMCs were 
considered as additional recruiters. LMCs were asked to contact the research assistant or HP by 
phone or email with the details of any potential participant. This was not successful; all potential 
participants referred by their LMC carers had already been recruited via Otago Radiology. 
6.1.2.6 Measures 
Primary measures  
GWG was calculated as weight (kg) at the term visit (>35 weeks gestation) minus weight (kg) at 
baseline visit (11-15 weeks gestation). Weight measurements were performed on Seca™ 876 
scales. These were calibrated at regular intervals throughout the study, and zeroed before every 
measure. Participants were asked to remove shoes and heavy clothing and to stand on the scales 
placed on a hard floor with feet apart, arms relaxed and look straight ahead. 
IE was measured using the IES-P (Appendix 12). The IES-P is a 21 item questionnaire with three 
sub-scales. The total score is calculated as follows: items 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, and 15; are added 
to the reverse scores for items 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21; and the total is 
divided by 21. 
Covariates (Appendix 12. Phase Two Baseline Questionnaire) 
BMI 
BMI was calculated from measured weight and height (weight (kg)/height (m)2) collected at the 
baseline visit. All measurements were performed by the research assistant and documented on the 





above. Height measurements were performed on a Seca™ 213 stadiometer. The participant was 
asked with shoes removed to stand with heels to back of plate, legs together and buttocks and 
upper back touching the scale with their head erect and look straight ahead. Hair was adjusted if 
necessary to ensure the measure was in touch with the top of the head. 
Mood  
The Edinburgh depression score (EPDS) (Cox, Holden, & Sagovsky, 1987) was chosen as the 
measure for mood as it has been extensively validated in antenatal, post-partum women and 
women remote from delivery (Gibson, McKenzie-McHarg, Shakespeare, Price, & Gray, 2009); 
(Cox, Chapman, Murray, & Jones, 1996).  The original research in postnatal women had a 
specificity of 78% and a positive predictive value of 73% (Vincenti, 1987). The EPDS is 
promoted as a standard assessment tool of depression during pregnancy. The ten-item self-
reported questionnaire asks women to answer how they have felt in the past seven days. Items are 
scored from 0 to 3; seven of the ten items are reverse scored. All items must be completed by the 
woman. A normal score is <13 out of a maximum of 30 
Activity 
The Pregnancy Physical Activity Questionnaire (PPAQ) a 32-item questionnaire was the only 
validated physical activity questionnaire identified (Chasan-Taber et al., 2004). It has been 
validated against pedometer steps in pregnancy, with a reproducibility 0.78 for total activity. The 
total PPAQ measures metabolic equivalents (MET) in hours per week. The 32 items are grouped 
into different activity domains including: household/care (13 items), occupation (5 items), 
exercise (8 items), transport (3 items) and inactivity (3 items). Women are asked to answer for 
the trimester they are in. There are six potential answers: None, less than ½ hour per day, ½ to 
almost 1 hour per day, 1 to almost 2 hours per day, 2 to almost 3 hours per day and 3 or more 
hours per day. There are two free-text answers for additional activities; these were correlated to 
an equivalent MET using the Compendium of physical activities. This is an updated list of activity 
codes and MET intensities (Ainsworth et al., 2000). Total activity is the sum of (duration × 
intensity) for items 4 to 36. 
Sleep 
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) is a self-reported measure of sleep quality and pattern. 
It has been validated in pregnancy specifically with regards to prediction of depressive symptoms. 





efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleep medication, and daytime dysfunction over the last 
month. After consultation with a sleep specialist the PSQI was chosen as the questionnaire of 
choice for assessment of sleep. A global score of five or greater identifies a poor sleeper with an 
internal consistency and a reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) of 0.83. Scores systems are 
provided at http://www.sleep.pitt.edu/content.asp ?id=1484&subid=2316. Permission was gained 
from the author for its use (Buysse, Reynolds, Monk, Berman, & Kupfer, 1989). 
Ethnicity 
Ethnicity was established using the standard NZ census question and the NZ Ethnicity New 
Zealand Standard Classification 2005.  
Age 
Age was calculated at the date of the baseline visit from the date of birth provided by the 
participant on the baseline questionnaire. 
Smoking 
Smoking status at baseline was established using a pre-validated question previously used in the 
Kahungunu Infant Safe Sleep (KISS study)(Tipene-Leach et al., 2014), which had three parts. 
First, what is your current smoking status? (daily occasional, quit in pregnancy, quit some time 
ago and have never smoked). For those who smoked they were asked “How many cigarettes do 
you smoke a day?” (<1, 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21+) and “How many cigarettes did you smoke a day 
before you were pregnant” (<1, 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21+). Due to the low number of smokers 
identified the data were dichotomised to smokers and non-smoker for analysis. 
Education-Level 
Educational level was established at baseline using a pre-validated question (KISS study) on the 
baseline questionnaire. This asked “What is the highest qualification you have completed? 
options included: completed primary school, completed years 8 to 10 or Form 2 to 4, completed 
year 11 or Form 5 (NCEA 1), completed year 12 or Form 6 (NCEA 2), completed 13 or Form 7 
(NCEA 3), trade certificate or similar, university or tertiary institute degree or higher, other, 






Household income at baseline was established using a pre-validated question (KISS study) and 
was determined by the participant. Before Tax or anything else is taken out (e.g. student loan, 
ACC), which of the following best describes your approximate household income range, from all 
sources, over the last 12 months? Possible responses were (in NZ$) : 0, 1-5000, 5001-10000, 
10001-15000, 15001-20000, 20001-25000, 25001-30000, 30001-35000, 35001-40000, 40001-
50000, 50001-70000, 70001-100000, 100001 or more, don’t know, do not want to answer. 
Household occupants 
Details of household occupants at baseline was established using a pre-validated question (KISS 
study). This asked “In addition to yourself, who else do you live with?” Eight response options 
were provided: your partner, your children, parents, other relatives, non-family members, no-one 
else beside you, other, please specify and, do not want to answer.  
Parity 
The number of children a woman had given birth to over 20 weeks gestation (parity) was 
determined from self-report at baseline in response to the question “How many children have you 
had?” 
Food Intolerances 
Intolerances were determined at baseline from a yes/no question which was “do you have any 
food allergies or intolerances?” Participants were asked to provide free-text details if they 
answered yes. 
6.1.2.7 Data Collection 
Visits and Time Points 
There were four visits during pregnancy. All the visits were arranged and carried out by the 
research assistant. An Excel™ database with automated highlighted fields for due visit dates, 
based on estimated due date of delivery from the nuchal translucency scan, was developed to 
reduce missed visits. 
Women were offered a selection of times to facilitate attendance. Appointments took place in the 





again by phone and/or text to make a further appointment. After the baseline visit, women were 
excluded from the study and considered lost to follow-up if they missed two consecutive visits 
(e.g. second trimester visit and third trimester visit). 
The timing of visits was: 
Baseline (B) 11-15 week’s gestation  
o Appendix 12. Phase Two Baseline Questionnaire 
 Second Trimester (ST) 18-22 week’s gestation  
o Appendix 13. Phase Two Second Trimester Questionnaire 
Third Trimester (TT) 25-30 week’s gestation  
o Appendix 14. Phase Two Third Trimester Questionnaire 
Term (T) >35 week’s gestation  
Appendix 15. Phase Two Term Questionnaire 
Data Record 
Questionnaires and data entry were developed consistent with the Teleform system. Teleform has 
been shown to be more accurate than manual data entry (Wahi, Parks, Skeate, & Goldin, 2008). 
All data were collected on an individualised paper questionnaires. Each form has an individual 
batch number, designed for compatibility with Teleform. Measures (e.g. weight) were taken by 
the research assistant and inserted into the form, all other items were completed the participant. 
All forms were checked by the research assistant before the participant left to look for ambiguous 
answers (i.e. where two responses were given to the same question) or missing responses. Clarity 
was sought from the participant as needed. Completed forms were scanned into PDF and TIFF 
black and white 200dpi, formats by the data assistant. PDFs were saved to a secure university 
server; this ensured a secure electronic version of the forms. TIFF forms were then uploaded onto 
the Teleform Scan Station system by the data assistant. Each form was then processed by the 
Teleform Reader and checked by the data assistant. 
Missing data were left as blank. A question with two responses, where there was no clear 
demarcation (e.g. a tick as to which response was correct), were considered missing data and the 
cell was left blank. Electronic data were subsequently checked by HP for missing responses. 
Logic checks were performed and a random 5% selection was then checked for accuracy with 





Measures per Visit 
Measures were taken at four visits (Table 6-2). Each time, anthropomorphic measurements were 
taken first then the participant completed the questionnaire. Measures were taken as per protocol 
and in the order listed in the questionnaires. In rare circumstances (<10 occasions), due to 
childcare needs, a participant had the measurements taken and then completed the questionnaire 
at home and returned it by post. 
Table 6-2. Measures Taken at each Visit 
Measure 11-15 weeks 18-22 weeks 25-30 weeks 35-38 weeks 
Height      
Weight     
Baseline Q     
IES-P     
EPDS     
PPAQ     
PSQI     
IES-P - Adapted Intuitive eating scale; EPDS- Edinburg postnatal depression score; PPAQ- Pregnancy physical 
activity questionnaire; PSQI- Pittsburgh sleep quality index 
 
Incidental Clinical Findings 
To ensure any women who scored high on the EDPS received appropriate medical care the 
consent form for participation included the statement “I consent to my LMC being informed if 
any abnormal results are found as a result of the assessment for depression and anxiety.” All 
EDPS with a score of 12 or greater or with an affirmative answer to question j “The thought of 
harming myself has occurred to me” were reviewed by the researcher who is an obstetrician. Any 
score fitting the criteria of an abnormal EPDS score i.e. >12 or with affirmative answers to the 
question “The thought of harming myself has occurred to me” were reported to the participants 
LMC. 
To reduce the potential for distress to women, a weekly report of births within the cohort was 
examined by HP. This decreased the likelihood of contacting participants in the study who had 






Statistical analysis was performed in STATA®. Demographics are reported using means for 
normally distributed continuous data and medians for skewed and ordinal data. Missing data 
points were approximated to the mean, where the mean was representative, if 80% of data was 
available for a participant. Where there was a >10% effect of a covariate on the IE/GWG 
relationship this was included in the adjusted final model. 
Missing Data 
Only the IES-P were estimated. Other missing data were not estimated as the mean was not 
considered representative due to the nature of the questions with missing data (e.g.  PSQI question 
5j). 
The IES-P data were assessed to ensure that missing data were at random, no pattern was 
identified. Six participants had missing answers to IES-P questions on the baseline questionnaire, 
one at ST visit, none at the TT visit and one at term. No participant had more than 20% of the 
IES-P answers missing at any visit. IES-P scores were calculated as a mean of available results.  
6.1.2.9 Primary Analysis  
The hypothesis was that as higher rates of IE have been associated with lower BMI outside of 
pregnancy (Van Dyke & Drinkwater, 2014), then higher rates of IE will be associated with lower 
GWG. The relationship between the IE score and GWG, and if this relationship is affected by the 
other variables was established using a linear regression model. Using GWG as the dependant 
variable, linear regression was performed to establish the effect of total IES-P score at baseline. 
Covariates included in the model were baseline measures of: age (years), mood (total EPDS 
score), sleep (total PSQI score), activity (total PPAQ score), parity, ethnicity, smoking (yes/no), 
education, household income, household occupants, food intolerances (yes/no) and baseline BMI 
(weight (kg)/height (m)2).  
6.1.2.10 Secondary Analysis 
Relationship of Total IES-P Scores to Weight Gain in Pregnancy 
To establish the direction of relationship between total IES-P scores and weight gain in pregnancy 
a multilevel mixed-effects linear regression was performed. Weight gain over time during 





Total IES-P scores were calculated for each participant at each visit. Direction of effect was tested 
using total IES-P scores and compared to the weight at time of completion of the IES-P score and 
weight at the subsequent visit. 
Birth Weight  
Birth weight was established from the electronic maternity system; data were therefore only 
available for women who birthed within the maternity facility. Customised birth weights were 
not calculated. Birth weight was treated as continuous data. 
A linear regression was performed with birth weight as the dependant variable to establish the 
effect of baseline total IES-P scores on the covariates which included: age (years), mood (total 
EPDS score), sleep (total PSQI score), activity (total PPAQ score), parity, ethnicity, smoking 
(yes/no), education, household income, household occupants, food intolerances (yes/no) and 
baseline BMI (weight (kg)/height (m)2.  
Mode of Delivery 
Mode of delivery was established from the electronic maternity system; data were therefore only 
available for women who birthed within the maternity facility. For modelling purposes deliveries 
were classified as dichotomised data: vaginal (including normal vaginal delivery, and assisted 
vaginal delivery) or caesarean. Logistic regression was performed looking at total IES-P scores 
at baseline and mode of birth the covariates included baseline measurements of: age (years), mood 
(total EPDS score), sleep (total PSQI score), activity (total PPAQ score), parity, ethnicity, 
smoking (yes/no), education, household income, household occupants, food intolerances (yes/no) 
and baseline BMI (weight (kg)/height (m)2.  
Diabetic Status 
 The electronic maternity system was planned to be used to identify women who developed 
diabetes during pregnancy. However, data from the electronic maternity dataset did not provide 
a reliable source for identification of women who developed diabetes during pregnancy. The same 
woman could be described as diabetic (or not) variably by visit. The relationship between baseline 






Recruitment was carried out over an extended period due to a low recruitment rate of 8.4% of all 
women who had a nuchal translucency scan. There was an 84% follow-up rate at the term visit 
(Figure 6-2), 5.8% were lost to follow-up and 8.8% had a delivery prior to the term visit. Due to 
the PhD timeframe the analysis was performed prior to completion of the study for four of the 
260 participants. 
 
Figure 6-2. Flowchart for Cohort Study Participants 
Table 6-3 details the demographics for three groups, the cohort (n=260), the group with term visit 
data (n=218) and the missing group (n=42) and the baseline covariate results for these groups. 
The mean gestation at baseline visit was 14 weeks and the mean gestation at term visit (which 





GWG. No participants had a BMI<18.5 kg/m2 (underweight), the mean BMI was 25.4 kg/m2 SD 
(4.8). 
Table 6-3. Demographics of Cohort 
Cohort Total With GWG data Missing† 
Measures N=260 N=218 (84%) N=42 (16%) 
Age years mean [SD] 31.6 [4.92] 31.7 [4.7] 30.9 
Gestation weeks 1st visit [SD] 14.07 [0.66] 14.0 [0.6] 14.01 
Gestation weeks term visit [SD] 37.4 [0.7] 37.4 [0.7] NA 
Ethnicity*  







Māori  12(5%) 8 4 
Samoan  0 0 0 
Cook Islands Māori 3(1%) 2 1 
Tongan  0 0 0 
Niuean  0 0 0 
Chinese  7(3%) 7 0 
Indian  1 1 0 
Other 45(17%) 9 6 
Missing 1 1 0 
Employment    
Full-time 142(55%) 125 17 
Part-time 78(30%) 66 12 
Not working 39(15%) 26 13 
Missing 1 1 0 
Marital status    
Single 8(3%) 5 3 
Married /civil union /defacto 250(96%) 211 39 
Separated/divorced 1 1 0 
Highest qualification    
Year 10 5(2%) 4 1 
Year 11-13 44(17%) 34 10 
Trade 15(6%) 11 4 
Tertiary degree 182(70%) 157 25 
Other/missing 15(6%) 12 2 
Income NZ$    
<30,000 10(4%) 6 4 
30-50,000 23(9%) 19 4 
50-100,000 119(46%) 99 20 
>100,000 83(32%) 76 7 
missing 25 18 6 
Smoker (at baseline)    
Yes 22(8%) 15 7 
No 237(91%) 202 35 
Parity    
0 128(49%) 107 21 
1 90(35%) 75 15 
2+ 40(15%) 34 6 
Food intolerance  45(17%) 36 9 
Who else lives in the house #    
Partner  241(93) 206 35 
Children 135(52) 113 20 
Other adult 25(10)78%) 18 7 
BMI (kg/m2)    





Cohort Total With GWG data Missing† 
Measures N=260 N=218 (84%) N=42 (16%) 
Underweight 0 0 0 
Normal weight 140 (54%) 120 18 
Overweight 86 (33%) 74 15 
Obese 34 (13%) 25 9 
Total PPAQ Mean (SD) 298 (127) 298(129) 295 
Total EDS  Mean (SD) 5.9 (4.1) 5.89 (3.9) 6.2  
Total PSQI  Mean (SD) 6.47 (2.7) 6.35(2.5) 7.01 
*People who reported more than one ethnic group are counted once in each group reported. This means that the total 
number of responses for all ethnic groups can be greater than the total number of people who stated their ethnicity.  
# Participants who reported living with more than one category are counted in each category. No-one lived alone. 
† Missing data is presented for comparison only 
Mean GWG was 11.9kg SD (3.37) for normal weight women, 12.1kg SD (4.23) for overweight 
women and 8.8kg SD (3.9) for obese women. Table 6-4 shows a third of participants had a 
GWG within the IOM recommended range, 42% of participants with a normal BMI gained 
under the IOM recommended level. A greater proportion of women with a BMI>30 kg/m2 were 
in the missing data group (24%) than other BMI groups. The overweight BMI group had the 
highest proportion of participants who gained in excess of the IOM GWG recommendations. 
Table 6-4. Number of Participants by Recommended (IOM) GWG and BMI Category 
 BMI Category 
IOM GWG Normal (%) Overweight (%) Obese (%) Total (%) 
Below recommended 59 (42) 7 (8) 4 (12) 70 (27) 
Within guidelines 48 (34) 27 (32) 10 (29) 85 (33) 
Over recommended 16 (11) 36 (42) 12 (35) 64 (25) 
Missing data 18 (13) 15 (18) 8 (24) 41 (16) 







Figure 6-3. Mean IES-P Scores over Pregnancy 
Mean IES-P scores increased for total IES-P and all IES subscales across pregnancy (Figure 6-3).  
IES-P scores were highest for those women who gained under the IOM GWG guidelines and 
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6.1.3.1 Primary Outcome  
Adjusted linear regression of IE on GWG showed that for every one increase in total IES-P score 
(i.e. increase in IE) there was 1.2kg (95% CI -2.65 to 0.13, p=.075) less GWG (Table 6-5). Those 
covariates with a >10% effect on the IE/GWG relationship were included in the adjusted final 
model and are detailed below. Baseline BMI had a significant effect in the model p=.001. 
Table 6-5. Adjusted Linear Regression of Baseline IES-P on GWG 
GWG Coef. Std. Err t p>|t| [95% Conf. Interval] 
Baseline IES-P -1.262586 0.704093 -1.79 0.075 -2.652084 0.126911 
Education       
Year 12 2.086474 1.777488 1.17 0.242 -1.421323 5.594271 
Year 13 -0.4707553 1.603847 -0.29 0.769 -3.635879 2.694368 
Trade Cert -1.603181 1.637037 -0.98 0.329 -4.833804 1.627442 
University -1.067244 1.265323 -0.84 0.4 -3.564305 1.429817 
Income       
$35,001 - $40,000 4.203122 1.957026 2.15 0.033 0.341016 8.065229 
$40,001 - $50,000 3.444731 1.848303 1.86 0.064 -0.202816 7.092278 
$50,001 - $70,000 2.639121 1.523492 1.73 0.085 -0.3674246 5.645667 
$70,001 - 
$100,000 2.782373 1.52117 1.83 0.069 -0.2195908 5.784337 
>$100,001  2.519995 1.520813 1.66 0.099 -0.4812646 5.521255 
BMI(kg/m2) -0.2052319 0.0602163 -3.41 0.001 -0.3240662 0.0863976 
 
6.1.3.2 Secondary Outcomes  
Relationship of IES-P versus Weight over Time  
Total IES-P scores and weight over time were analysed using a multilevel mixed-effects linear 
regression model. The direction of effect, tested using total IES-P scores and comparing them to 
the weight at the time of the IES-P score (present IES-P) (-0.87kg 95% CI -1.51 to -0.24, p=.007) 
and weight at the subsequent visit (previous IES-P) (-0.61kg 95% CI -1.00 to -0.22, p=.002), 
showed statistically significant results in both directions. The present visit IES score was 
associated with 0.87kg less weight gain for every one increase in IES-P, whereas the previous 





IES-P score. There was no statistically significant difference between the two coefficients (Table 
6-6), the results show a correlation between IES-P and GWG. Gestation and BMI had significant 
effects in the model with p<.001. 
Table 6-6. Multilevel Mixed-Effects Linear Regression of IES-P Versus Weight over Time 
Weight Coef. Std. Err z p>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 
Previous IES-P -0.6125031 0.199955 -3.06   0.002 -1.004408 -0.2205984 
Present IES-P -0.8733978 0.3227008 -2.71   0.007 -1.50588 -0.2409158 
Gestation 0.5049668 0.0070889 71.23 <0.001 0.4910728 0.5188608 
BMI(kg/m2) 2.423029 0.07569 32.01 <0.001 2.27468 2.571379 
 
Birth Weight 
Birth weight data were available for the babies of 209 participants. Mean birth weight was 3454 
(SD 482) grams. Adjusted regression modelling of baseline total IES-P scores against birth weight 
showed a reduction of 183 grams (95% CI -346 to -21, p=.027) for every one-point increase in 
total IES-P score. 
Table 6-7. Adjusted Regression Modelling of Baseline Total IES-P Scores Against Birth Weight 
Baby Weight Coef. Std. Err t   p>|t| [95% Conf. Interval] 
Baseline IES-P -183.4894 82.61342 -2.22 0.027 -346.4045 -20.57431 
BMI(kg/m2) 10.93102 6.929124 1.58 0.116 -2.733335 24.59537 
Parity 31.39503 52.6264 0.6 0.551 -72.38514 135.1752 
Income       
$35,001 - $40,000 -112.2283 218.216 -0.51 0.608 -542.5541 318.0976 
$40,001 - $50,000 89.99751 211.093 0.43 0.67 -326.2816 506.2766 
$50,001 - $70,000 170.323 167.6924 1.02 0.311 -160.3693 501.0154 
$70,001 - 
$100,000 150.7086 163.5746 0.92 0.358 -171.8634 473.2807 
>$100,001  81.54513 163.6276 0.5 0.619 -241.1314 404.2216 
Lives with       
Partner+children 121.3822 97.59712 1.24 0.215 -71.08103 313.8454 






However, with preterm births (12) removed from the birth weight sample the result was no longer 
statistically significant -102 grams (95% CI -261 to 58, p=.21).  
Mode of delivery 
Mode of delivery data were available for 233 participants. For modelling purposes deliveries were 
classified as vaginal (n=164) or caesarean (n=69).  The mean total IES-P scores between these 
two groups differed by only 0.02. Due to the small numbers statistical analysis was not valid with 
inadequate degrees of freedom for an adjusted logistical regression modelling of baseline total 
IES-P scores against mode of delivery. 
 Discussion 
This cohort study, which had an 84% follow up (Figure 6-2), was designed to investigate the 
relationship between GWG and IE. Results show a non-significant effect of baseline total IES-
P scores on GWG with higher rates of IE being associated with lower levels of GWG (-1.2kg). 
The result was not statistically significant 95% CI -2.65 to 0.13, p=.075, although it is possible 
that a larger sample size would have achieved statistical significance. The 1.2kg reduction for 
each one-point increase in baseline total IES-P score is unlikely to be a meaningful clinical 
effect. The narrow range of mean baseline total IES-P scores (SD 0.44), and the degree of excess 
weight gained by women (Table 6-4) leads to the conclusion that the maximal effect is unlikely 
to significantly affect the number of women who as a result of IE gain weight within the IOM 
GWG guidelines. 
The relationship between IE and GWG was investigated using a multilevel mixed-effects linear 
regression model (Table 6-6) to establish the direction of effect between IE and GWG. Total IE 
scores from the previous visit showed no more effect than the current visit with the multilevel 
mixed-effects linear regression model showing them to have the same correlatory size. Thus the 
causality of the relationship between IE and GWG cannot be established from this data. Baseline 
BMI and gestation at the time of the visit both had a strong relationship in the model (p<0.001).  
GWG information is not available for the NZ population, the majority of midwifery LMCs (72%) 
do not weigh women routinely at antenatal visits throughout pregnancy (Sze Yin Pan, Dixon, 
Paterson, & Campbell, 2014). There was a lower rate of gaining excess weight in this cohort study 
than other studies have reported (Table 6-4); overweight/obese 40% versus 61% in the Fit for 





The NZ SCOPE study reported an overall 61% rate of excess GWG (Chung et al., 2013). GWG 
for this cohort was concerning, 27% (42% of normal weight women) gained below the IOM 
recommended level, this compares with 12.8% in the normal weight Fit for Delivery RCT control 
group and 16.6% in the NZ SCOPE study cohort (Chung et al., 2013; Phelan, Phipps, et al., 
2011b). Weight gain below the IOM recommendations is associated with adverse outcomes 
including preterm birth and higher rates of SGA (Chung et al., 2013; Kapadia et al., 2015). One 
potential explanation for the rates of low GWG it this study may be the advice provided by health 
practitioners, as a part of normal care. A study of NZ midwifery LMCs identified that 51% of 
LMCs recommended less GWG than the IOM GWG guidelines recommend (Sze Yin Pan et al., 
2014). Another explanation for this high rate of weight gain below recommended levels may have 
been selection bias, only 8.4% of women having a nuchal translucency scan consented to 
participate in the study. Also the study information sheet (Appendix 9) stated that ‘excess weight 
gain in pregnancy is an important health issue’ but did not provide any further information, 
women may have therefore been motivated to limit GWG. During the recruitment for this study 
a new document was published by the Ministry of Health entitled Guidance for Healthy Weight 
Gain in Pregnancy (Ministry of Health, 2014b), any future studies in New Zealand on GWG 
should use the Ministry of Health resources on GWG 
(http://www.health.govt.nz/publication/guidance-healthy-weight-gain-pregnancy) as a minimum 
in all groups.  
The baseline demographics of women in this cohort (Table 6-3) showed they were predominantly: 
NZ European (78%), highly educated (70% had a tertiary degree), non-smoking (91%), in their 
first (49%) or second pregnancy (35%), living with their partner (93%) and with a greater than 
NZ median household income (78%). Comparing this group to the 2015 ‘New Zealand in profile 
document’ (http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/snapshots-of-nz/nz-in-profile-
2015.aspx), Māori were under-represented (5% in cohort versus 15.6% of NZ population); this is 
likely due to the recruitment area being Dunedin, which has lower proportion of Māori (7% of 
female population) (http://www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013census/profile-and-summary-
reports/quickstats-about-a-place.aspx?request_value=15022&parent_id=14973&tabname 
=#15022). Smoking rates were similar to the one in ten reported by the Growing up in New 
Zealand study (Morton et al., 2012). The cohort were slightly older (31.6 versus 29.6 to the 






Baseline BMI correlated significantly with GWG (Table 6-5) and the relationship between IE and 
GWG (Table 6-6). Comparing the BMI of participants, mean 25.6 (kg/m2) (SD 4.8), to that of the 
NZ maternity population is limited by the poor quality of available comparative data. Whilst BMI 
measurement is part of the standard pregnancy booking (first visit) recommendations, midwifery 
LMCs do not universally perform measurements; 69% measure height and 75% weight (Sze Yin 
Pan et al., 2014). Comparing height and weight as reported by an LMC with measured height and 
weight at the time of a nuchal scan has been shown to be inaccurate (Jeffs, Sharp, Gullam, & 
Paterson, 2014). BMI data for NZ is available from the NZ Health Survey 2013/2014, which 
showed 25-34 year olds had an average BMI of 28.6 kg/m2  (Ministry of Health, 2014a), this is 
higher than the mean BMI of this cohort.  
Participant’s baseline activity levels were 298 METS (SD 127). This compares with a mean level 
of 224.2 MET-hrs. /week (SD 58.2) in a study comparing the PPQA to alternative measures as a 
predictor for GWG (Cohen, Plourde, & Koski, 2013). Therefore, the study cohort were women 
with high levels of baseline activity. Exercise has been identified as important in managing GWG 
(Muktabhant et al., 2015). This may explain the lower level of excess GWG (25%) in comparison 
with other observational studies (Chung et al., 2013). 
Levels of mood, as measured by the EPDS, and sleep, measured by the PSQI, were not included 
in the model as they had a <10% effect on the IE/GWG relationship. The mean EPDS was 5.9 
(SD 4.1) showing the majority of participants scored within the normal range, <13 at baseline. 
The likelihood of a major depressive disorder in pregnancy is strongly associated with pre-
pregnancy BMI and mediated by GWG (Bodnar, Wisner, Moses-Kolko, Sit, & Hanusa, 2009). 
This study only reports EPDS at baseline as a confounder for IE and GWG. The normal EPDS 
scores may explain the lack of relationship identified. Sleep levels have been identified as being 
inversely associated with GWG with women sleeping >9 hours i.e. greater than average having a 
lower risk of excess GWG (OR 0.35 95% CI 0.13-0.93) to those with average or low (<8 hours) 
of sleep in one study (Althuizen et al., 2009). Herring who measured sleep with a wrist actigraph 
in contrast found no association (Herring et al., 2012). The PSQI measures sleep quality not just 
hours sleep, it has been validated in pregnancy in a study which showed poor sleep in pregnancy 
had an association with depressive symptoms (Skouteris, Wertheim, Germano, Paxton, & 
Milgrom, 2009). The mean PSQI score was 6.09 (SD 3.01) at 15-23 weeks in comparison to the 
results for this cohort study of 6.47 (SD 2.7), these scores are consistent with poor sleepers (global 





Strengths and Limitations 
The follow-up rate of 84% was high, loss to follow-up was only 5.8%, with 8.8% of women 
birthing prior to their term visit, and four participants not having completed the study at the time 
analysis was performed. There was slower recruitment than anticipated, therefore analysis was 
performed prior to all participants completing the study, this was to achieve the due date of the 
PhD. Due to the low loss to follow-up enough participants had completed the study to establish 
adequate power (>210).  
The study population are not representative of the New Zealand population being thinner, better 
educated with higher incomes. This is likely to be a result of a number of factors: Dunedin is a 
University town and as such does not represent the ‘normal’ population of New Zealand; 
recruitment was dependant on the private radiology service; and other studies have shown that 
weight is a sensitive subject (Fieldwick et al., 2014) and it is possible that women with higher 
BMIs were not asked if they wished to participate or may have declined. Adaptation of the study 
information to remove the term excess was done at the request of the radiology service due to 
feedback from them about women’s response to the term. In future it is recommended that 
‘excess’ or ‘weight’ is not used within the title of any study information on GWG.  
It would have been ideal to blind participants from their weight measures as being aware of weight 
may have impacted on IE behaviours. However women are recommended to monitor their own 
weight in pregnancy (Ministry of Health, 2014b); it is therefore not ethical to not inform pregnant 
women of their weight particularly as there is evidence that weight monitoring by LMCs has not 
been optimal in the study setting (Fieldwick et al., 2014). 
The data on diabetes available from the electronic records was not of a standard high enough as 
to be considered reliable for analysis. The reasons for this are likely to be due to a variable degree 
of use of the electronic system by different practitioners (personal communication). Change to a 
completely electronic maternity system as is planned by the Ministry of Health, would have 
avoided this problem; an alternative would have been to consent participants for permission to 
access their laboratory results. 
Gestational weight gain was the primary outcome, however, it is a surrogate for health outcomes 





mode of birth.  Future research designs should ensure they are powered to investigate the negative 
health outcomes of concern including: diabetes, hypertension, mode of delivery, and birthweight.  
 Conclusion 
This study designed to investigate the relationship between IE and GWG, showed no statistically 
significant association in regression modelling between baseline IE and GWG (Table 6-5) or term 
birth weight. The causal relationship between GWG and total IES-P scores cannot be confirmed 
as previous visit scores impacted GWG no more so than present visit scores, with an equal 
correlatory effect. Any further studies on IE in pregnancy should ensure they are powered to look 









This PhD aimed to investigate if IE could be an effective component of a complex non-dieting 
intervention for managing GWG, with the goal of improving health outcomes for mother and 
child. There were four research objectives ( Section 1.5) which were developed to fit the MRC 
complex intervention framework process (Medical Research Council, 2006). The notable 
findings were: the need to include food safety instructions within the IES instructions to ensure 
clarity for pregnant women, an acceptable test-retest reliability of the IES-P, and the lack of 
association between baseline IE and GWG or term birth weight within the cohort. The findings 
of this mixed method PhD are now examined in the context of the MRC complex intervention 
framework (Figure 1.1). The evidence for progressing to piloting an IE intervention in pregnancy 
to manage GWG is considered. 
At the commencement of the PhD there was no literature on IE in pregnancy. Subsequently, the 
literature review identified a conference abstract which measured IE using the TFEQ, this 
established a relationship between emotional eating - a concept measured in the IES (eating for 
physical rather than emotional reasons subscale) - and GWG (p=.046); women who ate based on 
more emotional cues gained more weight during pregnancy (Lopez-Cepero et al., 2015). This 
supported the premise that higher levels of IE in pregnancy may be associated with lower GWG. 
The developing literature on interventions to manage GWG also provided promise that 
interventions could be effective at limiting GWG (Muktabhant et al., 2015; Thangaratinam et al., 
2012). Even in the absence of optimisation of GWG the largest RCT showed a decrease in the 
rates of babies born weighing more than 4.5kg, and determined the intervention was cost effective 
(J. M. Dodd, C. Cramp, et al., 2014; J. M. Dodd, A. J. McPhee, et al., 2014). Thus, there was 
some evidence that a complex intervention that included the principles of IE to manage GWG 
and birth weight was worth exploring. 
Chapter four (Women’s experience of changes in eating during pregnancy: A qualitative study in 
Dunedin, New Zealand)’ investigated objective one; to explore the way women experience eating 
in pregnancy, in the context of IE. The findings supported Phelan’s (2010) model of pregnancy 
as a teachable moment for weight management in the context of IE. If adding an additional change 





relationship between IE and GWG would not have been worthy of further investigation. This 
paper established a theoretical understanding of the potential ability to use IE as an intervention 
in pregnancy.  
The findings of the research into objectives two and three (to examine the content validity of the 
IES in pregnancy and investigate the test-retest reliability of the IES-P) were presented in a mixed 
method paper (submitted for publication; Section 5.1). The findings of this paper identified the 
impact of food safety on answering of the IES in pregnancy, the IES-P was therefore developed 
and validated.  
The adapted IES-P demonstrated satisfactory test-retest reliability. During the PhD, Tylka 
published the IES-2; an adaptation which added a 4th subscale (body-food choice congruence)(T. 
L. Tylka & Kroon Van Diest, 2013). This subscale is focussed on the recognition that people 
choose foods based on different factors; including to enhance their health. This is an important 
reason why women change their eating behaviour in pregnancy. The qualitative study identified 
subthemes of ‘wanting to stay healthy in pregnancy’, ‘choosing to take food safety advice’ and 
‘for safety of the baby’ (Section 4.1). These subthemes all fit with the body-food choice 
congruence subscale, so it would make sense to validate the IES-2 scale in pregnancy. Exercise, 
another component of IE described by Tribole and Resch (1995) ( 
Table 1-4), is not included in the IES or the IES-2. Exercise was used as a confounder in the 
IE/GWG regression model (see chapter 6), it had <10% effect on the IE /GWG relationship thus 
was not included in the adjusted model. With the present understanding of the effect of exercise 
on GWG (Muktabhant et al., 2015), inclusion of an exercise subscale in an IE measure for use in 
pregnancy may be important. Further modelling of the cohort data to evaluate the effect of 
exercise throughout pregnancy (versus at baseline) and IE on GWG may indicate if development 
of an exercise subscale might be worth pursuing. 
Mean IES-P scores increased throughout pregnancy. There was an increase in the eating for 
physical rather than emotional reasons sub-scale score through pregnancy (Figure 6-3). This may 
be explained by an increase in the experience of fullness as described in the qualitative study. The 
unconditional permission to eat subscale scored lowest of all the subscales although there was 
still an increase across pregnancy, this is likely to be a result of food safety limits to eating in 
pregnancy as identified by the qualitative study findings. This change in eating behaviour has the 





sheet on ‘Healthy and Safe Ways to Eat Out When You are Pregnant’ has been proposed as a 
mechanism to mitigate some of the resultant negative impacts. It would be interesting to establish 
when this change in IE happens for women by testing women’s IES pre-conceptually and in the 
first trimester of pregnancy.  
The cohort study was primarily designed to investigate the relationship between IE and GWG, 
and identified a non-significant association between total IES-P scores and GWG (-1.2 95% CI -
2.65 to 0.13). This suggests that there is no independent relationship between IES-P scores and 
GWG. There was also no adequately powered statistically significant result in terms of effect on 
health outcomes; birth weight or mode of delivery. These results do not support piloting of an IE 
intervention to optimise GWG, the next phase of the MRC complex intervention framework. In 
IE studies outside pregnancy, the effects of IE on BMI were higher in observational studies than 
intervention studies (2.2.4). Extrapolating this finding, the non-significant effect of IE on GWG 
shown in this longitudinal observation cohort study is therefore unlikely to be translatable to a 
clinically significant effect in an IE intervention study. However, the finding of higher levels of 
emotional eating being related to higher GWG (Lopez-Cepero et al., 2015) means an intervention 
to increase IE in a pregnant population with high levels of emotional eating (low IE behaviour) 
could have a positive impact. The phase two cohort study was not powered to investigate this 
association. A study proposal is detailed in Appendix 16: Study Proposal: Optimising Gestational 
Weight Gain Related Outcomes in Pregnancy Using a Complex Non-Dieting Approach. 
If one acknowledges that IE has been associated with a reduction in weight cycling outside of 
pregnancy with potential health benefits (T. L. Tylka et al., 2014) and accepts the premise that 
increasing IE has the potential to lead to associated long-term health benefits, pregnancy could 
be used as the ‘teachable moment’ to improve long-term IE behaviours for women, even if there 
is no GWG benefit. If the findings of this PhD are examined in this context, women described 
changes in their eating in pregnancy which were consistent with an increase in certain elements 
of IE in the qualitative study; especially a perceived increase in the experience of fullness, and 
IES-P scores increased across pregnancy in the cohort study in all IES sub-scales. Participants in 
the phase one study also felt women would be motivated to change their eating behaviour during 
pregnancy and noted that the period of pregnancy and breast-feeding may be long enough to 
consolidate these behaviours. Thus from the perspective of considering pregnancy as a ‘teachable 
moment’ to increase IE, with pregnancy being the ‘cueing event’, these findings are very positive. 





between IE in pregnancy and post-partum weight retention and will establish if the increase in 
IES-P scores shown across pregnancy (Figure 6-3) is maintained or lost six months post-partum. 
An online IE teaching program has been developed (Boucher, 2015), which could provide a cheap 
and readily accessible method to undertake an IE intervention in pregnancy. However, in view of 
the lack of effect on GWG or birth weight, further research in the area of IE in pregnancy is 
needed before recommending that pregnant women change their eating behaviours to fit the IE 
model. 
Whilst there is now evidence of the success of interventions to limit GWG (Section 2.4) and 
reduce birth weight even in the absence of reduction in GWG (J. M. Dodd, A. J. McPhee, et al., 
2014), there is still a need to improve our understanding of factors which lead to excess GWG 
and the associated adverse health outcomes for mother and child. Ideally there would be a single 
intervention which is perfect for all women. However, in view of the impact of different factors 
that exist pre-pregnancy on GWG (such as pre-pregnancy BMI, income, education level) and the 
difference in prevalence of these factors, it is unlikely there will be a single effective intervention 
for all women. It would therefore be helpful to establish a method of identifying women at risk 
of excess GWG and focus on potential optimal areas of intervention. For example, the associated 
risk of higher rates of emotional eating with GWG could mean that women who commence 
pregnancy with a high level of emotional eating versus eating based on satiety and hunger may 
benefit from an IE intervention in pregnancy. Further research in this area should be considered.  
 Strengths and Limitations 
This PhD was designed using the MRC complex intervention framework to investigate if intuitive 
eating (IE) could be an effective component of a complex non-dieting intervention for managing 
gestation weight gain. The staged approach of the research following the MRC framework 
strengthens the findings. These are further reinforced by the mixed method approach which 
combined qualitative and quantitative results to address the four research objectives: Explore the 
way women experience eating in pregnancy, in the context of intuitive eating (Section 4.1); 
Examine the content validity of the IES in pregnancy (Section 5.1.3.1); Investigate the test-retest 
reliability of the IES-P (Section 5.1.3.2); and Investigate the relationship between IE and GWG 






As noted in Section 4.1.5, the phase one study had a potential for recruitment bias. The results are 
not generalizable and I would recommend that the IES-P is validated in other populations of 
pregnant women. Recall bias, as discussed in Section  5.1.5, may have influenced the results of 
the test-retest findings.  
The low recruitment rate of 8.4% (Figure 6-2) reduces the generalisability of the phase two cohort 
study findings. In addition, the need to perform analysis of the cohort study prior to all participants 
completing the study reduces the strength of the findings, however the high follow-up rate of 84% 
provided an adequate number of complete participant datasets to reach the predefined required 
number. The low number of participants with a BMI >30 kg/m2 in both the qualitative and 
quantitative datasets reduces the generalisability of the findings to an obese population of 
pregnant women. Further research on IE in pregnancy in other communities may provide different 
results which would add to the understanding in this new area of research. 
 Conclusion 
IE is a concept which makes sense to pregnant women, and eating in pregnancy in the context of 
IE is consistent with the criteria for a teachable moment (Figure 4-1). Clarification of the IES 
instructions was necessary for use in a pregnant population to ensure uniform understanding about 
whether to consider the effect of food safety in answering items (Section 5.1.5). The resultant 
adapted IES-P showed satisfactory test re-test reliability however, the IES-2 which includes a 
body congruence subscale may perform better than the IES-P at predicting GWG and further 
research is needed to establish this. The relationship of IE (measured by the IES-P) and GWG 
suggests there is insufficient evidence to recommend progression to piloting an IE based 
intervention study for all women to manage GWG. However, there may still be a role for teaching 
an IE program during pregnancy to women who have high levels of emotionally driven eating as 
a component of a complex non-dieting intervention. This requires further research, and a 
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Appendix 1. Methods Phase One Study 
  
Phase One Detailed Methods 
Ethics 
The University of Otago Ngāi Tahu Research consultation committee was provided with 
information about the study and gave supportive feedback. The local hapū was consulted via the 
Women’s and Children’s Health Department Māori consultation process. Hine Forsyth, the local 
hapū representative in the department, gave advice with regards to the eating behaviours of Māori 
in the community. A letter of support was provided (Appendix 17). 
This study received ethics approval from the Lower South Health and Disability Ethics 
Committee. (Ref:LRS/10/EXP/031) (Appendix 18). 
Sample 
Inclusion Criteria 
Pregnant women were recruited who were resident in Metropolitan Dunedin with English 
speaking / reading skills sufficient to complete the questionnaires, aged 18-45 years. Lead 
maternity carers (LMCs) based in Dunedin were asked to provide women they were caring for 
with an information sheet about the study (Appendix 19) and a questionnaire (Appendix 20) with 
which they could express interest in participation by returning in a postage-paid envelope to a 
research assistant. The form also included a request for details of the woman’s parity, gestation, 
weight, height, ethnicity and details about the presence or absence of nausea or vomiting.  
Recruitment 
A sampling grid (Table 1) was used to purposively select women who were then invited for 
interview. Twenty-six women expressed an interest in participating in the study, of whom 13 
were invited for interview using a sampling grid based on the maximum variation sampling 
approach (Marshall, 1996), and 12 subsequently consented to take part in the study. The 12 





morning sickness and nausea, and to ensure representation of women identifying their ethnicity 
as Māori. The study design planned to include at least two women identifying as Māori. The 
research assistant invited selected women for interview; they were offered alternatives for the 
place and time of the interview.  
Table 1. Sampling Grid for Purposive Selection of Participants* 
Sampling Grid 
BMI 20-25 BMI >35 
Morning sickness yes Morning sickness yes 
Morning sickness no Morning sickness no 
Age <35  Age <35  
Age >35  Age >35  
Trimester 1st Trimester 1st 
Trimester 2nd Trimester 2nd 
*This grid was used to ensure there was one participant for each attribute; but not to attain an 
equal number in each cell 
 
Interviews 
All women were interviewed by HP in a conference room in the Department of Women’s and 
Children’s Health, University of Otago Medical School; written consent (Appendix 21) was 
obtained by HP prior to commencing the interview. HP was not clinically responsible for any of 
the participants at the time of the interview. Partners or support people were allowed to attend 
solely for the purposes of child care. Each interview was audio recorded and lasted between 30 
to 60 minutes. Women were reimbursed for their travel and parking costs with a NZ$50 
supermarket voucher.  
Interviews included written completion of the Intuitive Eating Scale (IES) (T. L. Tylka, 2006) 
using a cognitive ‘think-aloud’ process, which involves reading aloud the instructions and 
questionnaire items and talking through one’s thought processes in coming up with answers to 
address objective two (Drennan, 2003). Following completion of the think aloud component, a 
semi-structured interview method was used to discuss women’s experience of eating (objective 






The semi-structured questions in Table 2 were collaboratively developed by the research team, 
HP and supervisors, a rehabilitation and women’s health researcher (EJCHS) and a health 
psychology researcher (GJT). The aim of the interview questions was to investigate pre-
pregnancy eating and establish what changes women made to their eating during pregnancy with 
the goal of understanding the reasons for change. Questions were developed after extensive 
reading in the areas of: intuitive eating, gestational weight gain, and teachable moments along 
with general reading in the area of eating behaviour in pregnancy. All the prompts were used if 
the issues had not already been discussed by the participant. Participants were made aware of the 
interviewer’s (HP) profession, any clinical queries participants had that were unrelated to the 
questions were answered after the end of the interview. It is possible that the participant’s 
knowledge of the interviewer’s profession could have changed the response of participants, either 






Table 2. Semi-Structured Questions and Prompts 
Question Prompts Purpose 
Would you please tell me about 
your eating before you became 
pregnant? 
things you enjoyed eating  
amounts you ate  
when you ate 
who you ate with 
To establish eating 
behaviour prior to 
pregnancy  
Now you are pregnant what has 
changed? 
things you enjoyed eating  
amounts you eat  
when you eat 
who you ate with 
To identify changes in eating 
behaviour which the she 
associates with pregnancy 
Would you please tell me some 
of the reasons you think these 
changes have happened? 
Is it due to: 
Nausea 
Hunger / satiety (fullness) 
Convenience 
Advice- health professional 
or others 
Other people’s opinions  
Safety - yours or your 
babies? 
“healthiness” 
To identify ideas about why 
eating habits change in 
pregnancy. 
Do you think women would find 
pregnancy is a time when they 
would be motivated to change 
their way of eating?  
For example pregnancy has 
been identified as a time 
women are motivated to stop 
smoking. 
To establish if women think 
pregnancy would be a time 
when they would be 
motivated to change life 
time eating habits 
 
The interviews were transcribed by a professional secretary and the transcriptions were checked 
by an independent researcher, both of whom signed confidentiality agreements. Participant quotes 
were reported verbatim; pauses were delineated by continuation marks (…). Explanatory notes 
from the researcher were coded in square brackets. 
The IES was investigated for reading level using the Flesch-Kincaid level and the school grade 
readability using Microsoft Word. The median Flesch–Kincaid score of items on the IES was 
85.1 (range: 45-100) with a school grade equivalent to 4.8 (range 0-11.6). The most difficult item 
was item three “I find myself eating when I'm feeling emotional (e.g., anxious, depressed, sad), 







Prior to analysis I was interviewed by a supervisor to establish the pre-existing assumptions and 
values I brought to the research. As a woman and a specialist obstetrician and gynaecologist, I 
inherently bring these world views to any situation (of note I am not a mother). My view point on 
weight in pregnancy at the start of the PhD was judgmental and came from the perspective of 
excess weight being a choice. However, after reading extensively on the topic and before the 
interviews, I considered obesity more in the framework of an addiction rather than a personal 
choice, with recognition of the role of genetics and epigenetics. I also noted the need to involve 
women in the solution of optimising weight in pregnancy, and that eating is a personal experience 
and change needs to be personalised to fit the individual. Thus, recognising the complexity of 
eating I noted that any effective solution, to excess GWG, was also likely to be complex. 
Objective one - Explore the way women experience eating in pregnancy. 
Thematic analysis was performed using a general inductive approach (Thomas, 2006). Data were 
managed using Word documents, responses to both the think-aloud task and semi-structured 
interview questions were included within the analysis.  
HP read each interview transcript in full and wrote case summaries of each participant’s 
interview. After immersion in the transcripts, these were coded for ‘meaning units’ (a code is 
considered the smallest meaning unit). Transcripts were then provided to the research team 
(supervisors) to enable independent parallel coding, and were similar enough to enable a 
combined set of ‘meaning units’ with the identification of one additional ‘code’ (which was 
‘change’). Subsequently themes were developed by HP from the codes and reviewed with the 
research team. These themes were then compared by HP with participant responses to ensure they 
were representative. A final set of themes was reviewed with the research team and no 
disagreements were evident. Stakeholder checks were not performed. 
Objective two - Examine the content validity of the Intuitive Eating Scale in pregnancy 
The individual item ratings and total scores on the IES and its subscales were calculated. 
Women’s ‘during pregnancy’ and ‘pre-pregnancy’ responses were compared for each item. Items 
with the largest numerical difference, regardless of direction, between ‘during pregnancy’ and 
‘pre-pregnancy’ answers were identified to suggest behaviours that may change most during 





content analysis approach to elucidate reasons for differences between ‘during’ and ‘pre-
pregnancy’ perceptions (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). 
Additional material not included in the published paper 
Summary of participant characteristics 






















Nulliparous No <14 <35 20-25 








Nulliparous Yes >20 <35 >30 
















Nulliparous Yes >20 >35 25-30 
Subsequent convenience sample to clarify instructions 
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Appendix 2. Abstract Presented at NZCOM Conference 2012 
Exploring women’s' experiences of eating during pregnancy 
Paterson H*1; Treharne GJ 2; Hay Smith EJC 1 
1. Department of Women’s and Children’s Health, Dunedin School of Medicine, University of 
Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 9054. 2. Department of Psychology, University of Otago, 
Dunedin, New Zealand 9054 *Presenting author 
Introduction 
As obesity increases across the world, and with increasing knowledge around epigenetic changes, 
there has been a focus on the impact of a woman’s diet before and during pregnancy. Pregnancy 
is a time of motivation for change in health-related behaviours and it has been suggested that 
pregnancy may be an ideal “teachable moment” for behaviour change.  
Twelve pregnant women were interviewed using a semi-structured format. Questions were 
designed to: establish eating behaviour prior to pregnancy, changes in eating behaviour which the 
women associated with pregnancy, identify ideas about why eating habits change in pregnancy, 
and to establish if women thought pregnancy would be a time when they would be motivated to 
change eating habits. 
Analysis of the transcribed data was performed using a general inductive approach.  
Results 
Women described changes to their eating behaviours during pregnancy in comparison to pre-
pregnancy. Multiple factors influenced these changes including: prior beliefs, family/partner, 
information on safe eating in pregnancy and nausea/fullness. Most women felt pregnancy would 
be a good time to modify behaviour but identified challenges to those changes. 
Conclusion 
Whilst pregnancy is a time to consider motivating behavioural change, eating behaviours in 






Appendix 3. NZCOM Journal Paper: Women’s Experience of Changes in Eating during 




































Appendix 4. Abstract Presented at RANZCOG ASM 2012 
Investigating the content validity of the intuitive eating scale in pregnancy 
Paterson H*1, Treharne GJ 2, Hay Smith EJC 1,3 
1. Department of Women’s and Children’s Health, Dunedin School of Medicine, University of Otago, Dunedin, New 
Zealand 9054. 2.Department of Psychology, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 9054. 3. Rehabilitation 
Teaching and Research Unit, University of Otago, Wellington, New Zealand 
Introduction 
Intuitive eating is defined as “eating based on physiological hunger and satiety cues rather than 
situational and emotional cues” (T. L. Tylka, 2006).The Intuitive Eating Scale has been validated 
in non-pregnant women and is associated with normal body mass index (BMI) (T. L. Tylka, 
2006). Investigation of the relationship between intuitive eating and optimal weight-gain in 
pregnancy is necessary to establish if the relationship between normal BMI and intuitive eating 
outside of pregnancy holds during pregnancy. 
Objective 
To examine the content validity of the Intuitive Eating Scale in pregnancy. 
Statement of findings 
Twelve pregnant women were interviewed individually using a cognitive ‘think-aloud’ process 
as they completed the Intuitive Eating Scale, followed by a semi-structured discussion. Purposive 
sampling was used to ensure representation of: Māori women, the presence or absence of morning 
sickness, age <35 and 35+, 1st and 2nd trimester, nulliparity and multiparity. Participants’ BMI 
ranged from 20.2 to 40.1, based on the woman’s self-reported height and weight. Qualitative 
analysis of the transcribed data, using a general inductive approach, identified that adaptation of 
the questionnaire was required; questions where food safety guidance in pregnancy might alter 
the response will need adaptation, for example, “I have forbidden foods that I don’t allow myself 
to eat”. 
Recommendations 
Further investigation of the adaptations women make to their diet during pregnancy due to food-











Appendix 5. The Scoring System Used for BMJ Clinical Evidence GRADE Reviews  
(http://clinicalevidence.bmj.com/x/set/static/ebm/learn/665072.html) 
Type of evidence 
Initial score 
based on type of 
evidence 
+4 RCTs/ SR of RCTs, +/- other types of evidence 
+2 Observational evidence (e.g., cohort, case-control) 
Quality 
Based on 
Blinding and allocation process 
Follow-up and withdrawals 
Sparse data 
Other methodological concerns (e.g., incomplete reporting, subjective 
outcomes) 
Score 
0 No problems 
–1 Problem with 1 element 
–2 Problem with 2 elements 
–3 Problem with 3 or more elements 
Consistency 
Based on Degree of consistency of effect between or within studies 
Score 
+1 
Evidence of dose response across or within studies (or 
inconsistency across studies is explained by a dose response); also 
1 point added if adjustment for confounders would have increased 
the effect size 
0 All/most studies show similar results 
–1 
Lack of agreement between studies (e.g., statistical heterogeneity 
between RCTs, conflicting results) 
Directness 
Based on 
The generalisability of population and outcomes from each study to our 
population of interest 
Score 
0 Population and outcomes broadly generalisable 





–2 Problem with 2 or more elements 
Effect size 
Based on The reported OR/RR/HR for comparison 
Score 
0 
Not all effect sizes >2 or <0.5 and significant; or if OR/RR/HR 
not significant 
+1 
Effect size >2 or <0.5 for all studies/meta-analyses included in 
comparison and significant 
+2 
Effect size >5 or <0.2 for all studies/meta-analyses included in 
comparison and significant 
 
The final GRADE score: we use 4 categories of evidence quality based on the overall 
GRADE scores for each comparison: high (at least 4 points overall), moderate (3 points), 

















































































































































































































Appendix 16: Study Proposal: Optimising Gestational Weight Gain Related Outcomes in 
Pregnancy Using a Complex Non-Dieting Approach. 
 
Background 
The Ministry of Health, New Zealand has recently recognised the importance of the perinatal 
period to optimise wellbeing specifically reduce obesity for the next generation. The goal is to 
optimise the perinatal nutritional environment and thus optimise GWG within the IOM GWG 
guidelines (Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009) and birth weight. Thus reducing childhood and resultant 
adult obesity.  
The most comprehensive meta-analysis of interventions for limiting GWG showed that diet and 
or exercise are effective at limiting excess GWG (Muktabhant et al., 2015). Thangaratinam (2012) 
showed dietary and lifestyle interventions were effective at limiting GWG, a reduced rate of pre-
eclampsia and shoulder dystocia, they also showed benefit in reduction of birth weight with 
exercise interventions (Thangaratinam et al., 2012). 
All intervention studies aiming to optimise GWG should have a long term view of aiming to 
improve health outcomes for both mother and child. Dodd et al. showed in the LIMIT study that 
even without a positive effect on GWG improvements a reduction in macrosomia could be 
achieved and thus potentially reduction in childhood obesity can be achieved (J. M. Dodd, A. J. 
McPhee, et al., 2014).  
Emoms an ongoing RCT designed to assess the effect of an electronic behavioural intervention 
on GWG, showed the majority of participants interacted with electronic education in pregnancy 
(Fernandez et al., 2015). In 2015 in New Zealand, 91% of 18-35, and 78% of 35-55 year olds 
owned a smart phone (see http://www.researchnz4com/pdf/ Special%20Reports/ 
Research%20New%20Zealand%20Special%20Report%20-20Use%20of%20Smartphones.pdf). 
Any interventions for optimising GWG and thus fetal weight need to be cost effective and able 
to be put into practice without significant changes to the work force, electronic media is therefore 
ideal. 
It is not ethical to provide no intervention for a control group with regards GWG in NZ. Studies 
have shown that advice on weight gain in pregnancy is not optimal in NZ (Fieldwick et al., 2014; 
S. Y. Pan et al., 2015) (personal communication Diana Fieldwick). Women are also not aware of 
their pre-pregnancy BMI or the amount of weight they are recommended to gain (personal 




all participants therefore must be provided with optimal advice on gestational weight gain, 
nutritional supplements and general health advice.  
Higher levels of emotional eating are associated with lower levels of GWG (Lopez-Cepero et al., 
2015). Teaching women to eat more intuitively, eating for hunger and satiety rather than 
emotional reasons, in pregnancy a time when they are more aware of some of the IE behaviours 
specifically satiety, therefore has the potential to reduce excess GWG and thus limit macrosomia.  
To prevent obesity levels in the next generation the goal needs to be focussed on optimising birth 
weight. Both large and small for gestational age infants have a higher risk of developing obesity 
and resultant adverse health outcomes.  
Aims of the Study 
To optimise gestational weight gain with the goal of improving health outcomes for mother and 
child in a group of women with high levels of emotional eating who are thus at risk of high GWG. 
Objectives  
The primary objective of this study is to increase the chance of the infant being born within the 
optimal range; defined as infant birth weight between the 10th and 90th centile on a customised 
(GROW) birth chart. 
Secondary Objectives 
 Validate the IES-2 in a pregnant population 
 Increase and maintain women’s IE levels over and after pregnancy  
 Improve rates of GWG within the IOM GWG guidelines 
 Investigate effects on development of hypertensive disorders in pregnancy 
 Investigate effects on development of gestational diabetes 
Hypothesis Generating 
 Investigate predictors of GWG in a New Zealand population 
Trial Hypothesis 
The primary hypothesis is that women with high levels of emotional eating who have access to 
an electronic resource to increase IE and exercise, and are provided with education on GWG will 




Secondary hypotheses include that women provided with information and support to increase IE 
will: 
 improve and maintain IE levels  
 be more likely to gain weight within the IOM GWG guidelines 
 have lower levels of hypertensive disorders in pregnancy 
 have lower levels of GDM 
Study Design 
This will be a pilot randomised controlled trial, followed by a full size RCT, with an embedded 
qualitative study. 
Study Setting 
The full study will be multi-centred based in the University of Otago regions: Capital and Coast, 
Canterbury, and Southern DHB regions. The pilot study will be based in Southern DHB. 
Study Population 
Participants will be recruited from women attending nuchal translucency scans in the study areas.  
Eligibility Criteria 
Inclusion Criteria 
 Women with high levels of emotional eating identified by a score of less than 3.6 
on the eating for physical rather an emotional subscale of the IES-P 
 Planning to birth in the study area 
 Read and understand English 
 Have mobile phone compatible with the APP 
 Singleton pregnancy on nuchal scan  
Exclusion Criteria 
 Pre-existing diabetes 
 Multiple gestation. If multiple gestation is identified after enrolment the participant 
will be terminated from the study  
 Medical conditions present prior to pregnancy requiring women to receive 
personalised advice on weight management including: diabetes, cystic fibrosis, 
hyperthyroidism, renal insufficiency, lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, 
Crohns disease and ulcerative colitis. 
 Hypertension treated with medication. 
 Psychiatric medication which would is contraindicated in pregnancy (category D or 




 Household member on study staff 
 Current or planned participation in a weight loss program  
 Current or planned enrolment in a weight loss or another weight gain prevention 
study 
 Participants will be excluded during screening if they report regular use of systemic 
steroids, prescription weight loss drugs, and/or diabetes medications. "Regular use" 
is defined as "taking this medication most days of the week for the previous month" 
 Current treatment for eating disorder - these behaviours require more active 
treatment than an IE intervention 
 Mental or psychiatric condition that precludes giving informed consent and 
completing questionnaires 
 Seeking termination of pregnancy 
Study Outcomes 
Primary Outcome 
 Birth weight in grams  
Secondary Outcomes 
 Change in IES scores between baseline and 37-40 weeks 
 Maternal weight gain from measured pre-pregnancy BMI to measured weight at 37-
40 weeks of pregnancy categorised by BMI category into: below, within or above 
the IOM GWG guidelines  
 Development of BP of >140/90 on two successive occasions over seven days. 
 Development of gestational diabetes as defined by ADIPs (http://adips.org/ 
information-for-health-care-providers-approved.asp) 
Study Procedures 
Recruitment of Participants  
All women presenting for a nuchal translucency scan will be approached with information about 
the study, interested women will be asked to complete an online questionnaire to ensure they fit 
the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Participants will complete a consent with the research assistant. 
Randomisation  
After providing consent participants will be randomised by telephoning a central randomisation 
service.  




Participants who have given consent and been randomised will then complete a baseline 
questionnaire and anthropomorphic measurements.  
All participants will: 
 Receive written advice nutritional supplements including: Vitamin D, Folic Acid, 
Iron and Iodine. 
 Receive written advice safe eating in pregnancy 
 Receive written advice about optimal exercise in pregnancy 
 Have weight and height measured and be informed of their BMI and recommended 
weight gain in pregnancy. 
 Be provided with a personalised Ministry of Health card on GWG. 
 Have weight measured at 37-40 weeks of pregnancy 
 Complete questionnaires at baseline and 37-40 weeks of pregnancy on IE, 
anxiety/depression, activity and sleep. Baseline questionnaires will include a risk 
assessment of excess GWG.  
Group 1  
The intervention group will be provided with an app which includes: 
 A pre-validated education on IE 
 A weight tracking graph with reminders 
 An exercise monitor which encourages a minimum of 30 mins activity per day 
 Detailed advice about optimal activity 
 Detailed advice about optimal nutrition in pregnancy 
 The app will report interaction with the app back to the researchers  
Group 2 
 The standard care group will receive standard care  
Embedded Qualitative Study 
Participants in the pilot study will be invited to take part in a ‘think-aloud’ study whilst answering 
the IES-2.  
Measurement Tools  
 Maternal height and weight will be established in methods consistent with the NZ 
anthropomorphic standards (http://www.moh.govt.nz/notebook/nbbooks.nsf/0/ 
e846bf606184f2cdcc257487007eb4e8/$FILE/protocols-for-collecting-height-
weight-waist-measurements.pdf) 
 Standard hospital baby scales will be used to establish birth weight 




 Activity will be measured with the PPAQ 
 Anxiety and depression will be measured with the HADS and the EPDS  
Safety Considerations/Patient Safety  
Participants who score >12 on the EPDS during pregnancy will have their lead maternity career 
informed of the score with consent. 
Monitoring of GWG and birth weight will be performed at interim points to ensure there is no 
statistically significant increase in weight gain below the IOM guidance or high rates of small for 
gestational age. 
Statistical Analysis 
Sample Size and Statistical Power 
A pilot study will investigate feasibility and establish be used to inform the power calculation of 
the full study. 
Ethical Considerations 
Consultation will occur with iwi in the recruitment areas.  
Ethics will be applied for from HDEC. 
The trial will be registered with the ANZCTR. 
Outcomes and Significance 
If the study is effective, then a reduction in SGA and LGA will result in a reduction in obesity for 









































Appendix 21. Phase One Consent 
 
 
